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When I first picked up China Midville's Perdido Street Sta¬ 

tion, I'd fallen into a fantasy slump. After a succession 

of medio ere thousand-page airport novels that seemed 

to regurgitate the same tropes and plots Vd already read 

a million times, id begun to despair for the state of the 

genre as a whole. Was all fantasy essentially the same? Did 

every sword and sorcery book feature a youthful “chosen 

one" who narrowly escapes a raid on his village to join a 

rag-tag band of elves and dwarves on a quest to save the 

world from a Nasty Evil? Did the genre have anything new 

to offer my imagination and, for that matter, my Dungeons 

si Dragons campaigns? 

A good friend-—one of dozens of internet contacts TVe 

never met in person yet trust innately—suggested I give 

Mieville's new novel a try. citing it as one of the most i imagi¬ 

native pieces of fiction—fantasy or otherwise—he'd read in 

recent memory. Given that this friend was also the one who 

turned me on to Jack Vance, i was sure to take his recom¬ 

mendation seriously* 

Only a few pages in, I knew I had found what I'd been 

looking for. With its Victorian cityscapes, baroque lan¬ 

guage, and characters with moral depth and complex¬ 

ity, I discovered in Perdido Street Station a key to a much 

larger fantastic landscape. Filled with decadent monsters 

and subtle magic, the book was surely fantastic in nature, 

but it was also altogether different Its protagonists were 

ordinary people: fat scientists, conflicted artists, exiled 

outsiders. Certainly the monsters would be at home in 

a D&[D campaign, but Midville's city had trains and elec¬ 

tricity and modern politics... it was just what Td been 

looking for in a fantasy novel, but 1 began to wonder if it 

was a good fit for gaming. 

Then, something funny happened. Late in the novel, the 

protagonists found themselves on an unlikely raid and 

requiring additional muscle. I'll let the book describe the 

men and women they hired: 

“They were immediately and absolutely recognizable as 

adventurers.*. A few' performed useful services: research, car¬ 

tography, and the like: Most were nothing but tomb raiders. 

They wTere scum who died violent deaths, hanging on to a cer¬ 

tain cachet among the impressionable through their undeni¬ 

able bravery and their occasionally impressive exploits." 

Right there it hit me. He’s not just talking about adven¬ 

turers, I thought to myselC but specifically of Dungeons 

&i Dragons adventurers. Sure, the description was decid¬ 

edly one-sided and a bit of a jab, but it was delivered with 

the skill of one who knows exactly where to aim. China 

Mieville, I discovered there and then, was a gamer. 

it made perfect sense. New Crobuzon, Lhe metropolis 

at the heart of Perdido Street StationT was as vibrant a char¬ 

acter as any in tire book, conveying a sense of place more 

strongly than perhaps anything I had ever read. Absent 

the plot, the novel seemed almost like an RFG sourcebook 

at times, with details included that only a game master 

might think up to add a sense of immersive realism to his 

locale. And here, where the action lacked into overdrive, 

wras a team, of adventurers that might have stepped right 

out of the Tomb of Horrors. 

If a gang of D^D adventurers could fit snugly within 

New Crobuzon, New Crobuzon could definitely fit in a 

DSfD campaign. More importantly, Mieville’s willingness 

to contravene boring genre conventions could serve as a 

creative kick-start for a DM who had fallen into a rut, as 

if s now been doing for me ever since 1 first read Perdido 

Street Station years ago. 

This month, Dragon offers a full-scale look at the imagi¬ 

native w'orld of China Mieville in, a feature that has been 

more than a year in the making. With the input, support, 

and approval of Mieville himself, w^e present for the first 

time oificiaL Dungeons &£ Deacons rules foT the creatures, 

races, and technology of China’s world* Use it to create 

your own New Crobuzon adventures or use it piecemeal to 

enhance your existing campaigns. 

And for God's sake read Perdido Street Station. It may 

just change the way you think about DSfD—and fantasy 

itself—forever* 
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MEM 
.Hi guys. First off 3?ve been a loyal sub¬ 

scriber of Deacon for nearly ten years 

and, until last year, a prolific contributor 

on the official Wizards of die Coast D^D 

forums as Minuslnnocence. Recently, 

a friend of mine started Ms own D^D 

website and for Ifie past five months Ive 

been submitting reviews there of your 

esteemed publication. Of course the 

comics at the end of each issue are always 

a welcome treat but among my favorite 

articles are “Ecology of,."“Demonomh 

con oflggwilv” and “Core Beliefs/' 

Sadly,, the latest installment is not 

positive. If there's one bad thing IVe said 

about Drag got in my reviews it’s that 

in your attempts to please the myriad 

groups of’ garners out there (I'm think¬ 

ing specifically of Eberrqn and For¬ 

gotten Realms fans), yon often fail to 

find the center. I know it's difficult to 

accommodate so many different camps 

in the D$fP world; I keenly remember 

the bloated corpse of TSR collapsing 

under its own weight as all the differ¬ 

ent campaign settings and supplements 

failed to generate enough, money to jus¬ 

tify their publication, I just think there 

are a lot of people who don't necessarily 

play published adventures and certainly 

don't appreciate campaign-specific 

material each month. There was a Lime a 

few years ago when the occasional short 

story or article by Ed GreenwFood nibbed 

some people the wrong way, but it wasn't 

something that happened every month 

and, anyway, submissions of that caliber 

are easy to sift through for inspiration 

for just about any creative DM. 

Now, however, ifs impossible to get 

away horn. To give you a few examples, I 

even advised people not to buy is sue #349 

because 1 didn't think they needed to pay 

cover price for eight pages of slightly 

cheesy game mechanics on bows and 

crossbows. Anyway, by Eric Cagle's own 

admission, it was a compilation of mate¬ 

rial from a bunch of other supplements; 

so really what yon re telling ns is that you 

think it's ok to sacrifice piecious space 

from your already sparse ninety-eight 

pages for stuff we already have access to. 

I also didn't appreciate the gargantuan 

Forgotten Realms article on the End¬ 

less Waste: while it was superbly written 

and the map was greatly appreciated, a 

sidebar mentioned there is also a web 

enhancement on the Wizards of the 

Coast site. Why not just post all of this 

up there and save 13 pages? 

That said, I still value my subscript 

tion and dunk you've done a bang-np 

job in recent mouths, and for my part 

I'm trying to recruit more people to 

buy your magazine because overall, I 

think Dragon has blossomed under 

Paizo's stewardship. It's just that I think 

it's a mistake to alienate the main¬ 

stream: maybe you could have one issue 

every year devoted entirely to each of the 

big campaign settings? February could 

be Ebhrron Month, for example. And 

regarding the Savage Tide Adventure 

Path: not everyone subscribes to both 

Dragon and Dungeon. 1 don't, and 

I'm a DM. So I was thinking you could 

just double the space allotted for the 

adventure in each issue of Dungeon to 

allow for "Savage Tidings."It leaves it all 

in one easy to find location and doesn't 

clutter up the pages of this magazine 

with stuff most of us won't use anyway. 

Michad MaOon 

Houston, TX 

Thanks for ffee thoughts, Michael As you 

suggest, me are feltimj yew that me tfainfc a 

compilation of all existing official material 

on b<m>s arid crossbows is umrfh the eight 

pages in Dragon #349, just as we thought 

the pole arm presented over seven pa^cs in 

issue #331 ivas a good use of space as welt 

Looking at my sfminmg .Trif, I conn/ sixty- 

fivo hardco vers for the currenf edition of the 

fjaaiG md I have seven had to purge a fern 
of the older ones to make room for new 

stuff. That’s a crushing amount of game 

material md no DM can really he. expected 

to lawi ail of it Our “Comprehensire Guide" 

series k meant to compile the most reUvant 

and useful information from all those hooks 

into a simple resource for players and DMs, 

which we think definitely justifies the space. 

Asjbr campaign-specific articles, that's a 

very difficult balancing act, When we print 

“too few” campaign setting articles, we get 

letters. When we print “too many," we $et 

letters. Suffice it to say that DQp fans come 

to the game for lots of different reasons, and 

for a large parentage, setting is king. We try 

lo make our setting-specific articles appli¬ 

cable to campaigns that don’t me the set¬ 

ting in question and we wilt keep trying to 

DAWN OF WAR CONTEST 

Ail of us here at Dragon would like 

to congratulate Sam Van Ti 1 borg of 

Paris, Ontario Canada on winning 

last October's Dawn of War contest. 

Thanks to Sam, Rdlc Entertain- 

merit, THQ, Games Workshop, Nvida, 

and the dozens of aspiring gener¬ 

als who made the contest a success. 

Check back here next month for more 

to win with an alf new give away! 
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FROM CHINA TO UN LUN DUN 

While the majority of this Issue focuses on 

the world and inhabitants of Bas-Lag, Per¬ 

dido Street Station, The Scar, and Iron Council 

are by no means the extent nor end of China 

Mieville’s exploration Into other worlds. With 

his sixth novel, Un iun Dun, Midville departs 

Bas-Lag for a bizarre city lurking just behind 

the London of the real world. When two 

young' girls wander into this, realm of liv¬ 

ing words, strange characters, and familiar 

creatures turned monsters, they find a place 

awaiting the fulfillment of a prophecy that 

might finally be coming true. Written with 

young readers in mind and featuring artwork 

by the author; Un Lun Dun releases this Feb¬ 

ruary from Dei Rey, 

improve, hut don't expect campaign setting 

articles to go away in iMJiiture. 

I just received #350 in the mail, and. 1 

must say I am really impressed with 

this one. The articles on magic pol¬ 

lution and ‘"Creatures of Corruption" 

were awesome, and I will definitely 

be incorporating elements of both 

into my bi-weekly Ebehron game. Not 

being a big FR fan, 1 was pleasantly 

surprised with the planetouched, as 

they are easily slotted into other cam¬ 

paign settings, and I’ve been waiting 

for an eladrin planetouched since sec¬ 

ond edition’s Plane scape campaign 

setting! Also, a monster Ecology from 

a source other than the first Monster 

Manual? NICE, In a game with House 

Cannith playing a prominent role in 

the overarching pi of an article on 

the clockwork horror makes me very 

happy! Also, I think one of my favor¬ 

ite Speller aft articles ever graced your 

pages this month, though I wish there 

had been more. More chronomancy 

and chronopsionics please! Over¬ 

all, this was a really good Djhagon, 

despite not having my favorite kind of 

content... Eberron-specific! But I see 

from the First Watch section that will 

be remedied next month. All I can say 

is, YES, YES, YEESSS!! 

Dave the Brave 

Via Email 

Dave the Brave, meet Michael Malic a. 

Mike, Dave the Brave. 

I in a long-time player of Dungeon 

& Dragons and a HUGE fan of the 

Forgotten Realms, Fm very excited 

about the new monthly Forgotten 

Realms articles announced in issue 

#351. f would love to see some in- 

depth, Volo-style coverage of the lower 

DelembiyT region including Llorkh, 

Loud water, and Secomber, the fledg¬ 

ling elven nation starling in the old 

Stronghold, of the Nine, and last but 

not least some Halruuan locales. An 

article based on the Aurora's Whole 

Realms Catalog 'Hading Coaster and 

its contacts and interactions with local 

folks and its enemies would be great as 

well Whatever the locale, please keep 

those Realms articles flowing! 

Steve Parlin 

Columbus, Ohio 

We have quite a collection of Fqiicottzn 

Realms a ad Eberrgn monthly arhe/es on 

tap, and ut eagerly await reader response 

and suggestions. Jri! pass along your list to 

out authors, Steue, and you might just end 

up seeing ajhv "‘special requests" in future 

months. In the meantimet swing fry our 

message hoards at paizoxom and tell us 

what you dunk of the new columns. We're 

always eager to hear your thoughts and 

rfftiri sms. —Erik Mona 

!vy5ji^^S|||S||g| 
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FIRST WATCH PREVIEWS, NOTES, AND NEWS FOR GAMERS 

NEW RELEASES 

Are your dungeons deadly enough? 

Make sure they are with Durccjeonscaf e, 

the newest entry in Wizards of the 

Coast's environmental series with a 

focus on making your location-based 

adventures as unique and deadly as 

possible. Dimgon Managing Edi¬ 

tor Jason Bulmahn and The Order of 

the Stick creator Rich Burlew provide 

DMs with new ways to snare play¬ 

ers in either custom dungeons or in 

pre-made models. New terrain and 

obstacle details, types of traps, and 

dungeon-dwelling creatures, along 

with prestige classes and dungeon- 

delving tips and tricks make the book 

as useful to players as it is.to DMs. 

Secrets of Sarlona hiuminates the his¬ 

tory, conflicts, peoples, and threats 

of Sarlona, the domain of Ebekron’s 

enigmatic inspired. With campaign 

ideas for DMs and character details 

for PCs, Keith Baker, Scoli Fitzgerald 

Grey, Glenn McDonald, and Chris Sims 

reveal Sarlona's varied cultures, explor¬ 

ing its unique psionics and martial arts 

with special detail. Keith Baker, cre¬ 

ator of th e Eberhon campaign setting, 

says Secrets of Sarlona has “something 

for everybody—mysterious psion¬ 

ics, ancient civilizations, and strange 

magic/' Tn addition, Semis of Sarlona 

reveals mysteries of the world's past 

that shake the entire campaign setting. 

NEXT MONTH IN DRAGON #353 

DEMONOMICON OF 

IGGWILV: MALCANTHET 

by fames Jacobs 

Taste the sweetest corruption of the. 

Abyss. MalcantheL, Queen of the 

Suecubi, seduces mortals to Indulge 

their lustful and hedonistic whims, 

then sacrifice themselves within her 

fiendish embrace. 

FROM BEYOND THE REALMS 

by Thomas Cosies 

Six new outsiders From the Forgotten 

Realms's unique cosmology wreak 

their wills upon the mortals of Tori 1. 

j The start of a new three-part series, 

j Barrow of the Forgotten King takes PCs 

j into the worm-eaten depths of a 

j crumbling, undead-haunted catacomb 

j to face the ancient horrors waldng 

: within. Meant to challenge characters 

l from 2nd to 5th levels, the adventure 

r uLilizes the new easy-to-nm encounter 

j format and uses a mix of classic D^D 

i beasts and new monsters, all of which 

I have their own Dungeons & Dragons 

\ Miniatures figures to ease their use in 

j play. Designer Ed Stark explains that 

j “each encounter ties into the adven- 

i tore, but each is self - contained and lias 

i all the rules and even some hints for 

i running the scene/’ 

THE PRINCES OF 

ELEMENTAL GOOD 

by Kevin Baase and Eric Jansmg 

Seek the aid of the Elemental Pkines's 

goodlyarchomentals. Ben Nadar*Chan, 

Sunnis, and Zaaman Ruf oppose the 

wicked plots and wanton destruction 

of the Princes of Elemental Evil. 

PLUS! 

The Ecology of the Keeper, 

Dragon marks, Class Acts, Scale 

Mail, Sage Advice, Savage Tidings, 

and comics including The Order of 

the Stick and more! 
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reported by Shelly Baur, William L. Christensen, Cosmo Ei$elef and Mike L Fiegel 

GIANTS OF MIDDLE EARTH 

Aside from buying your own hobbit, Gentle Giant Ltd. (gentte- 

giantitd.com) gets you as dose as you can to owning .a piece of 

Middle Earth, releasing the first of many busts and figurines 

based on characters from The Lord 0/the Rings trilogy. 

“Gentle Giant Studios was actually on set for all three 

movies, scanning the actors and props for use in prototyping 

products," said Amanda Bums of Gentle Giant, "We have in- 

house sculptors and painters who then add the fine detail to 

create the final product.” 

The first busts in the series are the Stxider and Ring- 

wraith Ringbeaxer busts, each 1/6 scale figure standing 7,5 

inches high and featuring secret compartments in the base 

to keep your own rings safe. Following on their heels are 

the Gandalf and Balxog mini busts, both possessed of a 

unique “magical" light-up feature. 

Also featured in the Lord of the Rings line are stylized 

Animaquette figurines of Saruman and Gandalfi inspired by 

WETA and New Line’s concept drawings for the films. 

Beholder JAch 

A FIRST LOOK AT UNHALLOWED 

The thirteenth set of Dungeons si 

Dragons Miniatures, Unhallowed, 

unleashes the dead and worse. 

These three figures are but a sneak 

peek of the heroes and horrors 

releasing next month. 

Phata?oc Soldier Ogre Executioner 
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FIRST WATCH 

THIS MONTH IN DUNGEON #143 

LANKHMAR REVISTED 

Return to the City of Seven 

Score Thousand Smokes 

in Mongoose Publishing's 

(m o ngoosepubli shing* com) 

Lankhrnar campaign set¬ 

ting, for use with the new 

edition of the RuneQuest 

RPG. The 160-page hard¬ 

cover includes everything 

needed to walk in the foot* 

steps of Fafhxd and the 

Grey Mouser, with faithful 

descriptions of the entire 

city and all its factions, "My 

plan from the outset was to 

invent as little as possible 

and he faithful to the source 

material/' said author Aaron 

Dembski-Bowden. "If ifs in 

the Lankhrnar books, ifs in 

Rime Qwest Lankhrnar, too* If 

it ain't, then it ain't" 

CLASSICAL CD 

Goodman Games (good- 

mangames.eom) releases 

the first compilation CD 

of the popular Dungeon 

Crawl Classics series of 

old*school adventures this 

month* "This CD compila¬ 

tion is a wray to bring some 

of [the] online sales back to 

game stores," said Joseph 

Goodman, President of 

Goodman Games. The 

CD includes the first five 

Dungeon Crawl Classics 

adventures, beginning with 

adventure #o, Legends are 

Made, not Bom, and ending 

with adventure #4, Bloody 

Jack’s Cold, Future releases 

planned for later this year 

will feature four to five 

modules each* 

WHITE WOLE ONLINE? 

White Wolf has merged with 

Gaming Industry innovators 

CCP, creators of EVE Online, 

"the world's largest gam¬ 

ing universe” "CCP brings 

industry* leading technical 

expertise and online game 

development experience to 

us/1 said Mike Tinney, White 

Wolfs President. "Together, 

we will create the industry's 

most innovative games/7 

While White Wolf will con¬ 

tinue its pen-and-paper RPG 

offerings, the merger has 

reportedly already started 

the gears grinding on a 

World of Darkness online 

roleplaying game. You can 

read more about what's 

in store for White Wolf at 

white -wolf com* 

COSMIC CUTENESS 

Dreamland Toyworks and 

cartoonist John Kovalic 

have teamed up to release 

My Little Cthulhu. This cute 

rendition of the elder god 

comes packaged with two 

victims that pull apart to 

reveal blood-red cores* "My 

Little Cthulhu was a dream 

project," said John Kovalic, 

"as it played directly to my 

strengths; mixing cute and 

evil. 1 don't think I've ever 

been happier with someone 

transforming my cartoons 

into full-fledged 3D glory, 

and I'm working on a couple 

oi My Little Cthulhu comic 

strips to augment the line/' 

My Little Cthulhu (dream - 

landtoyworks.com) releases 

thismqiith. 

RfDING THE RAIL 

by Christopher Wissel 

Defend a lightning rail being used to 

transport a monolith hauled from the mys¬ 

terious depths of Xen'drrk An Efjerrqn 

ad ve n tu re for 5th -1 evef d 1 a rad e rs. 

TIDES OF DREAD 

by Stephen S* Greer and Gary Holian 

The PCs [earn that the assault on Par- 

shore was but a prelude of things to 

come. To prepare the colony they must 

draw upon all the resources of the isle 

of Dread* A Say/age Tide Adventure Path 

scenario for gtb-level characters* 

BACKDROP! EARS HO RE 

by Stephen S. Greer and Gory Hoi ion 

The burgeoning colony of Pars ho re 

needs your help if ll's going to survive 

the perils of the Isle of Dread, Learn 

about the history, residents, and dare 

gors of this determined porl town* 

MASK OF DIAMOND TEARS 

by Nicolas Loyue 

I he PCs are called upon to investi¬ 

gate the theft of a strange artifact 

and must face a deadly adversary 

indeed—themselves! A D%P adven¬ 

ture for 13th-]evd characters. 
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FIRST WATCH 

GAMERS ON THE SILVER SCREEN 

Dungeons sj Dragons references are 

always working their way into popular 

culture, but ids not Loo ofl.cn that entire 

movies axe dedicated to pure RPG 

geektness. Recently, two new DVDy 

have focused on the lives and loves of 

gamers. Firstt Gamers (buygamers.com) 

details the lives of a group of gamer 

friends who are trying to break the 

world record for logging over 74,558 

hours of roleplaying. Meanwhile, the 

gamers of Geefcm' (geddnmovie.com) 

fear that their game hangs in the bal¬ 

ance after the presence of a attractive 

girl threatens to pit gamer against 

gamer. Both dims are on sale now-. 

DEITIES AND DEMAGOGUES 

The Old Ones are coming Such is the 

encroaching horror behind Ohulfru 

Tiles and Cfhulftu Rising, a compilation 

of squamous tales and a new series, 

respectively, from Boom! Studios, both 

based on the maddening works of 

H.R Lovecraft. From the same dark¬ 

ness also comes Damnation Crusade, a 

bloody series set in the war-tom galaxy 

of Warhammer 40,00a After a number of 

delays, volume 1 of the worlds-spanning 

adventure of Yoshitaka Amaxio (Sand¬ 

man, Vampire Hunter D), Hero is finally 

available too, complete with an intro¬ 

duction by Neil GaimarL Check out all 

three series at boom-studi05.com. 

THE LAST UNICORN 

Peter S. Beagle's cult fantasy clas¬ 

sic returns to DVD tins month with 

The Last Unicom 25th Anniversary 

DVD. Featuring the voice talents of 

Rene Auberjonois, Mia Farrow, Angela 

Lansbury and Christopher Lee, this 

widescreen release promises better 

video and audio quality than the 2004 

edition. Despite the movie’s popular¬ 

ity, though, legal entanglements have 

prevented the hook's- author from 

ever receiving compensation for his 

involvement. Golan Press (conlanpress. 

com), however, is donating half of their 

profit from the DVD's sale directly to 

Beagle to fund his future projects. 

RPGA REPORT by Ian Rk hart 

For years, Winter Fan t a s y Has been the 

ultimate game festival for the hardest 

of hardcore D^D fans: Four days of 

gaming, RPGA events, celebrity pah- 

el*< and announcements of the big¬ 

gest products and events to hit in 

the coming year Vet, if you haven't 

already been Lo Winter Fantasy, 

there's a good chance that you don’t 

know much about what goes on there, 

and just hearing the name doesn't tell 

you a lot more. This year, though, all 

that's changing. 

We here at the RPGA and Wizards 

of the Coast are ret magi ning Winter 

Fantasy. We wanted to host art event 

where we could show fans what's In 

store for the year, celebrate Dfi£D with 

16 S 

our most invested players, and Further 

reward RPGA members for all their 

dedication and endless support. We 

also like the idea of giving our most 

devoted fans and attendees the inside 

scoop on RPGA, Wizards of the Coast, 

and gaming industry news and events 

before anyone else, 

Thus, this month, Winter Fantasy 

becomes D8(D Experience. 

D8?D Experience offers all the events 

and insider info of Winter Fantasy and 

more. Rfgbl from the start, the name 

tells everyone exactly what type of show 

it is. Along with speeialannpuncements, 

seminars, and Du no,eon 5 Si Dragons 

R$P and brand presentations, were 

offering more games of D^D and Dgf) 

Mffriatures than its possible to play in 

four days. As someone ones said to 

me... D^D is about choices... What 

class? What race? What feats? What 

skills to take?" D8(D Experience will be 

just like I hat. With so much going on, 

the choices will be about what you can 

attend-—-Whetheryou should grab some 

sleep or work in one more game. 

DiStD Experience Lakes place at the 

Hyatt Regency hotel in Crystal City, 

Arlington, Virginia, from Febiuary 

15th to the iStb. To find out all there 

is to kpow about D^D Experience 

and this year's events, check out 

wizards.com/rpga. 

If you're serious about D8*p you 

need to be at D8f> Experience! 



THE LORD OF THE I 
RINGS ONLINE 
Turbine, creators of As/iertms Qii and. Dungeons Si Tkqgarn \ 

Online, Have their sights set on Lhe top witli The Lord of the Kings i 

Online: Shodoius of Angrrm, the first MMORPG to let players j 

adventure in the original epic fantasy world of J.R.R, Tolkien. | 

This first chapter in The Lord of the Rings Online saga focuses j 

on Eiiador and the evil done by the Witch-King of Ang- I 

max. Players deal with what the Fellowship of the Nine left j 

behind, occasionally inter acting with characters like Candalf | 

and Strides The size and variety ''puts LotKO in the top two ! 

MMORPGS out theref said Turbine CEO Jeff Anderson 

For a chance to try out The Lord of the Rings Online’s before its I 

release later this year, check out lotro.turliine.coTn for infer- I 

mation on their open beta test, beginning this month. I 

LAIR 
Strap on your riding gear and mount up on your very own 

dragon in iair? from Factor 5 and Sony Entertainment, for 

the Vlays ration 3, 

Utilizing the PS3^s motion-sensitive SIXAXIS controller, you 

control your dragon in tooth-and-fang air-to-air combat with 

other dragons and scour armies of land-bound enemies with 

your flaming breath. Aside from the standard fire-breathing 

dragons, though, you’ll also have the opportunity to take the 

reigns of ice and dark dragons, using their abilities to battle 

legions of monstrous foes. When your dragon is running low 

on health, you can even nip down to the ground forces and 

pick np a bite to eat from among the enemy's troops. You can 

also perform feats like leaping onto your opponent's dragon, 

blocking off the rider, then slaying the dragon itself 

Lair releases in Spring of this year 
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MifaHle gets m/e- 

p/qytrx, hmn/i'r he imiis 

om* /wj years, and hr gels 

worldbittiding in the broad style 

because of his mleplaymg back¬ 

ground. Bui his novels and his characters 

11 re a i rythi> \g but stai ida rd faiititsy Filled 

with exotic races, modem altitudes, as 

mil as stmhjiafmmrd action, and with 

a creative energy the fantasy field hasn't 

seen since Moorcock and U Ca/n, 

work stands alone as the first wildly oriate 

nedfantasy novels of the 21st rcnfum 

Why read books that■feature capital¬ 

ist poll lies, industrial slums, and a dasi\ 

tf philosophy? Because tiny edm feature 

Lovmaftian monsters, \ich descriptions 

of fantastic people, and plenty of magic. 

China 'Micville’s world of Ba&Lag 

stretches the boundaries of what the fan¬ 

tasy genre can be imil beyond a rag-lag 

group of elves and dwarves. 

Vie next several ankles in this issue 

provide an ownrfnn cf China Mkvilles 

.vfra/yc creations in Dun geo \s & Drag¬ 

ons terms as an aid to readers interested in 

making Micvillcs engaging \mid of Bas¬ 

ing come alive on their game tables. 

We reem/fy .wrt lutfTi China jbr a brief 

interview aboict his engaging world, his 

novels, and his roleplaying past. 
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MIEVILLE ON GAME 
AND MONSTERS 
“My monster creation drive is a ldiid 

of prime thing. IVe always loved all the 

fantastic elements, and I love creating 

fantastic worlds, but the monsters were 

always the prime draw for me. I think 

many people share that urge—you see 

the same mania for categorization in 

medieval bestiaries. 

RPG supplements, it was always the 

monster manuals I loved most, and I 

think I just never grew out of it. 

'jOfmy own monsters], I've always had 

a soft spot for the inchmen of Iron Cam - 

cil, and I like the cactacae very much. The affectionately but critically saying rYou 

inchmen jump to mind because they’re know, if adventurers really wandered 

among the most grotesque.. And if yog around a coherent world with coher- 

want to count Remade as monsters,; they ent societies and coherent politics, 

really liave to be above all else. Sht, is whar they'd look like.' They go 

“I had the very errly edition Mw.-dtr wart'deringlhth other people’s barrows 
'hi,, , Z., . 1 • i. . . . . 

“[Some ofthe adventurer mercenaries 

in Perdido Street Station} vnR do anything 

for gold and experience. It wras tweaking 

[gamers], but it’s extremely affectionate 

tweaking* Fve seen people say online 

that Vm really anti-RPG, and Fm so 

startled when people say this. It couldn't 

be further from the truth. I don't hap¬ 

pen to be a player these days, but this is 

my background, and I loved this stuff 

and it was incredibly informative to me. 

I was quite aware of how formative this 

was to me in my world creation* 

"With the adventurers, I was simply 

aware, of that, and I was playfully and 

U" -J --- 

head. I always felt a huge.:tug totvaidthe Sound looking fot ..figh ts, they kill 

xom, and also the umber hulk. I never people at the drop pi n hat... As I say, I 

came up against either of these creatures: was that soldier, I'm not hasting asper- 

m my roleplaymg experiences, but they : Mints. Bui it’s a playful way of saying, 

were the ones l always came back to. Also ‘this is what we play.’ 

the golems, which feature quite a lot in “ It’s an affection ate critique. | 

Iron Council and are deliberately riffed "I don’t play .my games rims, and I 
on. In [>S(D terins. those were tire ones. havei-.'t played any for about eighteen 



years... but in my early to mid teem I 

played a lot. 1 went from Dungeons # 

Dragons (ADScD), through to Rirnequest 

and Call of Cthulhu. And also MERP; Mid¬ 

dle Earth Roiefrfctying. I never really par¬ 

ticularly got on with the setting, but that 

was the favorite game of the people J was 

around, so I played a lot of that. 

"For the most part, I tended to play 

the Qiaos ium engine, hut that partly was 

just how the sticks fell. Call of Cthulhu 

was probably my overall favorite, and 

that also related to the monster thing. 

No one gives monsters like Love craft. 

“Lovecraft is extremely important to 

me. He fascinates me because he physi¬ 

cally changed the shape of the field that 

he was working in. You can think in 

terms of pre- and post-Love craft mon¬ 

sters, It's not that he didn't have precur¬ 

sors, but his radically new conception, of 

the monstrous had absolutely nothing 

to do with foftdoric traditions. 

"His kind of pessimistic atheist 

supemature is a really exciting thing. 

Like most of Love craft's readers fm 

very conscious of his flaws in literary 

terms and political terms. But I love the 

work and I find it endlessly inspiring.” 

TECHNOLOGY AND 
THE REMADE 
“I've never been a fan of the view of 

technology which says that humanity 

should not meddle with certain things. 

Thafs a frighteningly closed-minded 

They become not only useful but also a 

loud of beauty/' 

3ENRE AND THE 
FUTURE OF BAS-LAG1 
“There have "been all kinds of traditions 

of the fantastic that don't fit what we 

might nowadays thinly of as the standard 

model. In the last 50 years, [the genre] has 

been shoeliomed into aset oftraditional 

shapes, which aren't intrinsic to the form 

at alL So when we say "the typical fantasy 

novel,” that's only been the typical fantasy 

novel for a few decades. Nothing intrin¬ 

sic about fantasy says it has to he feudal 

and elves and roving bands of adven¬ 

turers. That's relatively speaking quite 

new. So what I and others axe doing is 

reclaiming other traditions as much as 

creating something new, 

"There's plenty* of extremely good 

fantasy set in a feudal society, but I am 

more interested in modernity. Bas-Lag 

started out almost as a thought experi¬ 

ment. It was "Let's do a fantasy society 

which is fantastic, which has magic, 

which has monsters, but which is urban 

rather than rural, which is capitalist 

rather than feudal, which is unsenti¬ 

mental—arguably too unsentimental— 

as opposed to sentimental.’ 

“The paradox is that if you do it that 

way you make the fantasy more realistic. 

“The next Bas-Lag novel won't he for 

a tittle while. 1 will certainly be writing 

more set in that world, but 1 wanted to 

Perdido Street Station: A scientist 

who wants to harness crisis energy 

and prove his theories, a bird man 

who wants to fly again, an msectoid 

artisan, and a city that just wants a 

good night's sleep. A wildly inventive 

fantasy city and its inhabitants come 

a five in the first Bas-Lag novel. 

The Scar: The ship-city of Armada 

sails toward an ancient empire's trea¬ 

sures, led by mad lovers* vampires, 

freed Remade, and the hostages 

taken from a thousand piracies. 

and conservative way of thinking about 

the world. Science and technology—In 

and of themselves—me neutral. But 

the problem is dial they're never fa 

and of themselves, they’re always for 

interests and at the behest Qf inferests. 

"But I understand peoples’ anxiet¬ 

ies, because people are anxious about 

who is pushing- that technology. The 

people who pay for that research, and 

the reasons it’s being pushed—-that is a 

completely legitimate set of concerns. 

Technology is fantastic, but what's 

done with it is often pretty awful. 

Tji Soar and Iron Council I tried tb 

break after Iron Council The response 

to Iron Council has really divided peo¬ 

ple much more than the other books. 

When I come back to that world, I want 

the dust settled, So it probably 

won't be for a couple of years. [But] 

I am Lliinking about if and 1 have at 

least two different Ideas which Vm cur¬ 

rently intertwining into one. 

"I suspect I'll be coming hade in Bas- 

Lag for the rest of my life. There are an 

infinite number of stories to be told there. 

I want to keep it reasonably flesh, which 

means trying something new' each time. 

Inevitabhynot all books are going to work 

create situations in which the Remade for aQ people, and that's a shame, because 

turn their own remaltings to their you always want everyone to love every 

advantage [so] that they stop Being. book Bufltiiink a worse crime would-be | 

badges of dishonor and oppressions to always write the same bgokl* £“ 
mmx—, -imnmfhm 

CHINA 
MIF.V1UF. 

Iron Council: Failed revolutionaries 

flee the city of New Crobuzon aboard 

a train In a story wildly unlike any other 

train novel ever. Mutants and cacoto- 

phic stains, parted lovers, wild golem 

magic, and adventures abound. 

rfiFW-*ifc3P§r * 
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TP 
e world df Bas-Lag is enor- 

OUs, a mass of continents 

-ilowly being stitched together 

through trade and industrial, prog¬ 

ress. New Crobuzon is home to one of 

the most advance d of its civilizations, 

hut other city-states and empires— 

richer and wiser—have come and 

gone over the centuries, and New Cro- 

buzon itselfhas suffered long periods 

of industrial retreat arid collapse as 

well as eras of wild expansion, Here, 

then, are a traveler's impressions and 

warnings for both the city and the 

world around it 

Se inhabitants, pulled Up stakes 

and moved to where the River Tar 

meets with the Canker*, just a few 

miles upriver from its meeting with 

the sea. Although the people renamed 

it New Crobuzon, the dating system 

from the first settlement's founding 

on Iron Bay was retained. Over time, 

its hard-working citizens and hard- 

scheming mayors have extended its 

reach thousands of miles, and have 

built its manufactories into a vast, 

sprawrlingf industrial mess. The 

city-state has created great art and 

advanced sciences, funded rail travel 

and gliding aerostats, destroyed one 

of its rival cities and brought others 

heel, and has made some of its 

merchants very, very wealthy indeed. 

New Crobuzon now suffers the 

diseases of a, proud industrial 

metropolis: alchemical wastes flow7 

Into the Gross Tar through the Brock 

Marsh, the crowds strain its streets 

and railsr and while its newer build¬ 

ings tower ten and even twenty sto¬ 

ries high, every mass of concrete,tar, 

and brick is rotting at the base. Many 

of its districts are slums, rebels and 

unions threaten the wealth. of the 

overlords, and its citizens are barely 

held in check by the brutal militia. 

Welcome to New Crobuzon, the 

greatest city-state of the world. 

i £1 
The city of Crobuzon was founded 

roughly u&qq years ago as a small vil¬ 

lage near the coast of Iron Bay at the 

outflow of the Gross Tar river, near 

■ where Tarmuth is now. It prospered 

and quickly became a favorite target 

of pirate attacks until, 100 years after 

its. foundingj one such raid burned 

Crobuzon to the ground. 

Boroughs, Sights, 
and Districts 
New Crobuzon suffers from a remark¬ 

able lack of city planning. Open sew¬ 

ers how through the slums, houses 

am built rather at random (certainly 

in the slums), and roads, street 

lighting, and transport are all fairly 

primitive by modem standards—but 

excellent by Victorian standards. This 

section describes typical districts in 

the city and points of interest rather 

than describing every district. 

The Wealthy Districts 
Wealth c omes in several forms: money, 

power, knowledge, and influence, All / j i 

of them can be found in the richest 

districts, which duster near the center 

and northeast of the city, 

Chimm: A district of merchants 

and factory-owners who command 

redstone manors full of servants and 

sleep on featherbeds, Chnum is a 

dull but very pleasant place. Its wide 

avenues and large houses are always 

watched both by the militia and by 

private guards, who protect their 

employers from everything from 

Nlew Crobuzon; the 
(Mercantile City- 
Ever since New Crobuzon won 

the first and second Pirate Wars 

against Suroch and the island cit¬ 

ies* it has made its presence felt 

over more and more territory. If 

annexed outlying areas and estab¬ 

lished protect orate £ and a penal 

colony, The city commonly bullies 

smaller* weaker neighbors. 

Unlike its lesser sisters. New Cro¬ 

buzon is driven acrosk the oceans by 

both mercantile and imperial ambi¬ 

tions, It fights and s Grabble s to make 

itsdf fdt Jar across die seas and des¬ 

erts* and its colonies, armies, and 

trading interests extend hundreds 

and even thousands ofmiles;All these 

things converge along the banks of 

The Crow: This fashionable com¬ 

mercial and shopping district is 

spread out around Perdido Street 

Station in a mix of broad streets and 

tangled alleys. Three main shopping 

streets—LeTissof Street, Concubek 

Pass, and Boulevard Dos Gherou— 

radiate out from the station and 

BilSantum Plaza, at the heart of the 

district During the day and early 

evening, they are always packed with 

carts* street vendors, buskers, and 

pedestrians. Many of them simply 

take in the sights along the thorough¬ 

fares, for all the world seems to bring 

its wares to the elegant shops to sell: 

fine tailoring, tropical produce* inlaid 

snuffboxes, children's golems, gas¬ 

light lamps, and feathery lace. 

Old noble families that Once 

here have long since fled for quieter 

districts, their homes converted to 

•*| 
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hundreds of important characters. The list above 

.m 

^ r? ' 

FT. r?iVre^ 

New Crobuzon (metropolis): Conventional; At LE; 7,000.000 brass sheke 

(equal to gp) limit; Assets 2,450,000.000 brass shekels; Population 3,510,000: 

Mixed (73% human, 10% vodyanoi. 8% kheprf 3% wyrm.en, 2% cactacae, 

2% Remade, 2% other, including botchi and garuda). 

Author/Jy Figures; Mayor Triesti, LE male human expert 12 (Lord Mayor of 

New Crobuzon, leader of the Fat Sun party and the Urban Unity government); 

Alessa Handsome,. LE female human fighter 1.0 (leader of the New Qurll Party); 

Jorge Sebash, LN male human fighter 15 (Lord Captain of Lhe Militia). 

I m p.a rta rr f Cfi o ra cters: M r, Mot I ey. C E m a 1 e chaos-to u ched R e m a d e h u m a n 

rogue 14 (gangster lord of Sonetown); Francine 2, CN female khepri fighter 

6/rogue 5 (gangster queen of Kinken); Thumbs Listing. LN male cactacae 

cleric 9 (Leader of the .Glasshouse elders, high priest of Sanshad-irvGrobu- 

zon); Isaac Dan der Grimnebulm, NG male human expert 8 (scientist, crisis 

engine Inventor); Feshejhdtis, N female vodyanoi rogue 4/sorcerer 3 (pres¬ 

ident of the Vodyanoi Stevedores' Guild); Lucia der Bel severe, LN female 

iuman sorcerer 7/bremaster 6 (Chancellor of the University-of New Cro- 

buzori); Splits Rib, CN male caclacae expert 10 (Guildmaster of the Swale 

iolar Merchant League); Khoinesheril, LN male vodyanoi aristocrat 2/rogue 

7 (Harbormaster and Customs Collector); Savage Peter. NE human male 

ighter 5/rogue 3/bbckguard 2 (gang lord of Spatters), 

Notes; New Crobuzon is a city large enough to contain many cultures and 

two - and three-story shops, ho the side 

streets and alleys stand the offices of 

lawyers and doctors* the dining halls 

of exclusive gentleman's clnbs, actu¬ 

aries, geoffiauinatiirges, apothecaries, 

and well-heeled gambling halls. The . 

people here are wealthy and know it. 

and the only pockets of poverty are 

those inhabited by the parasites of the 

rich; pickpockets, expensive escorts, 

fortunetellers* and palmists, 

flag HilL A fine hill district with 

excellent views and enormous bouses 

that back onto shared, gated gar¬ 

dens* Hag Hill has long been home 

to bankers and captains of indus¬ 

try, Until recently, its lower slopes 

included a number of “undesirable1" 

sections* but that has changed. 

ha recent decades* its luxury housing 

has expanded as builders have bought 

out or driven away the small pockets 

of the poor and “unpleasantness" that 

once fille d in sections of Hag Hill* and 

many older row homes are tom down 

1 to make way for edifices clad in stone 

rather than brick on the hill's lower 

slopes. Although it s dll lacks a bit of 

polish, it is a posh place of rising sta¬ 

tus for new money. Some snobs have 

taken todistingmshing“01d FlagHilT 

near the top horn “New ®ag HilF? 

around the flanks. 

Ludmead: Elegant architecture and 

the old money that goes with it are 

only half the story of Ludmead. The 

.other half is the University of New 

Crobuzon, with its old brickwork 

and large halls surrounding a tree- 

lined green quadrangle in the heart 

of the old campus, sitting between 

Ludmead, Mafaton, and Saltbur. The 

Science Faculty, the Arfs Faculty, the 

Engineering Faculty, ‘the Language 

Faculty, and the Commerce Faculty all 

have their own buildiujp, each with a 

porter who makes sur^ that vagrants 

and others stay out of the classrooms 

and laboratories. The students are 

overwhelmingly male' and human, 

but some xenians (noil-humans) and 

women also attend. . 

Ludmead is also home of the Lud¬ 

mead Station, a well-kejt, neatly-tiled 

station on the Dexier dine. A ring of 

cheap and noisy student taverns sur¬ 

rounds the university* and a good 

system of sLreetliglits illuminates 

Ludmead. Walking there atr night is 

quite safe. 

§r 
* -L'T-' 

Mog Hill and Mafatom These 

aie largely similar districts; Wealthy 

but otherwise uuintere sting, A fewr 

houses of their larger manors have 

dedicated mooring posts for aero¬ 

stats or dirigibles, 

Salacus Fields: A place of fashion 

and the fashionable* poets and pam¬ 

phleteers, and the latest breed of 

junkies. Its residents delight in the 

scandalous and the outre* and the 

district is crowded with tea-houses 

and. bars. Clothes here 

and artistic* and it is 

for romance. The artists vary 

the wealthiest, with their patrons 

and lucrative city contracts, to, die 

conventionally successful. Many of 

the artists are xemans working with 

golem-magic (common among the 

vodyanoi.) or sculptural gland-artists 

(best known among the khepri). Its 

reputation for dissendence and radi¬ 

cal artistry is mostly just that nf this 

point, however* as it draws in rich 

students and younger sons; the truly 

radical artists and p ample teers have 

decamped to Howl Barrow. Salacus 

Fields retains some weekender-chic 

and is gentriiymg, much to the hor¬ 

ror of its older residents. 

■W# 

: MGS 

Rails and industry 
Business and industry is scattered 

throughout the city, from the sweat¬ 

shops of Dog Fenn to the savage 

industrial wastelands of Echomirc and 

Smog Bend The best-known working 

districts are Gross Coil, the docks of 

Kelltree (and to a lesser extent,: Echo- 

mire), and the famous rails that meet 

at Perdido Street Station 

Although unions are illegal in New 

Crobuzon, the race-specific artisan 

guilds offer some protection Lo the 

workers. For the most part, though, 

industry has the whip hand. 

Arrowhead Mines and Arrow¬ 

head House; Owned by the Pentorfs 

industrial concern, the Arrowhead 

Mines axe miles outside the city 

proper* but their ore comes to its 

smelters every day by rail A private 

line, carefully defended* runs from 

the mines to the city's edges, and - 

■> 
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th® wboKg-amp 1 e a is part of a large 

commercial cartel, rather shadowy 

and shifty, with connections and 

holdings in heavy industry, thick¬ 

ets of front-men and hollowed-out 

chartered firms. At hwart, Arrowhead 

p a very large and powerful firm, run 

by the elder Joslah Pen ton for forty 

years until it passed on to his son, 

also named Josiah Pentom 

The Pentons were deeply involved 

in the creation of torque bombs that 

destroyed Surodi during the Pirate 

Wars. They live in the Arrowhead 

mansion in the Mafuton district, a 

place said to conceal a literal fortress 

beneath its glittering facade. Some 

even say that a secret Tail line runs from 

it to a secure boathouse on the Canker 

| near Banguest Bridge. No proof of thus 

exists, but the story is widely believed, 

Griss Twist: For every industry, 

there rpustbe dumping groundsrGriss 

TVist enjoyed a short-lived boom of 

small machinoficture decades ago— 

all noise, smells, and profit But it also 

became the site of massive riverside 

dumping—at first clandestine, then 

open—creating a new landscape of 

rubble, garbage, and industrial • offal 

cartloads and bargeloads in steady 

successions. Today the Griss Twist 

landscape is one of fence dun mounds 

of broken machines, rotting paper, 

mining slag, organic opal, and che¬ 

mical detritus. Hills, valleys, and piles 

sorted by type and lagoons of liquid 

waste and chymical detritus all have 

their place. Most of the factories are 

long gone, but the dumps are eternal, 

and the winds from iron Bay some¬ 

times send a choking stench over the 

Tar into Petty Coil across the riven 

A few factories still work at half or 

quarter-time, sorting, smelting, and 

sifting through die lmdse.Tpe.of trash. 

The region is most famous now for 

the Militia's siege of the place, which is 

said to have destroyed a rogue golem 

or construct, a demonic army of con¬ 

structs, or a sentient trash elemental. 

The details are vague, and few poke 

about in the dumps for answers, 

: Gross Coil: This district of soot 

-and fumes is homo to booming 

industry such^ak the Sleekly Refinery 

and many oUieiy firms. factory work¬ 

ers crowd Tt every day, but in fact it 

and Skullcford are sitting on layers 

of oldef buildings. For hundreds of 

years these districts sunk into the 

mire, with new building appearing 

atop the old layers. The sewers here 

float through old houses, streets, and 

warehouses, New manufactories and 

workshops spring up constantly, and 

workers arrive on he Sink Line each 

day to fill hem. 

Kell tree: Between Rust Bridge 

and Barley Bridge and served by its 

own rail spur from the Dexter Line, 

WOLFGANG BAUR 

Tradftional wizardsahd sorcerers do not exist in the world of NewCrobuzon, but 

thaumaturges and alchemists certainly do. Alchemists create potions and other 

items, and might be well replicated by the artificers of Eberrg^ (seethe Ebebrow 

Qirrrpujprr Srit/nij); thaumaturges cast spelts much like sorcerers, although the 

scope of their powers and the schools of magic known-are very different 

Both thaumaturges and alchemists can acquires familiar, which in New Cro- 

buzon tradition is usually a badger, a creature believed to have some immunity 

to the dangerous harmonics or hidden-sciences. I base badgers carry messages 

and. fists to the shops catering to their mastei^ and are generally treated as 

respected servants. They cost the usual sums* have the standard hp and a bilk 

ties, and grant their masters a *3bonus on Knowledge (arcana) checks, 
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Kelitree is dominated by its large 

square docks. The channels are carved 

deep into the day here to make new 

passageways for ships: primitive 

steamships, enormous sailing ships, 

and even submersibles carved from 

great nautili shdls: from civilisations 

of even greater ocean depths The 

district is an important workplace 

for many of the city's vodyanoi steve¬ 

dores, who live nearby along the water 

in Lichford and Gross Coif and along 

the Tar in general. Both vodyanoi and 

human laborers load and unload the 

cargos that arrive daily 

The true terrain of Kelltree is not its 

land at all, hut the undulating forest 

ofhundreds of ships that anchor here 

in slips, basins, reservoirs, and canals 

built into the docklands. Cranes and 

stevedores never stop moving, the 

masts of tall ships smudge the sky¬ 

line, and its warehouses are full to 

bursting. Barges and tugs often take 

the goods further upriver to Smog 

Bend and Gross Coil, or rails carry 

them througho ut the dty 

Perdido Street Station: The cen¬ 

ter of ihe city's rails and its skyxails, 

Perdido Street Station, is a hub com 

neeting the militia Lowers, the major 

city districts, and the seats of power. 

Its live enormous openings swal¬ 

low the live main rail lines, and the 

buildings include various militia 

towers and turrets, workshops, tor¬ 

ture chambers, shops, , taverns, and 

even a small museum.. 

No maps of the station cover it 

all Its architect is said to have gone 

mad from th e Strain of keeping the 

building going and functional Oth¬ 

ers claim he was incarcerated by the 

militia to preserve state secrets, with 

tunnels and defenses known to only 

a few. Still others say that in the sta¬ 

tion he attempted to build a god to 

worship. Certainly, anyone who con¬ 

trols the station controls most travel 

through the city. 

The city's five main, lines are the 

Dexter, Head, Sink, Sud, and Verso 

lines, with more than two dozen 

stations. The Dexter line includes 

the KeHtree and Dog Perm spurs* 

v v/ far** 

Sink line is abandoned in 

the section leading into the Rude 

Wood. 

Tarrauth; Although New Crobu- 

zon itself is about 10 miles from the 

sea, Tarmuth serves it as a port just a 

few miles to its east The reasons that 

New Crobuzon wasn't built directly 

on the coast are disputed, hut Tar- 

muth is basically the city's port and 

controlled hv Parliament and the 

great merchant houses. Many of the 

city's gentry and parliamentarians 

keep summer houses in the coun¬ 

tryside nearby of along the short of 

Iron Bay, 

Ghettoes and Slums 
While every rich district Haunts its 

'wealth in its owp^pecial way, poor 

districts tend to show the ^aine signs 

of poverty everywhere—although 

they are still quite di stinguis habie 

for native Si The, slums-:ar e everywhere 

in the city, from the rotting bricks 

of Badside to the wreckage of Dog 

Fenn to the slumping hiUM.de shan¬ 

ties of SL Jabber's Mburid—which 

constantly threatens to slide into the 

next district down whenever a storm 

washes out the slopes. Echomire can 

at least boast about its docks and 

Fly side about its militia tower, but 

the slum-industrial khepri ghetto 

of Creekside and many others have 

nothing to recommciid them. The 

following regions offer visitors at 

least one reason to visit. 

Bo net own: Named rafter the Ribs 
m 

that arch over it so prominently, 

Bonetown is a shabby place where 

nothing good fives. A syncretic mesh 

of industrialism and cross-bred 

architecture, urban scjiaibland, shan¬ 

tytowns, and abandoned docklands 

line the river shore, littered with 

thick-stemmed weeds. The crime 

lord Mu Motley keeps his base of 

operations in Bone town. Dane chi's 

Bridge joins Bopetowti to Brock 

Marsh across the Canker, 

Dog Fenn: A plate of markets with 

stolen goods, tired whores, anci fiLs only 

real distinction) the last operating sta¬ 

tion on the rail line, named Dog Fenn 

All Items 10-30% off SUP 
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■Station The doors to the station are 

rusted open and ticket, takers rarely 

show up for work The station has been 

abandoned to poverty although trains 

still stop there. Dog Penn is a hotbed of 

rebellions and illegal pamphleteering. 

Many believe the Runagate Udmpari, 

an tincensored newspaper, might 

be printed here. Pamphleteers press 

papers into the hands of every passerby 

in many sections of Dog Fenn, and it is 

a frequent location of civic unrest ofthe 

landlords visit at their peril; poor foil; 

are rarely molested. 

By the time the rivers have flowed 

through New Crobuzon, their conflu¬ 

ence—-the Gross Tar—is thick with 

garbage, sewage, and refuse of all kinds. 

As a result, a few Dogg Fenn river-fish¬ 

ers use nets, weiiSi and even dredges to 

eke a living from, tins flotsam* 

Howl Barrow: This small slum is 

mostly known for its homosexual, 

transvestite, and theater commu- 

nity, a group that formed the Pretty 

Brigade. The Pretty Brigade fa tight 

boldly and effectively for the Collec¬ 

tive after the return ofthe Iron Coun¬ 

cil to the city, but went to ground 

when the Collective fell Since that 

time, filthy but cheap Bowl Barrow 

lias continued to attract the artists, 

writers? and radicals .pushed out of 

■ 

Salecus Fields by . 6ti going gentxifiea- 

tion. Many livedestitute in their gar¬ 

rets or in tiny s tudios at the back of a 

hopcfiil gallery. 

The Ribs: Ivory shards of a levia¬ 

than these arching ribs of a fallen giant 

almost meet about two hundred feel 

above the ground* The land around 

them is unlucky; tools break, projects 

run away into the dust and di.it, nothing 

prospers. Despite all that, they make a 

us dill landmark to the visitor: just look 

up, and if you see the ribs, you can ori¬ 

ent yourself The Ribs themselves are □ 

bit of a draw igr gawkers, so most resi¬ 

dents here' am hawkers, buskers, sales¬ 

people, and acrobats, 

Sheck: S& well-known for anti- 

xenian imiestfhat it has its own militia 

tower, Shedcy, technically a step above 

the slums, it h-separatedffomXhiken 

by a couple of small parks, and it is the 

first step out of poverty and into the 

petty bourgeois for many. Despite this, 

Sheck is an area that often supplies 

funds to the rebellions elsewhere, 

and many union organizers, journal¬ 

ists, and others who disturb the rich 
Wr'ki-V .f ' ' 

and powerful nyeJiere, dose to their 

contacts* As such, right-wing reac¬ 

tionaries from Gross Coil, the Crow, 

and the Glasshouse, as well as Brock 

Marshs bully-boys and organizers for 

the New Quill, all seem to have friends 

Lex Sheck Xeniaus rarely visit Sheck 

any longer than they must. 

Spatters: At the edge of Rude- 

wood, this alum of desperate shacks 

is the garuda ghetto, the worst of the 

worst. Unlike other slums, it isrit a 

collapsed section of city buildings 

But a pure shanty town, built shack 

by shack from refuse and cast-offs. It 

is the home of Savage Peter, a gang- 

lord who is not so much respected 

as feared, He% fond of impaling his 

fees and letting them rot in the sun; 

his name conjures fear well beyond 

the districts borders* The garuda 

circling overthe alleys and byways of 

Spatters are said to be Savage Peter's 

eyes; it's certainly true that little 

escapes his attention* 

Special Districts and 

Xenian Ghettos 

Some districts have a character all 

their own, based on the profession or 

species ofthe Inhabitants* Three ofthe 

best-known are the Scientific Quarter 

of Brock Marsh, the Glasshouse ofthe 

city's cactacae, and the khepri's organi- 

cly-reshaped cells and shops. The 

vodyanoi live throughout the city; but 

always near water ofsomekmd, even if 

it is just a well or fountain. 

Brock Marsh: Brock Marsh Is a 

triangular slice of the Old City low 

U M t 
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ground wedged between the oil 

two. livers—the Canker and the 

Tar—as they meet and became Gross 

Tax; its location near S track Island 

makes it important enough to rate 

a militia tower that anchors a short 

skyrail over to Struck Island. 

Brock Marsh is also called the Sci¬ 

entific Quarter* Some of its denizens 

are scientists and thinkers, including 

physicists, c him crisis, biophiloso¬ 

phers. and teratologists, chymists, 

necrochymists, mathematicians, kar- 

cists and metallurgists, and vodya- 

noi shaman. If it's an obscure branch 

of an even more obscure form of 

knowledge* Brock Marsh is the place 

to find its practitioners* Its busi¬ 

nesses include private libraries, hook, 

hinders, herbalists, renting librar¬ 

ies, makers of glassware and cop¬ 

per tubing, scale and balance mak¬ 

ers, and other artisans who cater to 

the scientific trade. Small hordes 

of badgers scamper through the 

streets, familiars by tradition to the 

learned, and waddle through special 

flaps in the store-fronts and doors 

of these shops. 

The favored locales of the scien¬ 

tific class are pubs..The Dying Child 

on Umber Promenade is particularly 

popular- and is run by Silchristcheck, 

a vodyanoi who rarely leaves his 

hath. Another favorite is the Moon's 

v w i?■ 

Oates 
New Oobuzons dating system 

is Anno Urbis, dating from the 

founding of the city, 1,779 years 

before the events of the novel Per- 

dnio Street Station and 1.S06 before 

the events of Iron Courier/* Before 

: the founding, dates are-: measured 

I backwards m snc, Before New 

! Crobuzon. Only dates before the 

f founding are noted as such 

U <rt 
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Daughters, an inn near Danechik 

Bridge, which links Brock Marsh 

with Bone town. 

The Glasshouse: Built in the 

middle of the Biverskin district, this 

enormous hothouse is home to the 

city's cactacae* As its name suggests, 

it is an entirely enclosed glasshouse 

covering several cijy blocks and origi¬ 

nally designed for hitman habitation. 

The glasshouse was built around 

some already existing streets, so they 

run right up to the wall, although 

they do not enter* The glass itself h 

usually opaque with steam and dirt 

The air inside is much warmer and 

drier than outside, like the south¬ 

ern deserts that many cactacae favor. 

Dune eagles and other desert birds 

live entirely within the glass dome. 

The Glasshouse has powerful fans 

for temperature regulation, a light 

source: that heats- and brightens the: 

interior, and many buildings con¬ 

structed in the traditional cattacae 

style* The most imposing is a large, 

red-stone step pyramid that serves a 

religious function known only to the 

cacfcacae, although Some sort of spit 

worship seems likely. The pyramid 

terraces are overflowing with desert 

plants, and it is topped with a lensed 

heliocbymkal device that generates 

powerful rays of sunlight. 

The Glasshouse entrances are 

always tightly guarded by. strong, 

steady eactacae armed with rive bows 

and. sharp eyes. It is off-limits to 

non-cnctacae. 

Kinken: The khepri have lived in 

Kinkcn for 700. years, since the first 

contact with the Bered Kai Ney conti¬ 

nent lb ut they were very few in numb e r 

until the Tragic Crossing. These days, 

Idiepri district houses ooze the white 

mucus of home-grubs* Although 

called grubs, they are actually beetles 

larger than rhinos and they reshape 

architecture with phlegm-cement to 

suit khepri standards, their little legs 

pushing as they eat their way through 

interiors* Home-grubs obey khepri 

handlers who tug and guide them 

to make the right renovations, using 

scent glands and special bridles. 

The khepri, rather than tire mayor, 

run Kinken s emi-autonomo usl \\ 
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o± affairs openly. The khepri institu¬ 

tions she nominally just mutual aid 

societies, each of them answerable to 

a moiety chief and a hive queen, in 

factT these societies axe just facades 

for the moieties qr family dans 

themselves, some of which date back 

to the earliest days of khepri dias¬ 

pora. The hive queens control the 

streets, arrest and punish wrongdo¬ 

ers, protect shopkeepers from xenian 

assault, and even levy tributes paid 

to them in addition to the city taxes. 

The militia only visits when it must; 

lawbreakers harbored in the ghetto 

aie sometimes turned over to the 

militia after a back-channel request 

or kept under house arrest within 

Kinken itself 

Note that Kinken is a step up horn 

the poorer khepri homes in Cieekside, 

1 -> 

Government and Militia 
New Crobuzon is always in a state 

of fux between governments and 

in a state of uneasy truce between 

exploited workers and the crass over- 

lords who beat rebellion back into 

tire gutter. The instruments of state 

control are well-deVeloped and tilt 

the balance of power in the interest 

-of merchants, industrial and ship- 

-ping interests, and landowners. 
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i o voie in ncw uroDuzon, one must 

be either a property-owning citizen or 

the lucky winner of an electoral lot¬ 

tery The lottery's purpose is to add 

the winner's voice of "ordinary pe ople” 

to the ^erijsF of the wealthy In 

practicej, though, many of those who 

win such a lottery sell their voting 

tickets to vote-shapers, who use them 

as proxies for their own interests. 

What's surprising about the oligarchy 

is not its stranglehold on most real 

power, but rather, how often it does 

offer same edncesrions to the poor 

to avoid strikes qr other disruptions 

around election time, It's a testament 

to the city’s political classes that every¬ 

one does liayb; some voice, no matter 

how wre.ak—or, as otiiers say a testa¬ 

ment to the jjeople who stood up and 

demanded tq.be heard. 

Militia Towers: Sticking up from 

the city like spikes, the ^cToot-tall 

militia towers contain the iron fist 

of the city-state's government; in a 

senset they are vertical barracks, Most 

towers are linked by the seven sky- 

rails to the Spike, the westernmost 

tower at Perdido^,Street Station and 

the militia headquarters. All towers 

have aerostats and dirigibles ready to 

deploy’at a moment’s notice to put 

down a rioting crowd or a strike the 

bosses can no longer tolerate. 

m 

Tor many years, the militia oper¬ 

ated as a secret police force, ashamed 

to show their faces or mark them¬ 

selves with badges and uniforms. 

Under Mayor Stem-Fulcher that 

policy ended, and the militia parade 

the streets openly now, intiim dating 

those who might protest the dty’s 

increasing oppression. They serve as 

an army as well as secret police. 

The towers in the city stand in ten 

locations throughout the city, includ¬ 

ing Elyside, Strack Island, Shuck; and 

Bonetown, and the central Spike 

at Perdido Street Station. Each is 

manned by at least 50 and up to 500 

militia members, all equipped with 

studded leather armor, tower shields, 

clubs, and goggled helmets. The top 

of each tower is an observation plat-: 

form where telescopes and optics arc 

mounted to spy on the citizenry. 

Trouble makers are brought to the 

Spike for judgment in secret courts 

by the faceless Magisters, judges 

who operate using false names. Sen¬ 

tencing is harsh and quick, and is 

usually followed by a whipping, fines, 

or transportation to the punishment 

factories for Keinabing. 

Parliament and Strack Island: 

Parliament is a dark edifice, a set 

of smoky black walls that jut from 

Strack Island like a shark's tooth or 

m-.. 
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Languages 
B-as-Lag is .a world of many languages, in New Crobuzon, the most common 

is RagamoH, but the babble of dozens of others is common in certain districts 

and along the docks. The most widespread and interesting are listed below: 

Ease Keftar':The everyday language of Gnurr Keft. A simpler form of High Ketfcai. 

Cymek Qjrudpj Sbotdc Gonrda: Each desert has a dozen dialects of garuda 

speech, most of them related. The Cymek and Shotek languages are known 

in New Crobuzon, but only in the slums of Spatters where garuda roost. 

Grindyfem No one knows whether the grindylow have a single language or 

many languages, but their speech is both arcane and powerful. Their magi 

seem able to use it to great effect. Some scholars speculate that their liquid 

language contains an especially harmonic or arcanophilic grammar* or that 

their phonemes are tbaumaturgicly resonant. 

High fetter/: A scholarly* elevated tongue used on Gnurr Kett for ritual and tradi¬ 

tional occasions* The language is used only in its written form by the anophdii of 

the south* who use it to publish scholarlyand intellectual work in Gnurr Kett, 

High Khepti: This religious language of the khepri women is used in New Crobu¬ 

zon, but is not the only khepri language to have come over from Bered Kai Nev. 

Perrrckrsh: The language of the Mandrake Islands* 

Qw'esy (Demiisfr); The language of High Cromlech, more often called Dead- 

ish, sounds nothing like most human tonuges. Most of its sounds are made 

in the back of the throat or are barked, as many of Quiesy speakers have little 

fine motor control over lips and tongues or have lost those parts entirely Its 

silences are as important as some of its sounds, and there are modes of the 

language that are suitable for thanati nobles with mouths sewn shut, or with 

rotted voiceboxes. Some modes of the language are spoken with eyes and 

hands, rather than with the mouth. 

Suit; The language of sailors on every ocean (and especially on the pirate 

city of Armada), Salt is a patois and polyglot mess that linguists have yet to 

untangle, made up of words taken from Ragarnoll, Sunglari, and others, and 

evolving rapidly. It is rarely written down except in its Armadan incarnation. 

Sung/or/;The language of the island cactacae, used in DreerSamher. A.soft 

language with whistling elements, it carries well overwinds and rain. 

fell id Vbdyonqi, Lubbock Vodyanoi, Southern Vodyanoi: The vodyanoi speak 

different languages along different shores and watersheds* Most are related 

but borrow many words from the shores they touch. 

are protected by^welripkeed sniper 

towers and a series of underground 

tunnels for moving troops quickly 

around the island out of sight. 

Politics and 
Gov'ernmlent 
Newr Crobuzon lias a mayor, who is 

responsible for everything that hap¬ 

pens within the city proper, and a 

parliament, responsible for legisla¬ 

tion and taxation. 

The Mayor influences foreign 

and domestic policy through his 

control of the Militia, and he has 

the power of arrest, torture, and 

Remaking. To ensure the city 

prospers, he operates primarily 

through wheedling, deal-making, 

threatening to use the Militia, and 

enforcement of Parliament's edicts! 

He shares responsibility with Par¬ 

liament for foreign policy, overseas 

trade, and conducting wars. 

While Parliament is responsible 

for taxation and proposing legis¬ 

lation, it is primarily a check on 

mayoral power* In good times, the 

two operate in a sort of symbiotic 

harmony. In bad times; nothing is 

too outrageous: Fiscal threats, petty 

vengeances, blackmail, and outright 

Hemakings are sometimes part of 

the political game in New Crobuzon. 

: 
M 

.a stingray's jagT some -monstrous 

organic weapon rending; the sky. 

The Parliament budding at the con¬ 

fluence of the Canker and the Tar is 

actually a sprawling complex of gov¬ 

ernment offices* laboratories, holding 

cells for high-level political prisoners, 

and archives of all city records. The 

living quarters- of the Lord .Mayor an d 

iiis ministers are also here for times 

of unrest or civic disturbance. 

. The" primary section of Parliament 

is-the legislative building itself; home 

to the constant deliberations, bribery 

and. brinkmanship that make up New 

Ctobuzoher "political life. Numbers 

vary from session to session, as new 

rules of ordef ifte adopted by each Par¬ 

liament to .govern flic size of the suc¬ 

ceeding one;hut generally betwe en 300 

and 500 members of Parliament work 

and live on Sj^aek Island during the 

height of the sessions of Parliament. 

The island is not open to the 

public. The submerged base of the 

Parliament's island is patrolled by 

vodyanoi militia,- The sides above 

are watched by aerostats and well- 

trained garuda. The grounds them¬ 

selves don't seem heavily armed, hut 

Mayors and Party Politics 

The mayor is effectively the head of 

state in New Crobuzon, although Par¬ 

liament controls the purse strings and 

the home secretary controls much 

of the civil service. A cabinet of six 

to seventeen lords and ministers™ 

appointed by the mayor—reports to 

him. Although the precise configura¬ 

tion varies* most cabinets include a 

Lord Privy Seal, Minister of Commerce 

and Industry, Chancellor of the Exche¬ 

quer, Minister of Justice (includes 

the junior minister for Remaking)* 

Lord Captain of the Militia^ Minis¬ 

ter of State, and a Minister Without1 

Portfolio* After the Iron Council 

period, the Urban Unity government 

is somewhat unusual and most politi¬ 

cal observers consider it something 
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•ThlePliraia Wars 
Fought in two rounds between New Crobuzon and her maritime rivals, the 

first Pirate War began around 1100 and lumbered along.for about four hun¬ 

dred yea rs. IL .was fought among J heshul I, New Crobuzon ,G n urr Kettr Su roch, 

and rriany:other island and maritime powers. Allegiances shifted all the time. 

The Pirate Wars were also called the Slow Wars or the False Wars, as the 

fighting was desultory and trade and interaction continued between H enemies7’ 1 

at the same time. Its effects were more economic and industrial than mili¬ 

tary—although there were real military FacedfTs—-and New Crobuzon came out 

of it quite well. During the Battle of Torpid Coast in 1352 New Crobuzon beat 11 

Khadoh, a northern island. This boosted New Crobuztms economy and made it 

the top dog d □ ring the Pi rale Wars, usher! ng in the F Lilf Yea rs, wh ich was a bit of 

a golden age for technology and economy that lasted a couple of centuries. 

For the first four centuries* it wasn't a real war so much as an intense 

rivalry. When most people refer to the Pirate Wars, they mean the sudden 

flaring up of the war again round about 1.510, when it turned into a real and 

bloody conflict. In 1545, New Crobuzon dropped the colourhomb, which was 

deemed to have ended the war, but in reality they’d won a year-or so before 

that, when they dropped a torque bomb on Suroeh. This created a small 

cacotopic stain, with all the chaos that entails. New Crobuzon has been the 

leading maritime power east of the Firewater Straits ever since. 

of a '"special period ” What constitutes 

"normality*" is now unclear. 

Mayor Dagmao Beyn: Elected more 

Lhan two hundred years ago, Mayor 

Beyn served very briefly. He was the 

first mayor with access to the Weaver 

(see page 5o)“hoth as a source of 

in formation and for the occasional 

assassination. Remembered also for 

his excellent collection of miniature 

orchids, it is believed he was hilled 

during , a conversation with the Weaver 

that went badly, The matter was 

hushed up and made a state secret 

Mayor Turgisadi; Mayor roughly 

loo years after the Suroeh Torque 

bombing, Turgisadi kept his grip on 

power after the Torque photographs 

were published through a series of 

street massacres he ordered to con¬ 

trol the Sacramundi Riots of • 89* He 

greatly expanded the size and power 

of the Militia afterward, and was 

elected to six consecutive terms. 

Mayor Bentham Hudgutter: A 

member of the Pat Sun party. Mayor 

Rudgutter was extremely well-corn 

. meted and able to slice the pie of taxes 

and kickbacks very finely. In addition, 

b e whs able to s ummon tb e Weaver and 

to lick the boots of the ambassador of 

the Czar of He'll, but Mayor Rudgutter 

was a political animal who lost some 

of his gr|g oh power when an , experf 

ment using extraplanar drugs went 

seriously awry. He died in 1796 and 

was succeeded by Mayor Stem-Fulcher 

despite opposition &om the Deputy 

Mayor, Montjohn Rescue. 

Mayor Lrrdly Stem-Fulcher A pipe- 

smoker with a fine head of white hair, 

Mayor Stem-Fulcher had few good 

qualities but'much political cunning. 

She was the home secretary for some 

years at the start of the expansion of 

New CrobuzonY naval power and lever¬ 

aged that position into a run fbr mayor 

after Rtidguttefs seat was left vacant 

Once in power* she moved quickly and 

soon gained, notoriety fbr ordering the 

Paradox Massacre* for her backroom 

deals with the- New Quill Party, for 

pogroms against the xenian inhabit¬ 

ants of the city and for Remaking many 

of her political oppou cuts. 

Partially in response to her harsh 

crackdown oh ayil liberties and her 

expansion of informers in all the 

major guilds and unions, Mayor Stem- 

Fulcher W"n5 shot dead in 1S05. Among 

many of tfie upper classes, her great¬ 

est crime was not perpetrating the war 

against Tesh and the Witchocxacy but 

failing to generate a quick, easy victory. 

She was succeeded by Mayor Triesti, 

whose “special election" was confirmed 

by Parliament in special session due to 

the impossibility of holding a general 

election during the breakdown of civil 

order during the rule of the Collective. 

Mayor Triesti: Mayor Triesti is 

the most dictatorial of the recent 

mayors of New Crobuzon, a fact that 

causes some uncase even among the 

wealthy. He rose to prominence after 

sending a brief fluttering of leaf¬ 

lets demanding surrender from the 

rebels of the Collective, then crush¬ 

ing all opposition in the city. Tt is 

believed that thousands or even tens 

ofthou sands of victims 6f the massa- 

ere were cast into lime pits and mass 

graves* nameless but not forgotten. 

Mayor TriestiA abrogation of "spe¬ 

cial executive powers" to expand inter¬ 

nal controls and searches has led to a 

few run-ins with Parliament, but he 

has recently been elected to a second 

term. He is the leader of the Fat Sun 

party, but he talks constantly about his 

devotion to all parties and citizens in 

the Urban Unity government. 

Parliament 
Parliament is a body of some hun¬ 

dreds, and while the exact number 

varies depending on prevailing politi¬ 

cal winds and timing, 500 members 

of Parliament is a decent general 

estimate. The parhamentarians are 

some of the richest and most venial 

public servants in New Crobuzon, and 

consists entirely , of propertied men 

and women* plus a few voydanoi and 

cactacae. The very' few xenians who 

are elected are elevated by special 

mechanisms to ensure "reputable rep¬ 

resentation" although they could be 

elected simply on the usual system. 

Legend claims that the parliament 

was founded on Jabber's orders to rule 

after his disappearance* Parliament 

diligently looks after its own interests 

during each yearly session. The inter¬ 

ests of the working man or woman of 

New Crobuzon are*-for the most part, 

only interesting near election time. 
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The parliament is divided into 

at least a dozen main parties at 

any given time, although the rul¬ 

ing party is usually either the: Fat 

Sub or (rarely) Finally We Can See; 

After the Iron Council returned to 

the city and the Commune was put 

down, hew parties formed based on 

their view of the Tesh war, includ¬ 

ing the Victorians (hard-line ha whs), 

the Concessionists, and the Suitors 

(pursuing peace at any cost). Since 

these fictions cross over to some 

extent with traditional parties, some 

politicos have multiple loyalties. For 

example, a privileged party leader 

might be both a Victorian and a Fat 

Sunner. After the truce was signed., 

all of these parties lost a good deal 

of support and the traditional par¬ 

ties re-asserted themselves, although 

under new banners and spoutihg 

new slogans. 

Diverse Tendency: A small party of 

xenians and a few humans, Diverse= 

Tendency attempts to exploit legiti¬ 

mate xenian fears at the ballot box 

For its own ends (namely a share of 

the spoils of government). While it 

preaches tolerance, it does little to 

encourage it The party sometimes 

holds the balance ofpower, but is top 

small to rule. Thoroughly corrupt, it 

is nonetheless popular in the xenian 

ghettoes* Xenian radicals view party 

members as sell-outs. 

Fat Sun: The party of mercantile 

policy and monied interests, the 

thoroughly corrupt Fat Sun party 

reached its height during the gov¬ 

ernment of Mayor Rud gutter. II has 

continued in one form or another 

since then, and is always supremely 

well funded, slide, and predictable* 

Finally We Gan See: A corrupt, 

weasdly party best known for joining 

the governing coalition-—regardless 

of the coalition's makeup. Finally We 

Can See traditionally makes liberal 

noises and claims to represent "the 

honest everyday citizen/' but it has 

rarely been a majority party. 

New Quill: A fascist party built 

on the remains of the Three Quills 

r 
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Our. Goals ArlefVIet 
Our recent victory over the barbarism that is Tesh has strengthened New 

Crobuzorfs position in everyway: progress and the New Crobuzon stan¬ 

dard are on the march across land and sea. Tesh and its Witchocratic pup¬ 

pets dabble with the diabolical, sacrificing their own flesh and blood to 

invite otherworldly masters to visit .their stinking cities and grant them 

favor, to prepare them against our inevitable and righteous rage. Their 

provocations with shunboats against our unarmed merchants will not go 
long unanswered. 

Fearful and weak, the minions-of Tesh dabbled with Torque and h el If re. 

Our soldiers withstood their corrupting blasts and forged victory from bitter 

struggle* Their own Torque experiments have left them sapped and terato¬ 

gen ica% tainted* their lands^and soil and blood impure. They have salted and 

abandoned their own lands to snatch the prize frpm our grasp, but even n6w 

our biothaumaturgists work to sift corruption from purity. In time, those 

lands and spoils will belong to the great people of New Crobuzon, earned by 

their toil and cleansed by our sciences* 

Defeatists and Tesh sympathizers will claim that New Crobuzon must treat 

Tesh gingerly. In fact is it Tesh and the Witchocracy that threaten to strangle 

trade in the Firewater Straits with their tariffs and unlawful boardings and 

inspections. Our trade continues strong despite these provocations, and our 

cause will prevail. 

Asjkla Veteran! 
Why won't the Mayor and his toadies tell you what happened to Our boys in 

Tesh? Why aren't they bragging about our victories over their sou (cannons 

and efrrt winds? Because we lost, and the “peace" with Tesh cost us plenty! 

Men gone, twisted, mutated. The new "Pride” taxes. We dropped tooth bombs 

and cojourhombs—everything but Jabber's Torque—arid they didn't flinch, 

[f Tesh is a tainted ruin, why don't any of our industrial magnates send their 

surveyors to inspect it? 

Ask yourself: Where’s the pride of the fleet, the Grand Justice? Where's 

Admiral Felton? Where's the welcoming parade For Lhe stout men of the 

Overseas Militia? The Beacon won't tell you, and the magtsters will remake 

you just for asking* If we won, why are we on pur knees? 

Want to know what really happened in the Tesh war? You don't have to 

believe your hard-working brothers at The Slogorne—ask a veteran today! 

the nativism and jingoist reaction 

against all xenians. Known for pro¬ 

posing pogroms to Mil or exile the 

khepri, cadacae, vodyanoi, and all 

other non-humans, from the city, 

Although not corrupt;the-'New Quill 

party is morally bankrupt. 

grindylow and beyond to the Firewa¬ 

ter Straits controlled by the Witehoc- 

racy it's a wide world* 

party, the New Quill appeals to 
" r • 

From Iron Bay just outside New Cro¬ 

buzon to die Cold Claw Sea of the 

Be ed Kai Niev 
Continent 
The khepri are apparently native to 

the* eastern continent of Bored Kai 

Ney and lied because of the Ravening. 

All khepri on Rahagi are descended 

from this .diaspora. Ids' unclear 

whether a khepri..culture survives on • 
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BerS KaiNev, although most reports 

indicate that primitive khepri do 

sometimes appear on its shores* 

.The khepri first arrived in New 

Crobuzon about seven hundred years 

ago, not long after the Fervent -Man¬ 

tis arrived at the eastern continent of 

lered Kal Ney, ihe khepri homeland* 

That homeland is now destroyed, as 

the terrible plague called the Travelling 

drove lire khepri from Bercd Kai Nev 

one hundred years ago—it's not clear 

whether the fervent Mantis brought 

the disease with them, or were a 

response to its rise. 

During the Ravening and the 

transoceanic migration, the khepri 

broodm others of New Crobuzon 

deliberately forgot ten Lhousand 

y^ars of khepri liistory—no One, 

not’ even the khepri themselves, is 
sure why. The refugees and survi¬ 

vors of the Tragic- Grossing refuse 

to discuss it, although surely mil¬ 

lions died in Bered Kai Nev during 

that time* This hole in their history 

is just one of the many griefs that 

have afflicted the khepri 'since they 

arrived in New Crobuzon. 

ifrHrr 
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Cobsea 
The medium-size city of Cobsea is one 

of New Crohuzonk important trading 

partners and was once part of the ill- 

fated railway venture meant to connect 

the two cities. The railway ran into 

difficulties of terrain, financing, and 

native opposition, and was never com¬ 

pleted,. Cobsea is run by a city council 

dominated by mercantile Interests,but 

it lacks the heavy industry of New Cro- 

btizon. The dty governrojent is notori¬ 

ously unstable, with few governments 

lasting more than sevepj] months, and 

their regular collapse'is accepted as 

the way of’things in Cobsea. 

The city's weavings and its wines 

are both prized, and business seems 

to get done without the help"of either 

parliament or merchant subsidies. 

Thie Rohagi Continent 
New Crobuzon itself is on Lbe north- 

east coast of the continent of Rohagi. 

The continent contains inner seas, 

mountains, and powerful rivers, 

making much of its terrain difficult 

or impassable, leading to New Cro- 

buzoris development as a naval and 

mercantile economy. 

The Cacotopic Stain 

Warped by the vastly uncontrollable 

magic force called Torque, the-Cano - 

topic Stain is one of several Gacptp- 

poL Living things can dip into the 

outskirts and survive, although this 

leads to bizarre and random magi¬ 

cal effects (such as people turning 

into giant cytoplasms), The edges 

of the stain are frequented by inch- 

men (enormous insect old centaurs) 

and other beasts, but the heart is just 

mcomprehensibie* The Gacotopic 

Stain opened about $50 years before 

tEe events in Perdido Street- Station. 

Dreer S,amber 

This small cacfcadae city lies on the 

very southern tip of the Cymek Des¬ 

ert, 2,000 miles from New Crobuzon, 

and it has given birth to a pragmatic 

sailing .capture based on efficient cogs. 

Dreer Saffiher's Economy is both mer¬ 

cantile md piratical, wiffiout too much 

division between the two. Its ships 

are .crewed by trained chimpanzees, 

obeying whistled and shouted com¬ 

mands, because the caetacac sailors 

are too heavy to climb the rigging. The 

sheer power of a boarding party' using 

rivebows and carrying, enormous 

hoarding axes- able to sever a -ship’s 

mast makes them feared pirates; most 

merchants surrender without a tight 

once their ships are caught. 

Dreer Sabah p’s cactacae sailors 

are gifted st|tcytellers and they deal 

with the anpphelii regularly. They 

hire official private ers. 

The Gengris 

The homeland pf the grindylow (see 

page 53) stretches across the bot¬ 

tom of the freshwater Gold Claw Sea, 

and exerts control over its southern 

reaches, up to the shores, ft has no 

near neighbors, which is just as well, 

given the grindylows' paranoia and 

their horrible treatment of those who 

fall into their hands. Rumors tell of 

I fril 
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Timb harms'" and forced labor work¬ 

shops where the ■ grindylow grind up 

any creature unfortunate enough to 

cross their path. 

■Gengris religion is pretty opaque to 

outsiders—scholars believe they wor¬ 

ship a variety of godlings and ances¬ 

tor-spirits, with which their magi 

commune. They certainly build mala¬ 

chite chapels, forbidden to all outsid¬ 

ers, where dark rites are performed. 

Their nearest neighbor is the 

island Yanni Secldllito the northwest, 

but their real rivals are two vodya- 

noi-dominated nations of the Cold 

Claw Sea, Jangsach and Gliarchetist 

Jangsach is a decentralized country 

made up of fiefdoms, each ruled by a 

vodvanoi baron or chieftain. 

Gharcheltist is a somewhat more 

organized vodyanoi nation, united 

under a central administration. 

High Cromlech 

High Cromlech is a city-state of the 

undead more than 2,000 miles west 

of New Crobuzon in the Shatteijack 

Mountains, on the far side .of the 

•f 
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ColdClaw Sea, In High Cromlech, the 

dead rule as necropolitans ox sentient 

zombies. The dead are the wealthier, g ‘ I ^ ' ' ' ' ‘ ‘ 

that the imdead gentry of Armada 

emigrated from High Cromlech. 

s ea railway , b ut i ts construe tion faile d 

and 'die company went bankrupt. 

important inhabitants; the living— 

called the quick—are lesser Citizens, 

Some are slum-dwelling underclass, 

others are respectable working class 

and small businesspeople. Not all 

quick are oppressed, but they are less 

socially powerful than the dead. 

The social ladder in High Crom¬ 

lech leads through the grave, Social 

climbers progress from a "livematT 

or 'Tivewife” to a “deadman” or 

"deadwifefi if they can buy their way 

into the upper echelons and afford 

the specific treatments necessary, to 

rise as an abdead (the New Crobuzon 

term for the undead). 

Vampirs are allowed to live in 

High Cromlech because they are 

abdead but are not rulers. Quite 

the reverse, vampirs are considered 

rather pathetic junkies who: are kept 

alive on the whim and sufferance of 

the. High Cromlech living. 

little other information is available 

to.mo$l scholars, although it is known 

Myrshock 

Myrshock is a small, ugly town a bit 

more than 600 miles south of New' ip 
Crobuzon. In many ways it is -New 

Crobuzon in miniature: racially 

mixed with.a lot of vodyanoi who live 

in a canal ghetto, a few free booting 

garudafrom the Cymd^ and a hand¬ 

ful of cactacae. 

Myrshdck has an industrial, port- 

bas.ed economy, but at inbuilt around 

a saltwater harbor rather than an 

estuarine one. This has advantages 

and drawbacks. While fhe vodyanoi 

cannot serve as stevedores there, 

ships putted by bri dl^?Heawyrms can 

enter directly into the harbor rather 

than being loaded offshore. Its tem¬ 

pi es fe attire so me whA elegant mina¬ 

rets, but these arc obscured by the 

city's many dirigible mooring posts, 

Myrshock’s population.is at most 

S5,ooo, although it conducts no 

censu &. Myrsh o ck, was to; 'be one 

anchor point of the Myr shock-Cob- 
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Shankell 

Shanked is a big caetacae-run trade 

town on the north shore of the 

Cymek desert and is the home of the 

worship of Sanshad. The city is also 

known as Horrid or, the Salt-Hole, the 

Corskcrew Citadel, an d other names, 

and has minority populations of 

humans and other races, Shanhell 

merchants run ferries and supplies 

across the Meagre Sea to Myrshock, 

and ultimately to New Crobuzon, It 

is celebrated for its thriving; gladi¬ 

atorial scene, with fights in hook- 

ware cages and ffeshpits, where large 

amounts of money changes hands. 

The worship tif Sanshad, a mani¬ 

festation of tlie Sun, is the official 

religion of the city; which is run 

by a committee of cacta'cae, but the 

place is fairly relaxed about other 

religions, The coil1 of San shad is ako 

established in the Glasshouse in 

New7 Crobuzpifi ids unclear whether 

i & 

all eactaeae .revere him, or whether- 
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"it i^'simply a matter of Similarity 

md related groups of cattacae. Cer¬ 

tainly 'die god is not widely revered 

in Dreer SamheT. 
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Suroch 
.The.city of Suroch lies in ruins after 

■ -the Hrate Wars (see sidebar)- It was liit 

by a Torque bomb in 1545, when the 

- war wTas largely over. The last some¬ 

what official expedition to the ruins 

of Sumch was made in 1688, during 

which the effects of the bomb (even 

after a century) still affected, mutated, 

and killed several of the crew. The 

photographs of that expedition taken 

by the hello typist Sacramimdi and 

T printed at his own expense almost 

■; toppled the government in New 

\ Crobuzon. The images are hard to 

forget: cockroach trees, fifty-homed 

carapace-covered goats, living gear 

machines descended from train 

engines, herds of things that might 

once have i been human but have 

clearly devolved to apelike bestiality, 

Most people steer well clear of 

Suroch. these days, as the photos show 

just a few of the completely Torque- 

twisted entities. Any visitors eieposed 

to die torque there risk psychic 

assault, magical mutation, cancer, 

and madness. Some members of the 

Sacreimmdi expedition grew tenta¬ 

cles; others chose suicide after holes 

began appearing at random' in their 

bodies, No blood, no pain, just holes. 

Suroch is now a name used to 

frighten children and warn of the 

dangers of meddling with. Torque. The 

threat of Torque was believed to have 

led to ffie recent truce with Tesh. 
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Yoraketche 
Yoraketche is a weak, warlike coun¬ 

try northwest of New Crobuzon. It is 

home to a race of brave but rather stu¬ 

pid warrior-riders, skilled in the bow 

and in raiding ibr slaves and livestock, 

but it lias few other points to recom¬ 

mend it , It very loosely controls a large 

region of grassland steppes, and is 

mostly concerned with continuing 

ancient tribal feuds. It has little polM- 

- cal power but produces mercenaries 
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who are frequently hired thousands of 

miles away tor their fierceness, com¬ 

petence, and ignorance. 

Thle Islands 
The oceans and islands are a major 

portion of Bas-Lag. Only a few of the 

ports of call are covered here. 

Armada 
The wildest pirate city known is a 

constellation of ships, rafts, barges, 

and hulks that serves as a floating 

base for a powerful pirate; fleet led 

by the Lovers-—two scarred figures. 

It is believed that Armada has been 

destroyed at least twice (once, during 

the Pirate Wars, a second time on a 

long voyage), but some claim it sur¬ 

vived. Its core is a set of ships (sncli 

as the Grand Easterly) built and out¬ 

fitted for -wax by. New Cr.0b.u20n and 

other combatants of the wars. 
LV 

Armada is tolerant of the Remade, 

and it is home to large colonies of 

scabmettlers and High Cromlech 

vampiis^The floating city itself is 

divided into semi-feudal ridings 

such as Dry Water and Garwater, each 

centered on a major hull or vessel, 

and each with it's own form of gov¬ 

ernment, ranging from semi-feuda l 

to democratic to naive laissez-faire 

experiments. At its hearty it is a deadly 

place, and power does cope from Vio¬ 

lence. Among the most deadly citizens 

is Uther fodtSwho wields the FosajiMe 

Sword (see sidebar). 

Armada's citizens speak Salt. 

Kelt and Dreer Samher are indepen¬ 

dent but have a close working and 

trading relationship. 

Gnurr Kett possesses a mercantile 

culture with a mostly peaceful tradi¬ 

tion of quiet scholarship and compe¬ 

tence. Its economy includes indige¬ 

nous farming, fishing, sea-trade, and 

an important stratum of intellectu¬ 

als and a cadre of cantors—-a kind 

of singing scholar. The island is also 

home to an important publishing 

industry of theore tical tract s. 

Its capitol is Kohnid, a small but 

important center of scholarship. For 

a few scholars, Kohnid is an intellec¬ 

tual paradise, as High Kettai theory is 

important and relatively rare: Gnurr 

..Kelt keeps a colony of anophelii as 

' sort of pet scholars, using the (safely 

bloodless) cactacae of Dreer Samher 

as their wardens, through a three- 

way trading loop. Their Imowledge 

finds its way to Kohnid, but many 

crucial primary works published 

there never leave the islands. 

The jheshuil islands 
The Jheshuil Islands are a loose 

group of three islands a few hun¬ 

dred miles from the coast north of 

New Crobuzon. TheyTe piratical and 

fought New Crobuzon during the 

Pirate Wars (about 1500), after which 

they lost a great deal of power. 

is 

Basilisk < 

The Basilisk:Gliannel lies to the east 

of New CrobUMon, south of Jheshuil, 

Its independent islands rely heav¬ 

ily on New Qh>buzon as their major 

Nova Esperium 
New Croziib on’s penal colony is 

failing due to its small population, 

disease, monsters, and natives. Any¬ 

one exiled to it almost never returns 

to New Grobuzon, and transport to 

Nova Esperium is considered a death 

sentence by most citizens of the city. 

trading partner, especially those 

closer to the coast. 

Gnurr Kett 
Gnurr Kett is an island nearly 2,000 

miles south of New Crobuzon, 500 

miles qast.of the Gymek desert. Its 

inhabitants don't trade much with 

New Crobuzon, mostly dealing with 

the cactacae of Dreer Samher, Gnurr 

Salkrikrator, City of the Cray 
The great aquatic metropolis of the 

Cray is the leading city and capitol 

of the Salkrikaltor Cray Common¬ 

wealth, a set of almost twenty'Cray cit¬ 

ies. The SaXkrikxator commonwealth 

is an entire undersea country in the 

Swollen Ocean between Bar toll and 

the Gnomon Tor islands, and the 

city itself has a population of roughly 

w 
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200,000 (without a census, the figure • 

is necessarily vague)* 

The dly it self is the largest of the 

cray cities, with docks at sea level 

and buildings below. These build¬ 

ings are complete with airlocks, 

pumping stations, air-breather’s 

buildings and aquatic buildings. 

The cray are half-human and half 

giant lobster* a civilized species 

whose main interests are control 

of schools of fish* beds of kelp, and 

other oceanic treasures. 

Salkrikrator is a valued trading part¬ 

ner for New Crobuzon. All other cray 

settlements trade underwater-pro¬ 

duced luxuries, foods, and a few bits 

of arcane technology* Salkrikratoi also 

hades with other underwater polities, 

a process of which New Crobuzon 

knows ne&t to nothing. Connections 

to the grindylow are suspected but 

cannot be proven. If they exist* they 

must pass through subterranean 

channels and a halodine to the 

Cold Claw Sea* 

Tesh and the Witchocracy 
Tesh and the Witchocracy fought 

a war against New’ Cxohnzon in 

recent years, but it's unclear what 

the result was* Certainly the war 

is over, but the government in New 

Crobuzon is not really saying much 

about what happened, or bow the 

peace accord was reached* What¬ 

ever the result, the shipyards are 

busily rebuilding the New’ Cro¬ 

buzon fleet. Many ruined or 

limbless ■ soldiers and sailors 

live on the streets* an entire 

generation scarred by the 

fighting. Explorers going 

to Tesh don't return* 

while spies and mer¬ 

chants alike are turned 

bade at the border. The 

Witchocracy was hardly 

affected hy the war (or at 

least, it still controls the 

Eire water Straits), but itsJ 

ships no longer call at New 

Crobuzons ports. 

The lack of information has led to 

a propaganda struggle between the 



maypr and the militia on one side, 

and small,, independent presses on 

the other, churning out broadsides 

and tracts questioning the Parlia¬ 

ment line. Every bit of news is fil¬ 

tered through two totally different 

lenses, and citizens of the city are 

confused and alarmed by the cob 

and industries dependent on trade 

through the Hrewater.Straits* 

risk iinleashing the anophelii females 

on the world again might find the cash 
. 

quite lucrative. The cactacae claim to 

have plundered all the hoards of the 

Queendom except one, which they 

call the" "Machinery Beach” Located 

on an island of th e anophelii in the 

southern seas, it holds thousands of 

half-forgotten machines, their gears 

slowly rusting in the salt air. 

LOST EMPIRES 
Hie world of Bas-Lag has seen It least 

two great empires, one mythic and 

extraplanar, one bloody and brief 

Both are described here because their 

artifacts and rulers might create great 

adventures on Rohagi and beyond* 

Anophlelii Efhpirie 
Also sometimes known as 

Malarial Queendom, the Anophelii 

Empire was a brutal feudal monar¬ 

chy ruled by bloodthirsty anophelii 

females who needed warm avian 

or mammalian Mood to feed their 

incredible intelligence, speed, and 

thaumaturgical insight. It expanded 

rapidly to feed their hunger, and all 

its subject races worked and bled 

until they died* 

The Queendom existed around 

75o bng, more than 2,500 years 

before the present day. It was short¬ 

lived, lasting not much more than 

50 years, and its hearf was in Sho- 

teka, the continent to the south of 

Rohagi* However, the anophelii 

queens had outposts in southern 

Rohagi, and also in. the Shards, a 

huge archipelago a long way east, 

and in some islands in between— 

any place with a warm climate and 

fresh water. The whole thing col¬ 

lapsed when there were no more 

easy conquests, the blood sacrifices 

ran out, and the female anophelii 

turned from smart, powerful ldllers 

to mindless, powerful killers. 

Their lost treasures include power¬ 

ful tomes of summonings and con¬ 

jurations, tecknoraagical fusions: and 

geared engines for harnessing ele- 

Tihle Ghosthead Empirle 
Tliis long-vanished empire is a great; 

source for ancient instruments of 

power, obscure lore, and possibil¬ 

ity magic—but it is also very poorly 

understood and remembered. Its 

rulers arrived from beyond the 

bounds of Bas-Lag around 2000 

bng and established a surreal, vio¬ 

lent, impossibly .strange empire* 

The Ghosthead themselves were 

Clearly extraplan ar, and few records 

of the time seem able to describe 

them or their technologies; Bas-Lag 

was far too primitive to understand 

what the Ghosthead broi|ghf and 

the Ghosthead were in no mood tp 

explain. Instead, they conquered all 

of Rohagi and most of Shoteku Sto¬ 

ries about the Ghosthead don't 

make much sense, as they seem, to 

have existed along dimensional axes 

that "human and xenians alike don't 

comprehend. The twohnost reliable 

accounts claim they y^cre "human, 

with ghostlike head ^occasionally 

tentacular’- ind "invisible but clearly 

cephalopodish, with mjsectile heads 

and mechanical ovipositors*” Nei¬ 

ther description seems helpful to 

current scholars* Neither descrip¬ 

tion seems entirely sane, either, but 

this seems a recurreutproblem with 

the Ghosthead* 

In any case, th e Ghosthead fought 

with the khepri insect empires of 

Be red Kai Nev, the huge eastern 

continent That fight seems to have 

been a draw, largely ba^ed on the 

khepri ability to throw vast num¬ 

bers at the problem, but records are 

very sparse. These days, thiffempire 

mentals. Any explorer fool enough to 
if 

is considered liffiLmythic. Bizarre 

histories claim that the Ghosthead 

^ r.V* 

empire reached the moon, built 

metal fish to swim to the stars, and 

practiced the lost art of possibil¬ 

ity mining along the Scar, a.niff in 

the fabric of the world. Artifacts 

fro nr this time are uncovered every 

decade or so (often in hew shapes, 

see the Fusible Sword sidebar)* 

The Ghosthead’s rulers and their 

precise form of government arc 

hard to establish because of the 

weird mix of secrets, myths, and 

archaeology surrounding them* 

They ruled firmly for about 600 

years or so, then a slow-buff ding 

rebellion grew among the Rohagi 

subject races. At this first stage, this 

revolt was called the C onto man cy 

and seems to have been largely 

a matter of attacking Ghosthead j 

institutions, representatives, and 

devices. The surviving records 

speak of "possibility fraud” and 

“demods 1 ration device s” ancf o ther 

strange (or at least untranslatable)1 

forms of rebellion—-it may be that 

not all of it was violent* 

Later, around about 1350 bnc, it 

exploded into outright rebellion, 

known as the Sloughing Off, a cen¬ 

tury-long .process of revolt. Attacks 

and reprisals were fierce; many cit¬ 

ies and towns simply vanished in 

“thought cleansing” operations, 

while other cities seem to have 

learned how to kill or drive away 

Ghosthead occupiers without ever 

raising armies. 

At some point during the 

Sloughing Off the cactacae race 

first appeared. Whether they were 

bom naturally or created is debated. 

The records describe a Ghosthead 

retreat during this period but no 

one knows how to contact their 

distant plane or guard against their 

return. After the Sloughing Off, tire 

Ghosthead disappeared as myste¬ 

riously as they came, and the alle¬ 

giances between, groups, tribes, and 

races that helped the rebellion suc^ 

ceed collapsed* The Rohagi politie s 

splintered into infighting and cul¬ 

tural degeneration; and began the 

first Uni brie Age. ^ 

;v. 
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lie lands surrounding New Crobuzon are not just 

human lands: they axe also home to cactus folk, 

-1 the amphibious vodyanof the scarab-headed 

khepri, and the Remade, members of the other races who 

* have been reshaped in the New Crobuzon punishment 

factories. All Lhese are playable races for those who would 

^adventure across Has-Lag. 

fighters are a race of cactus folk with 

homelands including both, the veldts 

grasslands as well as the deep deserts 

of Gym eh, Dreer Samher, and the South. They typi¬ 

cally stand 7 to 8 feet tall, with powerful vegetable 

muscles and thick fibrous skin in varying shades 

of green studded with spines extending from 

tiny to finger-long. Some specimens of gray 

yellow, and browrn are less common, and 

these varying skin colors might also 

indicate age or illness. In springtime, 

many cactacae sprout small Ted ot yel¬ 

low flowers along the ridges of their 

dark green skin, 

Cactacae heads sit flat on their shoul¬ 

ders, without necks. Their fingers are 

thick and fairly clumsy, although their 

grip is powerful enough to crush bones. 

An oily sap flows through their veins rather than 

blood, and their bones are strangely shaped, unlike 

any vertebrate’s skeleton. A full-grown cactacae is not 

just tall but also massive, weighing as much as 500 to 

700 pounds. 

Cactacae prefer climates ofdieat and light, but they can 

be active day or night and can survive cold temperatures: 

with proper equipment Their preferred garments tend 

toward colored sashes, loincloths, and rich jewelry. 

.Cactacae can sleep standing up with then legs locked. 

They speak Siinglari in the south around Dreer Samher, 

and Ragamoll in the north near New Crobuzon. 

: .... 
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CACTACAE WEAPONS 
The cactacae race uses many exotic weapons of its own design, too large and power¬ 

ful to be used by many others. The best-known are the rivebow, the chakri, 

and the greatcleaver* 

The rivebow is the best-known of the cactacae weapons. It is ' - 

an enormous crossbow that fires large spinning buzz blades. 

Because the cactacae lavish such attention and resources on this 
*■ -. 

weapon, masterwork rivebows are actually relatively easy to find. 

The chakri are disc-bladed throwing weapons that can also serve 

as ammunition for a rivebow. 

The greatdeaver is a slashing, two-handed melee weapon with 10-foot reach. 

CACTACAE WEAPONS 

Dmg (M) 

MB 

Xd6 

2d 6 

Critical 

m 

*2 
19-20/x3 

Range 

Increment Exotic Weapons Cost 

Two-Handed /Video Weapon 

Greatcleaver 40 gP 

Ranged Weapons 

Chakri 10 gp 

Rivebow 200 gP 

Dmg (S) 

2d6 

ld4 

IdlO 

20 ft. 

40 ft. 

to? 

Cactacae Racial Traits 
■ +4 Strength, +2 Constitution, “4 

Dexterity 

- Medium: As Medium creatures, 

cactacae have no special bonuses 

or penalties due to their size. 

* Cactacae base land speed is 30 feet 

Cactacae can move at this speed 

even when wearing medium or 

heavy armor or when carrying a 

medium or heavy load (unlike other 

creatures, whose speed is reduced 

in such situations)* 

■ Natural armor: Cactacae gain a 

+1 natural armor bonus to their 

Armor Class* This protection 

combines with Dexterity, magical 

bonuses, and worn armor, 

* Plant Type: Cactacae are members 

of the Plant type and gain all of 

the abilities and vulnerabilities 

of that type, including immu¬ 

nity to poison, sleep effects, poly¬ 

morph, paralysis, and stunning. 

They have low-light vision and are 

not subject to critical hits* Unlike 

other members of their type, they 

require sleep and are not immune 

to mind-affecting effects, 

- Powerful Build: The physical stat¬ 

ure' of a cactacae lets them func¬ 

tion in many ways as if they were 

one size category larger. When ever 

THETARDY 
Using magic, the northern vddt-oactacae keep some of their bulbs in a 

coma for months after the others have long since crawled up from the soil. 

These late bloomers are the ge-aint literally "the tardy." When they do grow 

to wakefulness, these cactacae are warped by the magic that retarded their 

birth. They are enormous, with bending wooden bones, fused fingers, and 

encrusted, thickened skin.Their misshapen tongues and lips make them slur 

and mangle their speech* 

The average Tardy's senses are sharp, but they live in constant pain from 

their deformities. The cactacae never give the Tardy names, but they both 

Tear and worship these twisted forms of their own kind. Tardy often serve as 

scouts and lookouts for cactacae tribes or societies at war. 

The Tardy are size Large and have a+5 natural armor rather than +1. Their folded, 

thick skin and vegetal circulatory system provides damage reduction of 10/blud¬ 

geoning or slashing. Piercing weapons have little effect on a Tardy: they don't bleed 

as humans do, but rather exude watery sap that seals punctures quickly. The Tardy 

ability score modifiers are Strength +8, Constitution +6, Wisdom -2, Dexterity -6. 

The Tardy gain a +5 racial bonus on Spot and Listen checks. 

The Tardy have a +4 level adjustment. 

a cactacae is subject to a size modi¬ 

fier or special size modifier For an 

opposed check (such as during 

grapple checks, bull rush attempts, 

and trip attempts), the cactacae is, 

treated, as one size larger if doing 

so is advantageous. A cactacae can 

use weapons designed for a crea¬ 

ture one size larger without pen¬ 

alty. However,:their space and reach 

remain those , of a creature' of their 

actual size, the benefits of this 

racial trait stack with the effects 

of powders, abilities, and spells that 

change the subject's size category, 

Spines: Thousands of tough 

spines cover the cactacae body. 

These protrusions allow them to 

deal id6 points of lethal damage 

(instead of id4 nonlethalj when 

they choose to deal .damage, as 

part of a successful grapple. 

Weapon familiarity: Cactacae. / ;/ \/ 

may treat rivebows, chakri, aud 



great cleavers as martial weapons, 

rather than exotic weapons- 

+2 racial bonus on Craft checks 

that are related to wood. 

Automatic Language; Common 

and Sunglari. Bonus Languages: 

Any (other than secret languages, 

such as Druidic), 

Favored Class: Fighter. 

Level Adjustment: +2. 

i, ' 
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. an Indi¬ 

vid ual 

or a particular place in New Crobu- 

zon's Kin ken ghetto. 

Khepri guards and fighters arc 

prized for their silence and their 

skill, but many khepri turn to crime 

as well. The khepri crime-queens of 

New Crobuzon are well organized 

and very difficult to infiltrate. While 

the crime-queens are as unsentimen¬ 

tal and greedy as any other gangsters, 

their followers' loyalties are not just 

The khepri are a race of women with 

2-fbot-long headscarabs that resem¬ 

ble enormous beetles, complete with 

tiny mandibles, antennae, vestigial 

wings beneath powerful casings, 

and compound eyes. Khepri males 

are small insectile animals, essen¬ 

tially mindless 2-foot-long scuttling 

things unable to do more than feed 

and reproduce. 

Female khepri brush their anten¬ 

nae in greeting to one another, much 

as- humans shake hands. Khepri 

mouthparts cannot communicate 

in Common or any other tongue, 

although they communicate among 

themselves by scent and chemical 

gusts that form a powerful silent lan¬ 

guage that other races can smell and 

taste but cannot understand, Khepri 

speak to other races using sign lan¬ 

guage or written notes, 

Khepri society is deeply sexist 

and matriarchal, because its males 

are too sLupid to contribute to civi¬ 

lization. Mtist khepri sisters treat 

males with contempt, lucking them 

out of the way and keeping them in 

roughly the same regard as roaches. 

Only female- khepri are available as 

player characters. 

As a society, the khepri place less 

value on immediate family and more 

pn clan and extended families. Khe¬ 

pri clans or extended families are 

called hives and their subdivisions 

are called moieties; the term Red¬ 

wing hive, Catskull 

moiety” can 

about money: they are also partly 

based on hive and moiety. Their pre¬ 

ferred weapons include spears, long- 

spears, flintlocks, crossbows, and 

hooked nets. 

The khepri are recent arrivals in 

New Crobuzon. They keep to them¬ 

selves in ghettos of their own kind, 

forming an underclass of immi¬ 

grants in districts such as Kinken, 

Creekside, and Spit Hearth. These 

districts are rebuilt from their 

human forms using gigantic 

home-grubs that burro wr through 

the existing wails and exude an 

organic pieghm-cement to form 

the rounder, more hivelike shapes 

the khepri prefer. Their customary 

clothes include ballooning panta¬ 

loons and tightly-woven shirts. 

Kh ep r i re ligion i s unlike that 

of other races; their pantheon is 

entirely unique and female. The 

traditional goddesses-include Awe¬ 

some1 Broodma, the Artspitter, 

, Kindly Nurse, and the guardians 

* known as the Tough Sisters. A new 

generation of goddesses has grown 

up since the time of the Tragic 

Crossing: the dissident gods. These 

include cults devoted to the Elyc- 

tirc Devil, the Air Harvester, Wing- 

sister, and Insect Aspect. The last of 

a cult devoted to the mind- 

iinsectile side of the species, 

and it makes a fetish of the tiny 

khepri males. The gloomy doc** 

e of Insect Aspect claims that 

-all khepri women are cursed, and 

that the purity of God can be 

.^fouiij^ tii-the male, insec- 

5j> f-\ 
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STINGBOX 
This metadockwork device is only found among the kheprl, who use - 

it to electrocute or stun their targets. 

The stingbox resembles a squared-off box with a handle at 

one end and two whiplrke flails at the other; the flails have a 

reach of 20 feet* These ends are extendable and are whipped r 

out to catch the enemy, and then a powerful electrical l 

charge is sent through the line. While the base dam- 

age it deals is minimal (1 or ld3 points of damage), t* 

each strike also deals IdS points of electrical dam- 

age. Creatures struck by a stingbox must make an 

immediate DC 13 Fortitude save or be stunned for 

ld3 rounds. 

Using a stingbox without penalty requires an Exotic Weapon 

Proficiency; in addition to the usual non-proficiency penalty, any untrained 

user of a stingbox who rolls a 1 on an attack roll shocks himself Tor normal 

damage and must save or be stunned* 

Stingboxes are charged items and must be recharged after twelve success¬ 

ful attacks. Stingbox charges are sold only by khepri merchants to those they 

trust, and cost 10 gp per box charge* 

Exotic Dmg 

Weapons Cost (M) 

Two-Handed Melee Weapon 

Stingbox Variable ld3-kLdS 

electrical 

Range 

Critical Increment Weight Type 

3 lb. Slashing 

Some Insect Aspect worshipers take 

no names for themselves (names 

are decadent), instead concentrat¬ 

ing on food, sex, and survival with¬ 

out motive, or thought 

The khepri first arrived in New 

Crobuzon abont seven hundred 

years ago, not long after the Fervent 

Mantis arrived at the eastern con¬ 

tinent of Bered Kai Nev, the khepri 

homeland* That homeland is now 

destroyed, as the terrible plague 

called the Ravening drove the khe¬ 

pri horn Bered Kai Nev one hundred 

years ago. During that time, the khe¬ 

pri brpodmothers of New Crobuzon 

deliberately forgot ten thousand 

years of khepri history—no One, 

not even the khepri themselves, is 

sure why. The refugees and survi¬ 

vors of the Tragic Crossing refuse to 

discuss it, although surely millions 

died in Bered Kai Nev during that 

time. This hole in their history is 

just one of the many griefs that have 

afflicted the khepri diaspora since it 

arrived in New Crobuzon. 

WM2& 

Khlepri Racial Traits 
• +2 Dexterity, +2 Wisdom, -2 Con¬ 

stitution, -2 Charisma 

• Medium: As Medium creatures, 

khepri have no special bonuses or 

penalties due to their size* 

• Khepri base land speed is 30 feet. 

• Darkvision: Khepri can see in the 

dark up to 60 feet Darkvision is black 

and white only, but it is otherwise like 

normal right, and khepri can func¬ 

tion just fine with no light at all. 

• +2 racial bonus on saving throws 

against enchantment {mind affect¬ 

ing) spells: Khepri minds are dif¬ 

ferent enough from most crea¬ 

tures' minds that their thoughts 

are difficult to control. 

- +4 racial bonus on saving throws 

to resist-gaze attacks; The imectoid 

eyes of the khepri heads carab filter 

many harmful sight-based effects. 

• +2 racial bonus on Intimidate and 

Spot checks. 

• Automatic Language: Khepri. 

Bonus Languages: Common. 

■ Favored Class: Cleric* 

■ 
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The Remade are not a true race, but 

rather a creation of th e punishment 

factories of New Crobuzon. The flesh 

of criminals and political offenders 

is reshaped to suit the purposes of 

the city rulers; their limbs might "be 

reshaped as a commentary on their 

crimes, or they might be rebuilt to 

serve in the colony of Nova Espe- 

rium, half the world away from the' 

mother city. 

Although their melding of flesh 

and machine makes the Remade 

resemble constructs, the race gains 

no construct immunities or innate 

advantages; the victims of the 

process must relearn walking, 

speaking, and other simple physical 

acts in their new bodies. Over time, 

they master the power their bodies 

.give them* 

Remade are almost always human, 

although some xenian Remade are 

known to exist. These are rare and 

attract a certain amount of curios¬ 

ity just by their appearance; some of 

these xenian Remade support them¬ 

selves by staging carnival sideshows 

and exhibition fights. Other Remade 

might come not ham the punish¬ 

ment factories but from indepen¬ 

dent chirugeons who cater to gladi¬ 

ators, pit-fighters, bodyguards and 

oiliers who seek to enhance their 

natural gifts. 

Cheating a Remade 
“Remade” is an inherited template 

that can bc;added to:any living, corpo- 

real creature {referred to hereafter as-., 

the base creature). 

[iwn: 
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THE REMADE AND FREEMADE TABOO 
Any Remade character in New Crobuzon Es at the bottom of the soda] order, , 

pariah who is both legally and politically oppressed. No upright citizen of the mid 

die class loves a criminal, and the default assumption of most New Crcbuzoners is 

that a Remade is a political dissident, a violent criminal, and possibly a traitor to the 

city. Among the city’s less fortunate, the Remade are viewed wEth suspicion. 

Outside the city, small bands of fReemade have escaped from captivity 

and servitude in New Crobuzon and live as bandits, free From this stigma. 

Even there, the taboo against the Remade means that few of the fReemade 

add to their Remakings; the fReemade are renegades from a punishment 

and body modifications they did not choose* 

Adding to one's Remaking requires the help of dissident FReemade or bio¬ 

thaumaturges, so adding to ones Remakings is very difficult and rare (and 

requires time spent on Knowledge [local] and Gather Information checks 

just to make the right connections). 

If your campaign is set in Bas-Lag, a player character jtw 

is likely either a Remade escapee or one of the rare 

fReemade who has chosen a form for himself for ^ 

practical or political reasons. In either case, it’s not 

an easy life. 

A Remade uses all the base crea¬ 

ture’s statistics and special abilities 

except as noted here. 

Special Qualities: Becoming a 

Remade requires the base creature 

to undergo a regimen of tortures, 

surgeries, and biothaumaturgical * 

procedures* After enduring this 

process, the character gains id^ 

enhancements and the same mini— 

ber of defects, either spedftcaltjr 

chosen by the DM or randomly 

rolled on the following charts. 

Rather than determining exactly 

what a Remade looks like, these 

enhancements and defects assume . Vf ^ v 

that functionality is the important ele- 6 • Olfkitory"Enhancers 

ment The consummate eyes enhance¬ L2_ S up e rn u uieTary A r ms extra eyes, granting Mm a +4 Tacial 
ment could come from a set of gigantic 8 Supernumerary Legs bonus on Search and Spot checks* 
compound eyes, from finely-ground _5 Unnatural Weapon Metadockwork The Remade 
crystal lenses and telescopes, or horn a 10 Wakeful Engine has a specialized metadockwork 

permanently attached to the PC. The 

appearance should be up to the player; 

the mechanics are defined here. 

Remade 
Enhancements 
dio roll Enhancement 

Ll... 
Aquatic Prosthesis 

2. Armored Integument 

3 Consummate Eyes 

4 Metadockwork 

L 5 
Tslight Vision 

Aquatic Prosthesis: The Remade 

gains primitive gills or an equivalent 

breathing apparatus. The gills are 

not especially effective, blit grant a 

*4.bonus on checks or saving throws 

made to resist all drowning or poison 

gas checks. In addition, the character 

gains a swim speed of 10 feet or, if he 

already has a swim speed, a 10-fhot 

increase to his base swim speed* 

Armored integument: The character 

gains +i natural armor. 

component that performs a si: 

thaumatiiTgical function 3 times per 

day* At the lime of Remaking, the DM 

chooses three o-level cleric or wizard 

spells the enhancement can replicate. 

Each function can be used multiple 

times per day, but every use counts 

toward the Remade's daily limit 

Mr)hi Vision: The character gains 

an additional 60 feet of darkvisipn, 

to a maximum of 240 feet. 

Olfadory Enhancers: The charac¬ 

ter gains. the benefits of the scent 
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special ability (see page 314 of the 3 Crippled Jamb 

Monster Manual). 4 Dulled Faculties 

Spring-loadedjumper. The Remade is Hideous Deformity 
a powerful lea per and gains +4 bonus 6 M a] fb n cti oni ng Me mories 
on all Balance and Jump checks. 7 Poor Healing 

fypmummxy Anns; The Remade Is & Slow 
multi-limbed. Tills new limb is some¬ 9 Stiff Jointed 
how awkward or weak but aids m a 10 Wheels 

number of mundane tasks. The charac¬ 

ter gains a +2 bonus on Climb checks 

and can bold an item weighing less 

than 5 pounds in it The hand does not 

have the articulation to wield a weapon 

or throw items. It also does not provide 

extra slots for magic items. 

S^ern-urcierao; Xe^s; The Remade 

possess an additional legt wheels, or 

powerful tentacles. This grants him 

a 5-foot increase iii base speed and a 

+4 "bonus on ability checks made to 

resist being bull rushed or tripped. 

Unnatural Weapon; Some danger¬ 

ous tool, makeshift claw, or wicked 

appendage has been permanently 

affixed to the Remade. This attach¬ 

ment can be used as a natural weapon 

and deals damage depending on the 

Remade's size. 

Diminutive 1 

Tiny id2 

Small id3 

Medium icLj 

Large xd6 

Huge id8 

Gargantuan 2d6 

Colossal 2d 8 

Wfrke/u/ Engine: Remade with the 

wakeful engine must take the boiler 

defect Characters with this enhance¬ 

ment require no 'rep periods to avoid 

fatigue or exhaustion (although they 

stih require periods of quiet con¬ 

templation to regain spells). 

This modification is often made 

to horses, oxen, and other beasts 

qf burden, 

Rlemadle Defects 
dio roll Defect 

Clumsy, 

Boiler; The character lias a steam 

boiler that constantly requires fuel 

and costs 2 gp per day to feed. If 

fit el runs out, the character is imme¬ 

diately fatigued. For every day the 

boiler remains out, the character 

must make a Fortitude save {DC 14 

+ i/day out) or be exhausted. Com¬ 

pletely submerging in water or other 

liquids extinguishes the boiler. Char¬ 

acters with boilers weigh 40 pounds 

more than characters without. 

Ciifmsy: Many Remade are of shoddy 

construetion, and Remade are notori¬ 

ously unable to control their bodies. 

Their attachments often .tumble or fail 

at motor coordination. This Remade’s 

Dexterity' score drops by -2. 

Crippled limb; One of the character’s 

hands or whole arms has been ampu¬ 

tated, weakened, or warped to the point 

of near uselessness. The Remade can¬ 

not wield weapons with the afflicted 

limb or make use of weapons that 

require two hands. The limb lacks the 

ability to grip and cannot hold items, 

although, depending on the details 

of the defect,, the Remade might still 

retain his finger and arm or wrist 

magic item slots. 

Dulled Faculties; The Re made's nor¬ 

mal senses are somehow compro¬ 

mised by his augmentations. Choose 

two of the following penalties: -4 on 

Listen checks, -4 on Search checks, 

or -4 on Spot checks. 

Hideous Deformity: The Remade has 

been fashioned with oozing sores, 

sealed mouth, exposed muscle or 

hone, or similar visual flaws. The char¬ 

acter takes a —4 penalty on Diplomacy 

and Gather Information checks. 

Malfunctioning Memories: The 

character's brain has somehow been 

tampered with, affecting his mem¬ 

ory and skills. There is a 25% chance 

that whenever Lhe Remade makes a 

skill check he only counts half‘of his 

ran ks to de termine his skill modifier. 

This defect has no effect on skill 

checks in which the character has 

no ranks. 

Poor Healing: The Remade does not 

recover from injuries well. The charac¬ 

ter regains only a quarter as many hit 

points from natural healing as he nor¬ 

mally would (minimum 1 hp per day). 

Slow: Because of their complex 

skeletal structures, metal parts, and 

general bolted-together natures, 

some Remade are simply not that 

fast. These characters' base move¬ 

ment is reduced by -10 feet, 

■VhjfJobdcdTlie character is hound 

by rusty metal joints, awkward bony 

outcroppings, poorly healed wToimds, 

or a variety of other maladies that 

hinder his movement. He takes a -4 

penalty on Balance, Jump, and Tum¬ 

ble checks. 

Wheds: Remade without legs and 

feet must make DC 14 Strength 

checks to move over any space of 

rough terrain, {This DC might be 

higher in certain situations, as deter¬ 

mined by the DM.) Failure means 

that the character has wrasted 5 feet of 

movement and must either choose 

another path or try again (if he has 

any movement remaining). He can¬ 

not charge or rim over even mildly 

uneven ground. These Remade can¬ 

not climb stairs or ladders without 

a Strength check for each 10 feet of 

length (DC 15 for stabs, DC 20 for 

ladders). All Swim and Ride checks 

take a -4 penally. 

Level Adjustment; Same as base 

creature +1. 

DYANOI m 
The vodyanoi resemble fishy frogs 

with largely human faces and huge 

hands. They are excellent craefters of 

magic and small sorceries: many are 

dowsers, shamans, or warlocks of one 

stripe or another, although some are 

also druids. They are fully amphibian, 

capable of staying underwater with¬ 

out needing to breathe air and able to. 

•stay on dry land for days or weeks., as, 

•■■aaBafl 



long as they can wet down theix skins 

with at least i gallon of water per day. 

Vodyanoi seem smaller than they 

truly are because of their hunched 

and squatting posture, and they 

rarely seem to stand much more than 

4 feet high. 'Their true size is appar¬ 

ent from their weight, however, as 

most tip the scales at more than 170 

pounds and the fattest among them 

weigh 500 pounds or more. Their 

hands and feet are lightly webbed, 

but their fingers are nimble. 

Many vodyanoi worship Palgolak, 

a god of knowledge and learning 

who commands his vodyanoi and 

human followers to learn, to catego¬ 

rize, and to share knowledge. The 

New Crobuzon Palgolak Library is 

the best in the city, and its doors are 

open to all. 

Vodyanoi speak Ragamoll in New 

Crobuzon as well as Feliid Vodya¬ 

noi, Lubbock Vodyanoi, Southern 

Vodyanoi, and many other dialects 

of their language. Most work near 

the waterfront. Some are pilots and 

navigators, but most axe stevedores 

and dockworkers. Their homes are 

amphibious as well, without internal 

doors and with huge tooths above 

and below the water. Sluices refresh 

the water in them every day, and 

most connect by canal passageways. 

All vodyanoi have some skill at 

watercraeft as they refer to elemen¬ 

tal water magic. This magic is not as 

formal as human magic, but is a sort 

of folkloric magic focused on sha- 

manic channeling and shaping of 

water energies. 

Vodyaitoi Racial TVaits 
- +2 Dexterity, +2 CharLim,-2 Wisdom 

* Medium: As Medium creatures, 

vodyanoi have no special bonuses 

or penalties due to their size. 

• Vodyanoi base land speed is 20 feet. 

Their swimming base speed is 40 

feet Vodyanoi have a +8 racial bonus 

on any Swim check to perform some 

special action or avoid a hazard They 

can always choose tp take 10 on a 

Swim check, even if distracted or 

, endangered. Vodyanoi can use the 

run action while swimming, pro¬ 

vided they swim in a straight line. 

* Vodyanoi gain a +2 racial saving 

throw bonus against illusion spells 

or effects. 

* Low-Light Vision. 

* Watercraeft: Vodyanoi have the 

incredible ability to shape water 

to suit thek needs. This ability 

allows a vodyanoi to affect water 

as per either the spell control water 

or stone sfirtpe (but affecting water 

instead of stone), cast as a sorcerer 

of a level equal to his class level. 

A vodyanoi can use this ability a 

number of times per day equal to 

his Charisma modifier. Tire dura¬ 

tions of these spells changes to 

concentration + 3 rounds. 

* All vodyanoi gain a +1 bonus to the 

DC of all spells in divination, illu¬ 

sion, conjuration (summoning) or 

enchantment (charm). The school 

must be chosen when the charac¬ 

ter is created. 

* +2 racial bonus on Concen¬ 

tration, Jump, and Spdlcraft 

checks. A vodyanoi who merely 

passes within 5. feet of a water 

source or permanent spell effect 

is entitled to a Search check to 

notice it. This ability does not 

tell the vodyanoi any details, 

such as the school, strength, or 

nature of the spell. 

* Spell-Like Abilities: i/day—speak 

with animals (aquatic animal only, 

duration 1 minute), A vodyanoi 

with a Charisma score of at least 

10 also has the following spell-like 

abilities: i/day—-jump, ionystmler, 

mending. Caster level 1st; save DC 

10 + vodyanoi s Cha modifier + 

spell level. 

* Automatic Languages: Common 

and Vodyanoi. Bonus Languages: 

Caetacac, Druidic, Salt (see the 

Languages sidebar on page 3a), 

* Favored Class: Sorcerer. 

* Level Adjustment: +1, ST 



Speed 30'ft (:6 squares), Ry .60 ft. (average) 

Melee bite *13 (IdStl plus blood drain/19-20); 

Space 5 ft.; Reach 5 ft. 
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CR 7 

I lie world of Bas-Lag is a strange and dangerous 

place, rife with terrible beasts and deadly envi- 

romnents. While some of Lhe monsters tradi¬ 

tionally associated with D^D might find a home in this 

fantastic world, otheT wholly unique creatures are far 

more common and well known. The following are just 

a sample of the creatures that prowl the face of Bas-Lag, 

from the comical wyrmen to the utterly alien weavers. 

HMagiawT 
Thefirst of the she-anophdii breaks the cover ofthe frees, running 

Like a mpmfln bent double and then bent again dgainst the 

grain of her bones, crooked and knotted into a stance subtly iwong- 

Her neck twisted too far and hard, her long bony shoulders 

throm hack, herjiesh ivorm-i^hfre and her huge eyes iyptn 

very wide, utterly emanated, her breasts empty skin rags, 

her arms outstretched like Jurists of mire. Her tegs jud¬ 

der insanely fast as she runs until she falls forward bid 

does not hit the ground, toward themfjuyt 

above the earth, her arms and legs darkling ungainly 

and prcdatoiyt as (Gods and Jabber) wings <$en 

on her back and take, her weight, giant mosquito 

Wn0 nacreous paddles shudder into motion 

with that sudden vibrato whine, moving so fast they cannot 

be seen, and the i&rihle woman seems borne toward them 

below, a patch of unclear air. 

—The Scar 

FEMALE ANOPHELIl 

Usually CN Medium monstrous humanoid 

Init 4-5; Senses darkvision 60 ft.; Listen +5, Spot +4 

Languages Anophefii 

AC 19, touch 15, flat-footed 14 

(+5 Dex> +4 natural) 

hp 7fr(l2 HD) 

Fort +6, Ref+13, Will +6 



Base Atk +12; Grp +21 

Atk Options Combat Reflexes, Flyby 

Attack, Improved Overrun, Power 

Attack, blood drain, improved grab 

Special Actions berserk 

SKP* 
. c ' ^ 

WBBB& 

Abilities Strl2, Dex 21, Con 14, Int 7, 

Wrs 7, Cha 8 

SQ iron grip 

Feats Combat Reflexes, Flyby Attack, 

Improved Critical (bite), Improved 

Overrun, Power Attack 

Skills Hide+6, Listen +5, Move Silently 

+6, Spot +4 

Advancement 13-20 HD (Medium); 

21-30 HD (Large) 

Blood Drain (Ex) A female anophelii 

drains blood, dealing ld4 points of 

Constitution damage in any round it 

begins Its turn grappling a victim. For 

every point of Constitution drained in 

this way, the female anophelii gains 

5 temporary hit points. For every 4 

points of Constitution drained in this 

way, the female anophelii reduces her 

base speed by 5 feet and her flying 

speed by 10 feet* A female anophelii 

can drain no more than 16 points 

of Constitution in this way before 

becomingfuIt. The ternporary hit 

points are lost at a rate of 5 per hour. 

Improved Grab (Ex) To use this ability, a 

female anophelii must hit an opponent 

with her bite attack. She can then 

attempt to start a grapple as a free action 

without provoking attacks of opportunity, 

[f she-wins the grapple check, she 

establishes a hold and can drain blood. 

Berserk (Ex) Female anophdii are often 

so starved for blood that they become 

.unthinking and bloodthirsty. Whenever 

a Female anophdii has less than 20 

temporary hit points gained from her 

blood drain ability, she can fly into 

a rage as a' free action* In a rage* an 

anophelii temporarily gains a +4 bonus 

to Strength and Constitution and a +2 

morale bonus oh Will saves, but she 

takes a -2 penalty to Armor Class* The 

- increase fh Constitution increases her 

hit.points by.2 points per Hit Die, but 

these hit points go away at the-end of 

the rage when her Const] tut ton score 

T dnbps back to normal. These extra' 

jjS• Hit poilifts:S're ,‘noft Jcfetfirst the way •-;; 

While in a rage, an anophdii 

cannot use any skills or any abilities 

that require patience or concentration, 

nor can she cast spells or activate 

magic items that require a command 

word, a spell trigger (such as a wand), 

or spell completion (such as a scroll) 

to function. A fit of rage lasts for 5 

rounds. An anophelii may prematurely 

end her rage as a standard action. 

If she does, the anophdii loses 

the modifiers and restrictions and 

becomes fatigued (-2 penalty to 

Strength,-2 penalty .to Dexterity, can't 

charge or run) for Lhe duration of the 

current encounter. 

Iron Grip (Ex): With their oddly-jointed 

limbs, anophdii grapple exceptionally 

well, and gain a +8 racial bonus on all 

grapple checks. 

CR1 MALE ANOPHELII 

Usually N Medium monstrous 

humanoid 

Init +5; Senses darkvlsion 60 ft,; Listen 

+0, Spot +0 

Languages Anophelii, High Kettai 

AC 13, touch 11, flat-footed 12 

(+1 Dex, +2 natural) 

hp 13 (3 HD) 

Fort +1, Ref+4, Will+3 

Speed 30 ft. (6 squares) 

Melee dagger +1 (ld4-2/19-20) 

Space 5 ft; Reach S ft. 

Base Atk +3; Grp +9 

Abilities Str 7, Dex 12, Con iif Int 17, 

WislG, Cha 10 

SQ iron grip 

Feats Magical Aptitude, Nimble Fingers 

Skills Disable Device+9, Knowledge 

(arcane)+9, Knowledge (history) +9, 

Open Locks +6, Spot +1, Use Magic 

Device +6 

Advancement by character class; 

Favored Class sorcerer 

Iron Grip (Ex): With their oddly-jointed 

limbs, anophelii grapple exceptionally 

•well and gain a +8- racial bonus on all 

grapple checks. 

lias been slaked*The wingless anoph- 

dii menfolk are excellent Knguists, 

engineers, and sorcerers, capable 

of deciphering ancient magic and 

reconstructing rituals that have not 

been performed in eons* 

Strategies and Tactics 
The female anophelii are perpetu¬ 

ally hungry and attack any warm¬ 

blooded creature that enters their 

territory. They charge any source of 

food, drain it dry as quickly as. pos¬ 

sible, and leave to digest their meals. 

The remnants they leave behind are 

often so dried and desiccated that 

they appear mummified, or even 

imploded* Female anophelii much 

prefer to charge from ambush, using 

treclines or other cover to approach 

their prey, 

Male anophelii avoid combat 

whenever possible, preferring to flee 

at the first sign of conflict. 

Ecology 
Male anophelii are smaller than, the 

females of the species, sharing the same 

large eyes, white skin and dangling 

aims. There the resemblance ends, 

Male anophelii lack the strength, 

blood lust, and ferocity of the females, 

and tb ey lack wings* Ins lead, they have 

excellent memories, strong mechano- 

magical skills, and sharply inquisitive 

minds* They eat only vegetable matter 

and (rarely) flesh, but never blood. 

The great tragedy of the anophelii 

race is that the men and women can 

The anophelii are a race of mosqui¬ 

to folk who once ruled a rapacious 

empire in the tropics; the women are 

insatiably hungry for warm blood 

.add pjp^^tiopal yyhhputheip hunger 

barely communicate with each other; 

the species is split by their separate 

needs, and the few anophelii still 

known to live in the southern oceans 

are restricted to a single island, 

where access is strictly controlled by 

the bloodless eactacae, 

Anophelii speak their owTn high- 

pitched language and most males 

also read and write in High Ket¬ 

tai. The months of male anophelii 

axe round and fleshy and resemble 

sphincters; they are incapable of • 

forming the syllables of High KeE> 

tal {although they do know hpw to 

read and write it); Hngampll, Salt; 
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Speed 30. ft* (6 squares), % 

40 ft, (average) 

Me be 2 claws 44 (Id 4+2) 

Melee longspear +4 (ld8+3/x3) 

Ranged composite shortbpw 

4S (ld8+2/x3) 

Space 5 ft.; Reach 5 ft. 

BaseAtk +2; Grp +4 

Atk Options Point Bt^nk Shot, . 

Ecology 
The garuda possess powerful daws, 

hollow bones, excellent eyesight, and 

a gpat love of freedom. Their tribal 

society is completely egalitarian and 

rarely has any need, of city-made goods 

or customs; they do not use money Or 

and related languages. Their own 

language sounds like puffs of air. 

Typical Physical Characteristics: 

Female anophelii typically stand 

about 5 feel tall with equally broad 

wings protruding from their backs. 

When thirsty they weigh around too 

pounds, but a full female might weigh 

as much as double that amount. Male 

anophelii are only about 4 feet tall and 

weigh only 90 pounds on average. 

Alignment: Female anophelii are 

so driven by hunger that other con¬ 

cerns are purely secondary, making 

most ot them chaotic neutral. Males 

prefer a balance in all things, making 

them neutral. 

Treasure: None, although the lairs 

of female anophelii often contain the 

remnants of previous meals. The male 

anophe lii s ometime s have a relic or two 

from long ago, but they rarely work 

and are almost never understood. 
Precise Shot, vertical strike 

The great creature stood move than six feet 

tail, on cruel chived feet that poked out 

from under a dirty cJoafe. T7ue ragged cloth 

dangled down almost to the ground, draped 

loosely over every inch of flesh, obscuring 

the details of physiognomy and muscula¬ 

ture, all hut the garuda’s head. And that 

great inscrutable bird face gazed down at 

Isaac with ufaU looked like impmohty. 

hs shfirpty curved beak ims something 

between a kestrel and an owls'. Sleekfraih- 

ers jaded subtly from ochre to dun and 

dappled broi.vn. Deep black eyes stared at 

bis own, the ins only a fine mottling at the 

very edge of the dark. Those eyes were set in 

orbits which gave the garuda face a perma¬ 

nent sneer, a proud fiirrow. 

And looming over fhe garudds head, 

covered in the rough sackcloth it clasped 

about itself projected the unmistakable 

shapes qj' its huge juried wings, promon¬ 

tories of feather and skin and bone that 

extended two feet or morefiom its shoul- 

dcis and curved elegantly toward each 

otherl Isaac had never seen agaruda spread 

its wings at dose quarters, but he had read 

descriptions of the dust-cloud they could 

raise, and the vast shadows they threw 

across the ^aru da’s £rey bdow. 

£ *—Perdido Street S ta Ho n 

GARUDA CR1 

Usually CN Medium humanoid 

(garuda) 

Jr>it +1; Senses Listen +0, Spot +6 

Languages Garuda, Ragamo]l 

AC 15, touch 13, flat-Footed 12 

(+3 Dex, +2 natural) 

hp 13 (3 HD) 

Fort +1, Ref+6, Will +1, +2 

against spells with the Chaos 

■descriptor 

Abilities Str 14, Dex 16, Con 10, tnt 10, 

WIs 11, Cha 8 

5Q chaos resistance, hunter's eyes 

Feats Point Blank Shot, Precise Shot 

Skills Hide+7r Move Silently+7, Spot +4* 

Advancement by character class; 

Favored Class ranger 

Vertical Strike (Ex) Garuda gain double 

the normal range increment when 

firing straight down from at least 

30 feet overhead. If the attack roll is 

successful, they also gain a 42 bonus 

on damage rolls. 

Chaos Resistance (Ex) Garuda are either 

the products of chaos magic or have 

simply lived near it and with it long 

enough to build up a tolerance. Either 

way, spells and abilities with the 

Chaos descriptor do not affect them 

as easily, and they gain a +2 racial 

bonus against effects such as those 

generated by the Cacotopic Stain and 

outsiders with the chaotic subtype. 

Hunter's Eyes (Ex) Garuda can see their 

foes from a great distance in the air. They 

gain a +8 racial bonus on Spot checks in 

daylight hours made while flying. 

A race of desert birdiblk, the 

Garuda are proud and noble hunt¬ 

ers, spending most of their time 

engaging in a hunt or performing 

other vital tasks for their tribe. 

StraVegiles and Tactics 
Garuda are masters of hunting tar¬ 

gets from the air. To this end, they use 

dropped and ranged weapons, and they 

often glide into position silently, gaining 

complete surprise. They land only when 

injured or to finish offtheir prey. 

When hunting, garuda use com¬ 

posite bows, spears, longspears, and 

whips. Their typical prey includes 

birds as well as earthbound animals. 

m 



For. Pllayer Characters 
• ^: " Mos t gar nek never leave, the Cymek des- 

l-.y ieft. and those who do ale often 'listed 

{§* ipdmduals,T\ ;as the ganiida call pales. 

iar. wife-hu man; 

tsar-. 

the Cymek desert, while others dwell 

in the north of Shotek and the west of 

Mordiga. The Cymek garuda include 

a librarian clan who travels with 

trunks containing thousands of vol¬ 

umes, many of them otherwise lost. A 

tent city springs up around this clan's 

center of learning wherever it lands, 

and other dans bring them hooks 

and other goods. 

Those garuda who go to cities are 

often confined to ghettos. Garuda 

in New Crobuzon dwell in a region 

called Spatters, on the distant out' 

skirts of the city, at the top of tower 

blocks refitted with perches and 

nesting space open to the sky. 

Garuda follow their own strange legal 

code. To them, denial of choice is the 

moral compass that determines crimi¬ 

nal action, and all crimes are the same 

crime, called <Jchoice-theft.M Any garuda 

who murders, rapes, or enslaves another 

is guilty of the blackest crime and is typi¬ 

cally exiled from the tribe after his or her 

wings are cut off! Few survive the desert 

long in this condition. 

Garuda speak Common and their 

own language of piping, raucous 

sounds. Residing in the higher reg¬ 

isters, Garuda cannot be spoken by 

human voices. 

Typical Physical Cbaractistics: 

Garuda typically stand.just over 6 feet 

tall and weigh between 100 and 150 

pounds. Although their skin color is 

m ost commonly a wash of tan their 

feathers can vary wildly from gray 

and white to brown and tan. 

Alignment As staunch support¬ 

ers of the freedom of choice, most 

garu da are chaotic neutral. 

Treasure: Typical garuda carry with 

fiiem only what they need to survive 

and rarely anything of any value to 

those outside their society. Any trea¬ 

sure they do carry is often made to 

enhance their combat prowess or is 

a token of.a memorable hunt. 

customs, such as the ghetto garuda of 

New Crobmon, These garuda are rarely 

well-off and only the strongest or clev¬ 

erest escape their low origins. All garuda 

■make excellent scouts and trackers. 

Their favored class is ranger. 

All garuda prefer the open sky and 

find buildings and underground 

structures completely repellant. 

Garuda Base Traits: Garuda have 

the following base racial traits. 

—Medium size. 

—kz natural armor, 

—Racial Hit Dice: A garuda begins 

with three levels of humanoid 

(garuda), which provide }d8 Hit Dice, 

a base attack bonus of +2, arid base 

saving throw modifiers of Fort +1, 

Ref +3, and Will +1. 

—Garuda base land speed is 30 

feet. They also have a fly speed of 40 

feet with average maneuverability, 

—Natural Weapons: 2 daw attacks 

(id4). 
—Attack Options: Vertical strike 

(see statistics). 

—Str +4,Dex +6, Cha-2. 

—Special Qualities: Chaos resis¬ 

tance, hunter's eyes (see statistics). 

—Racial Feats: A garudfs human¬ 

oid levels give it two feats. 

—Racial Skills: A garuda's human¬ 

oid levels give it skill points equal to 

6 x (2 + Tut modifier). Its class skills 

are Hide, Move Silently, and Spot. 

—Level adjustment +1. 

GRINPYLOW 
They jutted prognathous jauu, their bulging 

teethjrazznin meaningless grimaces, massive 

eyes absolutely dark and unbftnfcirigL Their 

aim and chests were humanoid, tightly 

ridged with muscles and stretched sldn, gny- 

grem and Jjfoti, shiny as if luith mucus. And 

narrowing at the waist, fhegrindj/Iouj bodies 

extended UM enormous eels into flat tails sev¬ 

eral times longer fkm their torsos. 

The grindylow sir am in the air. They 

■jUchred, sending quick S-cur\m down the 

lengths of their Defended talk, rippling them 

hquid/y. They thdr arms in a random 

dance, Ukc swimmers controlling 

their buoyancy, !0mdng mid 

thfiru^bb^i cia^s, 

^ W :g > — The Scar 
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GRINDYLOW CR 6 

Usually NE Large aberration (aquatic). 

Init +0; Senses darkvislon 60 ft.; .Listen 

+11, Spot +11 

Languages Grindylow, RagamoJI 

AC 17j touch 9, flat-footed 17 

(-1 size, +S natural) 

hp 65 (10 HD) 

Immune cold 

SR 16 

Fort +5, Ref+3, Will +9 _ 

Speed 30 ft. (6 squares), fly 10 ft. 

(perfect), swim SO ft. 

Melee tail slam +11 (ldS+7) and 

2 daws +9 (2d4+5) 

Ranged trident +6 (2d6+5)' 

Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft. 

Base Atk +7; Grp +16 

Atk Options Combat Expertise 

Spells Known (CL 5th) 

2nd {5/day)—darkness, defect thoughts 

•lst .(7/d^y)—tr/i| touch (DC 13),. 

•liyjb 1 |fJ^rrr (DC 1%mage armot\ 
■ 

magic missile 

0 (6/d ay}—detect magic, 

mage hand, ghost soundt 

prestidigitation, ray of frost, 

read magic 

Abilities Str 20r Dex 10, Con 14p 

Int 13, Wis 15, Cha 14 

SQ amphibious, levitation 

Feats Alertness, Combat 

Expertise, Improved Natural 

Attack (daw), Multiattack 

Skills Concentration +11, Intimidate +9, 

Knowledge (arcane) +7, Listen +11, Sense 

Motive +5, Spot +11, Swim +13 

Advancement by character 

class; Favored Class 

sorcerer 

Speilcasting(Sp) A 

standard grindylow 

casts spells as a 

5th-level sorcerer. 

Amphibious (Ex) 

Grindylow can 

survive mdefinatdy 

on land. 

Levitation (Su) When 

out of water, grindylow 

4(swim” through the air by 

levitating their bulky bodies 

and using their long eel-like tails 

to wriggle horizontally. This ability 

grants them a fly speed of 10 feet with 

perfect maneuverability. 

The grindylow are an amphibious race 

of sorcerers and thaumaturges who pay 

obeisance to ancient gods forgotten by 

the rest of the world, They completely 

rule the Cold Claw Sea and die Gengris 

Linds that surround it and rarely allow 

visitors of any land to pass through 

their territories. Their paranoia means 

their borders are well-defended by 

traps, magical currents, and land-based 

fortifications. Within their domain, 

they heal other species as chattel, using 

them for their own strange purposes. 

The grindylow are eufyhalinic, 

able Lu live and breathe in either 

fresh water gt salt. They speak Raga- 

moll,and their own liquid language. 

Strategies and iTacties 
Grindylow rarely initiate combat 

territories in the Cold Claw Sea. There 

they often attack ships and travelers, 

trying to capture slaves and experi¬ 

mental subjects. To get unmarked 

and uninjured victims, they try to 

intimidate their targets into surren¬ 

der rather than attacking straight out. 

In many cases, their fearsome reputa¬ 

tion is enough to make some humans 

and others surrender without a fight 

or offer up a few of their number in 

order to spare the rest. 

Ecology 
Little is kn own ab out grin dylow 

society, as few outsiders ever return 

from their lands. It is generally 

agreed upon that powerful grindy- 

lowr sorcerers who call themselves 

magi rule them. These magi are said 

to construct jigurmes of iworcdrous 

fioiver to hold a portion of their 

magic. When outside their native 

lands, the grindylow often function 

as part of a raiding party, bent upon 

achieving some greater goal. This 

party is always led by a magi who 

makes most of the decisions. 

Typical Physical Characteristics; 

Grindylow range in length from 9 to 

12 feet long, most of which is taken 

up by their powerful tail. The typi¬ 

cal adult weighs approximately 600 

pounds. 

Alignment: As a race of creatures 

with little care for the lives of others, 

especially when they conflict with 

their goals, the grindylow are typi¬ 

cally neutral evil. 

Treasure: Grindylow are often 

festooned with various magic items 

and special weapons but rarely carry 

coins or other monetary treasure. 

HANPUNGER 
There were jive right hands and Jive left, 

fheir tdrts fcjilfojj and uu coiling, their 

jUft mottled and thkh 

The humans .arid xcnians and the dog 

shuffled closer. They made a %ht circle. 

At a signal from Rescue, the thick tails 

emerged jmm thcfleshof the hosts mm 

a visfous plopping: Each of the humans, 

amTfcheipri j)^H| 



opera spastica/(y, itheir iryesjticfcermg raeu- 

roti ca% in their heads. The entry. wounds 

began to ooze as sluggish and thick as 

resin. The blood-wet tails waued b/md(y 

in the air for a moment like massive 

worms. They stretched out and quivered 

as they touched one another. 

The host bodies ivere bending in toward 

each other, as if whispering in some strange 

huddled greeting. They were utterly stiff. 

The handlingers communed. 

-—Perdido Street Station 

HANDLINGER CRB* 

Always LE Tiny aberration (symbiont) 

lnit+3; Senses blind sight 60 ft.; Listen 

+1, Spot +1 

Languages Ragamoll; telepathy 60 ft. 

AC IS, touch IS, flat-footed 15 

(+2 size, +3 Dex, +3 natural) 

hp 33 (6 HD); DR 5/silver 

SR 16 

Fort +3j Ref+5, Will+6 

Speed 10 ft. (2 squares) 

Melee tail whip+9(ld3-2 plus paralysis) 

Space 2-1/2 ft.; Reach 0 ft. 

Base Atk +4; Grp +6 

Atk Options improved grab, paralyzing 

touch 

Special Actions ride flesh, spitsear 

Spell-like Abilities (CL 6th) 

At will—detect magic, detect thoughts 

(DC 14), /estate 

Abilities Str 6, Dex 16, Con 12, Int 16, 

Wis 12, Cha 15, Ego 19 

SQ enhance host, symbiont traits 

Feats Persuasive, Stealthy, Weapon 

Finesse 

Skills Bluff+9, Climb +10, Concentration 

+9j Hide +15, Intimidate +8, 

Knowledge (arcane) +10, Move Silently 

+7t Sense Motive +5, Spellcraft +8, Use 

Magic Device +8 

Advancement by character class; 

Favored Class sorcerer 

Blindsight (Ex) A handlinger is blind, but 

its entire body is a primitive sensory 

organ that can ascertain prey by scent 

and vibration. This ability enables 

it to discern objects and creatures 

within 60 feet. The handlinger 

usually does not need to make Spot 

or Listen checks to notice creatures 

within range of Its blindsight. A 

handlinger attached to a creature 

shares its sensory input with the host, 

conferring blindsight on the host. 

Telepathy (Su) Handlingers 

can communicate 

teiepathically with their 

host bodies and other 

hand lingers within 60 

feet Sinistra! hand lingers 

can also use this telepathy to 

override the link between dextrier 

hand lingers and their hosts, effectively 

locking a dextrier out of Its host body. 

Paralyzing Touch (Ex) A successful tail 

whip attack injects a powerful sedative 

that paralyzes its victim for tong 

enough forthe handlinger to assume 

control of a host. Unless the victim 

makes a successful DC 16 Fortitude 

save, itf$ paralyzed for ld6 rounds. 

The save DC is Constitution-based 

and includes a +2 racial bonus. 

Improved Grab {Ex),To use this ability, 

of up to Large size with a tall whip 

attack. It can then attempt to start 

a grapple as a free action without 

provoking attacks of opportunity, If it 

wins the grapple check, it establishes 

a hold and can attempt to ride flesh. 

The handlinger’s grapple score 

includes a +12 racial bonus. 

Ride flesh (Su) A handlinger can dig 

into a living creature's body, slipping 

its worm like tail into Flesh, while 

the hand-shaped portion of its body 

remains outside its host, often hidden 

in a purse, pouch, or under a scarf 

or a. fold of flesh, such as th e groi n 

or underarm. The process requires a 

single round. Incorporeal creatures 

and creatures immune to critical hits 

are immune to this ability. 

Once a handlinger has dug Into 

its victim, it controls the host's 

actions. If there is a conflict between 

the symbiont and the host, the host 

must make a DC 19 Will save (equal 

to the handlinger s Ego score if it 

is greater than 19) to ignore the 

handlingerJs control. If the save fails, 

the handlinger has complete control 

of the host body for 1 day. If the host 

succeeds, it must continue to make 

this save once per round until it fails 

or the handlinger is removed. While 

attached, the handlinger us.es the 

host’s physical ability scores.instead 

of its own, It ca n use a ny of the 

host’s skills, feats, spells, and other 

abilities. The handlinger also has 

access to all of the host's memories 

and knowledge. The host gains the 

handllnger’s spell resistance, but it 

does not gain its damage reduction. 

A handlinger can remain attached 

indefinitely and can even leave the 

body and return to it. Leaving and 

returning requires the handlinger 

.to spend no more than 1 hour apart 

from its host, after which time the 

host regains control of itself. 

Over time (usually 2d4 weeks), 

the handlinger overloads the victim's 

rt ervo u s' syste m t crl p pi I n g th e victi m. 

ft then animates the victims body, 

effectively acting as the host's nervous 

system. In this state, when the¬ 

ft a n dli pge r. fjs n pt"att^chedi theftpsTs 
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Dexterity is 0 and can only be restored 

to normal through the use of hep\t 

restoration, or si mi far spells. 

The hand lingers host loses I point 

of Constitution per month, which does 

not heal naturally and can only be 

restored by magical means. A successful 

DC IS Fortitude save negates this 

ability drain. Most handlingers abandon 

their hosts before the bodies become 

too weak to be serviceable, but a few 

find magical means of preserving an 

especially favored host, 

A handlings can abandon a host 

body as a full-round action that deals 

ld6 points of damage to the host A 

handlinger can be forced to abandon 

the body by a dispel eui/ spefl (the caster 

must succeed on a DC IS caster level 

check to expel the handlinger, which 

deals damage as described above) 

ora heat or limited wish spell (which 

automatically succeeds and causes 

no damage to the host). The death 

of the host body does not barm the 

handlinger, although it is automatically 

expelled from the host body and 

stunned for ld4 rounds. 

Spitsear ($u) A dextrier handlinger can 

force its host to breathe acidic fire 

in a 30-foot cone for 3d6 points of 

fire damage and 3d6 points of acid 

damage once every id4 rounds, A DC 

14 Reflex save results In half damage. 

The save DC is Constitution-based, 

depending upon the score of the host. 

Enhance Host (Su) A dextrier handlinger 

greatly enhances the power of its host 

body, granting It a +6 enhancement 

bonus to Strength and the ability to 

fly at a speed of 60 feet with good 

maneuverability. 

Symbiont Traits While attached to a host, 

a symbiont acts on its host's turn each 

round, regardless of its own initiative 

modifier, ft is not flat-footed unless its 

host is, and it is aware of any danger 

its host is aware of. If dearly visible, 

opponents can attack the symbiont 

instead of its host creature. This works 

the same way as attacking an object. 

The symbiont gains the benefit of the 

host's Dexterity modifier to AC instead 

of its pwnr and gains any deflection: 

bonus.tp./ACthe host has as welL Its. 

own size modifier and natural armor 

bonus apply. Attacking a symbiont 

instead of its host provokes an attack 

of opportu nity from the host. 

A symbiont never takes damage 

from attacks directed at the host. Like a 

worn magic item, a symbiont is usually 

unaffected by spells that damage a 

host, but if the host rolls a l on its 

saving throw, the symbiont is one of 

the “items" that can be affected by the 

spefi. A symbiont uses its host's base 

saving throw bonuses if they are better 

than its own. 

Any spell the host creature casts on 

itself automatically affects the symbiont 

Additionally, the host may cast a spell 

with a target of “you" on the symbiont 

instead of on itself The symbiont may 

do likewise with any spells of spell- 

like abilities it uses. The host and the 

symbiont can share spells even if the 

spells normally do not affect creatures 

of the host or the sym font's type. 

Spells targeted on the host by another 

spell caster do not affect the symbiont. 

Skills Handlingers use their Dexterity 

bonus rather than Strength far Climb 

and Jump checks, 

CR* When unattached, a handJinger's CR 

is 3, but when attached to a host, its 

CR depends upon the host creature. 

When a sinistra! handlinger is attached 

to a host, it is equal to the host's CR. A 

dextrier handlinger attached to a host 

has a CR equal to the host's CR +2. 

Handlingers are a half-mythical race 

of parasites that live by infection, 

overwhelming their hosts1 minds, 

controlling their bodies, and granting 

them eldritch powers. The process is 

irreversible and is so feared that han- 

dlingers live hidden lives, controlling 

their hosts without anyone the wiser. 

When found out, they often flee into 

the shadows, always on the look put for 

a new host to control All other species 

hate and fear the handlingers, except 

those few New Grobuzon politicians 

who shelter them in return for favors. 

to those possessed by the host If those 

bodies become too heavily wounded, 

the handlingers abandon them and 

seek new hosts. In fights against foes 

unaware of the handlingers3 true 

nature, it is entirely possible the host 

is slain and yet its handlinger survives 

to exact revenge at some later time. 

Ecology 
Handlingers come in two forms: 

dextrier (or right-handed) and sinis- 

tral (or left-handed). Each type has 

its own purpose: the smistrals are 

die nobles and rulers, clever in strat¬ 

egy. The destriers provide muscle— 

stronger in combat and able to grant 

their host bodies a powerful breath 

weapon. When the two types meet, 

dextriers always defer to smistrals 

because of the sinistraTs ability to 

lock dextriers out of host bodies. 

Handlingers speak the languages 

of their hosts and a secret tactile lan¬ 

guage that requires them to touch 

another of their species, but which 

allows [hem to share information 

completely and without error. 

Typical Physical Characteristics: 

Physically, handlingers are large, 

strong hands with four fingers, a 

hooked thumb and a powerful whip- 

like tail. They insert their tails into 

their hosts and override their ner¬ 

vous systems. They weigh no more 

than 5 pounds. 

Alignment: As a race of creatures 

mote concerned with their own exis¬ 

tence than the well-being of their 

hosts, handlingers axe almost uni¬ 

versally lawful evil. 

Treasure: Aside from the gear and 

wealth carried by their host crea¬ 

tures, handlingers do not carry any 

treasure (not even rings). 

E3 CABMBTTLER 

Strategies and Tactics 
Handlingers use their hosts to -fight, 

The scdbmeftlers were canungJurrotiJs in 

their oum.Jfesfi. 

The fighter right before- Bdlis was 

tracing the outlines of his muscles in 

uncked strokes. He hooked the knife 

under theskin of his shoulder, then cur/ed 

gmffijj nufteyiptJjrmsiprij drawbuj 

mm 
■TT 

iSk&bu-M i..': 
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The blood seemed to hesitate for a sec¬ 

ond, then to blossom, an eructation of it, 

bursting out from fhejlssure itfcc boiling 

water, pouring out of him in great gouts, as 

if the pressure in his veins was immeasur¬ 

ably greater than in Bellin’* It raced across 

the man's skin in a macabre slick, ami he 

turned his arm expertly this imy and that, 

channeling his own b/ood according to 

some design Beilis could not see. 

—The Scar 

SCABMETTLER CR 4 

Usually LN Medium monstrous humanoid 

lnit+0; Senses Listen +0, Spot+5 

Languages Salt 

AC 18, touch 10, flat-footed IS 

(+8 natural [dot.armor]) 

hp 39 (6 HD); seal wounds 

Fort+4, Ref+5, Will+5_ 

Speed IQ ft. (4 squares, 30 ft, base) 

Melee scimitar+10 (ldS+4/18^20) 

Melee unarmed strike +9 (Id3+3 

nonlethal) 

Melee spiked armor +9 (146*3) 

Space 5 ft.; Reach 5 ft. 

Base Atk +6; Grp +9 

Atk Options Power Attack, quickset 

disarm 

Abilities Sfr 16, Pex 11, Con 14, Int 10, 

WIs 11, Cha 13 

SQ dot armor, clot tools, eldritch form 

Feats Improved Unarmed Strike, Power 

Attack, Weapon Focus (scimitar) 

Skills Climb +4, Concentration +10, 

Profession (sailor) +4, Spot +5, Swim +7 

Advancement by character class; 

Favored Class fighter 

Seal Wounds (Su) Scabmettlers are 

very difficult to kill with piercing or 

slashing attacks, as their wounds seal 

instantly. Piercing weapons do half 

damage. Slashing attacks always deal 

the minimum damage possible. 

Quickset Disarm (Su) Whenever a 

scabmettler is cut by a slashing or 

piercing weapon, his blood coagulates 

around the weapon almost instantly, 

giving the scabmettler an attack 

of opportunity that can be used to 

disarm the foe. This Is a normal 

disarm attempt; if it succeeds, the 

weapon is torn from its owners 

grasp and remains embedded In the 

scab melt lers armor. If the attempt 

fails, the target may not attempt to 

disarm the scabmettler in return. 

Weapons stuck in this way can later 

be torn free with a successful grapple 

check (or a DC IS Strength check if 

the scabmettler is dead or willing). 

Clot Armor (Su) By carving their 

own flesh with skinning knives 

after washing themselves with the 

yellow blodfrey infusion that slows 

the dotting, scabmettlers can create 

dot armor This requires a successful 

Concentration roil (DC 10 + the AC 

bonus to be granted—'maximum +8} 

and grants the scabmettler a natural 

grmor bonus. The bonus may be up 

to +8, but this counts as heavy armor 

and imposes a maximum Dexterity 

bonus of +0. Clot armor that grants a 

+6 natural armor bonus or less (with a 

maximum Dexterity bonus of+2) acts as 

medium armor. Clot arnidr thatgrants 

3 +4 natural armor bonus or less;(with 

as light armor. This armor Is always 

considered spiked (see page 124 of the 

Player's Handbook) and scabmettlers 

are proficient in its use. The process of 

creating dot armor takes 2 rounds and 

deals 1 point of damage per point of 

natural armor created. The dot armor 

lasts for 3d6 hours. Clot armor reduces 

a scabmettler’s speed as armor of its 

type, and imposes an arcane spell 

failure chance equal to 5% per point of 

natural armor. Scabmettlers cannot use 

this ability while wearing armor or other 

heavy clothing. 

Clot Tools (Su) Scabmettlers can use their 

blood to create simple tools such as 

hammers, spikes, and hooks. Creating 

these tools is a standard action that 

requires a DC 15 Concentration check. 

Each check deals ld4 points of damage 

to the scabmettler. These tools last for 

Id6 hours. 

Eldritch Form (Su) Divinations 

reveal scabmettlers have a faint 

transmutation magic even when 

their powers are not in use, and 

these powers are inheritable among 

scabmettlers. Scabmettlers cannot 

interbreed with other humanoid races. 

Skills All scabmettlers gain a +4 racial 

bonus on the Concentration skill. 

The scabmettlers arc a race of war¬ 

riors who use their magical blood to 

create armor and other tools. They 

are a stolid, unexcitable lot, much 

given to silence and patience. 

Most scabmettlers live on Armada, 

Lhe floating pirate city, in the Shab¬ 

bier riding. In Bas-Lag, scabmettlers 

must regularly drink a concoction 

from an herb called Blodfrey. If they 

do not, they sometimes suffer a mas¬ 

sive "all-dot" attach, which coagulates 

all the blood in their bodies at once. 

This kills them instantly, leaving 

only a hardened, twisted statue. 

Scabmettlers speak Salt. 

Strategies and Tactics 
Scabmettlers enjoy both ritual gladi¬ 

atorial combats and the rough-and- 

tumble mob combat of piracy. They 

fight best in groups pftheir own kin d, 
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to take down dangerous foes. They 

practice a form of fighting science 

called mortu crutt, also called stamp- 

fighting, which uses feints, sweeps, 

and strokes to knock down and inca¬ 

pacitate a foe. Hie use of mortal crutt 

can be ostentatious and elaborate 

during a gladiatorial contest, or quick 

and brutal dining a boarding action. 

Ecology 
As a race, the scabmetflers are not 

unlike most other humanoids, prone 

to living together in small families 

grouped with others of their kind. 

They spend much of their time prac¬ 

ticing their fighting arts and hone 

them for the Blood Day contests, when 

fighting festivals are held. The victors 

are heroes among the scabmettlers 

and others in Armada. Betting on 

these events is typically heavy. 

Typical Physical Characteris¬ 

tics: Scabmettler skin is a blanched 

gray, and their bodies are slightly 

more squat and strong than those of 

humans. Ritual scarification marks 

their faces, arms, chests, and legs; only 

the portion of their hacks they cannot 

reach themselves is unmarked. When 

Wearing there clot armor, scab m et¬ 

tle rs are covered in protrusions up 

to several inches long of swiftly clot¬ 

ted blood, black and blue and blood- 

brown. The form of tins blood is 

crystalline and spiky. Each pattern of 

armor is unique to the warrioT who 

creates it; some prefer heavy armor 

while others prefer the speed allowed 

by light armor. 

Alignment: Most scabmettlers 

have a strong belief in honor and the 

rale of law, but their warrior natures 

leave many cold to the plight of oth¬ 

ers. As such, most scabmettlers are 

lawful neutral 

Treasure: Scabmettlers carry stan¬ 

dard treasure for a creature of their 

GR, normally in weapons, coins, jew¬ 

els, or other valuables. 

S3 LAKE MOTH 
A taribh &hgp% squeezed andjokkd in on 

itself to piish- Us organic folds and spines 

eyeless head poked itsef through the open- 

ing and turned slowly from side to side. The 

impression was of an impossible birth. The 

thing that loomed through the space in the 

glass hid made itsef small and intricate fry 

contracting in invisible^ impossible directions. 

It shimmered unmtUy under the strata, haul¬ 

ing Us glistening carcass through the opening, 

arms emergingfom its dark farfktopush and 

strain against the windowfiame. 

Behind the glass those half-hidden 

wings boiled. The creature pushed sud¬ 

denly and the window cihiri^^pi^SE 

—'Perdido Street Station 

SLAKE MOTH CR 9 

Always WE Large aberration 

Init+6; Senses Listen -3-16, Spot+16 

AC 22, touch 11, flat-footed 19 

(-1 size, +2 Dex, +10 natural) 

hp 110 (13 HD) 

immune psionics 

Fort +3, Ref +6, Will +10_ 

Speed 30 ft, (6 squares),fly 40 ft. 

(average) 

Melee 2 daws +15 (2d6+7) and 

tongue+13 (id8+7/mind rot) 

Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft. 

BaseAtk +9; Grp +20 

Atk Options Flyby Attack, Power Attack, 

mind rot 

Abilities Str 24, Dex 14, Con 19, |nt 11, 

Wis 11, Cha 12 

SQ hypnotic wings, impossible bulk, 

induce nightmares 

Feats Ability Focus (hypnotic wings), 

Flyby Attack, Improved Initiative, Iron 

Will, Power Attack 

Skills Listen +16, Spot +16 

Advancement 14-22 HD (Large), 23-39 

HD (Huge) _ 

Mind Rot (Su) On a successful critical hit 

with its tongue attack, a slake moth’s 

prehensile tongue slithers into Its 

victim's brain and begins sucking out the 

consciousness. This deals Id3 points of 

Wisdom and Charisma drain per round. 

Hypnotic Wings (Su) Any creature viewing 

the unfurled Wings of a sfake moth is 

paralyzed for ld4 rounds unless he 

makes a successful DC 19 Will save* 

Creatures can avoid viewing the wings 

:-a$ they could a gaze attack (Dungeon 

; Master's Guide294), but due-to the 

not having to make a saving throw is 

only 30% rather than the usual 50%, 

Viewing the wings through mirrors 

avoids their hypnotic powers. The save 

DC is Charisma-based, 

Impossible Bulk (Su) A slake moth 

can fold its enormous bulk through 

spaces that seem much too small for 

it. It can pass through spaces as small 

as 2 feet by 2 feet, fold i n g its wi ngs, 

bones, skull, and sheer bulk through 

the tiny opening. This move requires a 

standard action. 

Induce Nightmares (Su)The presence 

of slake moths within 1/2 mile of a 

sleeping creature resonates on the 

level of dreams and desires, inducing 

a fitfu I sleep fu 11 of elaborate fantasies 

and lurid imagery. Victims of a single 

night of such agitated sleep must 

make a DC 17 Will save or become 

fatigued. This save DC increases by 1 

each night of continuous exposure. 

Failing a second saving throw 

results in exhaustion. The save DC is 

Charisma-based, 

Slake-moths are creatures with 

strange nutritional needs: they feed 

on sentience in the form of dreams, 

guilt, lusts, and worries. Consummate 

hunters and stealthy assassins, a small 

group of slake moths can turn an 

entire metropolis into a nightmare of 

ruined dreams and comatose victims 

in a matter of weeks. 

Strategics and Tactics 
Slake moths prefer to hunt rich terri¬ 

tories full of sentient creatures. Cities 

are their natural hunting grounds, but 

to avoid being burnt out or hunted 

themselves, they prefer to disguise 

their presence, attacking only soli¬ 

tary individuals, or (if.multiple slake 

moths are hunting together) small 

groups. They are strictly nocturnal. 
T-:. 

Ecology 
After hatching from small, brightly, 

colored eggs, slake-moths live in a 

larval form, eating a special narcotic, 

an d o I; h eT so 1 idifie did rms of dream- 

matter. Their eggs are .extremely.- 
- ■- ■ ,-.T 
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AC 28, touch 13, flat-footed 24; Dodge, 

Mobility 

(-1 size, +4 Dex, +15 natural) 

hp 153 (18 HD); DR 10/lawful 

Fort +15, Ref+15, Will +14 

Treasure; Whil e slake mot hs 

themselves do not value treasure, 

their lairs axe- frequently littered 

with the remains of their meals, 

which often contain coins, gear, and 

dfhex sjnall^Js* ■ 

Speed 30 ft, (6squares), fly 30 ft, 

(perfect) 

Melee- 4-claws -424 (2d 10+6/18-20/B'}' 

: : ^ ' . r ti 

•nth^ 
iraikmg nzu\ 

on the far side of the Scan 

When the larvae grow as large as cats, 

they spin cocoons and soon assume 

their adult forms. This form is unlike 

any real moth—the size of a horse with 

a prehensile tongue, slab-teeth, deep 

sunken hollows that are anchors for 

antennae that serve it in place of eyes, 

and two wings patterned with ever- 

shifting but perfectly reflected patterns. 

They have six legs, a. varying number of 

clawed arms, and many smaller, dark 

appendages along their sides, like 

whips or enormous cilia. 

Some savants suggest their ori¬ 

gins are on a plane of dream; others 

believe they are a species vomited 

forth by the Caootopic Stain. 

They do not speak. 

Typical Physical Characteristics; 

Although the; size of their hulk is 

: subject td frequent change, an adult 

||slake mo tli typically-stands 8 to 9 fe e t 

; tali and weighs nearly 8oo ponnds. 

Alignment A slake moth's only 

•;-^:" desire is to |||T at the expense of all 

MIRRORED HELMET 
In order to properly handle the 

deadly slake moths, those who 

hoped to use them developed 

specialized mirrored helmets that 

allowed the wearer to see through 

a complicated series of mirrors. 

While some of these helmets 

were made for Remade who had 

their heads turned around, more 

complicated versions exist that 

allow a normal person to look for¬ 

ward. Anyone wearing a mirrored 

helmet is immune to the slake 

moth's hypnotic wings but takes 

a —4 penalty on Spot and Search 

checks as well as a -2 penalty on 

alt attack rolls. These penalties 

double if the helmet Is made to 

look behind the wearer. 

Weight 4 fb,; Cost 30 brass 

shekels (equal to gp). 

M3EB3 
Vie weavers bulk was mostly its huge 

teardrop abdomen that welled up and 

hung dcipniuards belli ad if from its 

neck-waist, a tight bulbous fruit seven 

feet long and five wide. It was absolutely 

taut and smooth, its rfiitin a shimmering 

black iridescence. 

The creature's head was the size of a 

man's chest. Itwas suspendedjrom the front 

of the abdomen a third of the wayfiom the 

top. The fat canie of its body loomed above 

it like skulking hlack-dad shoulders. 

-—Perdido Street Station 

WEAVER CR15 

Always CIM Large outsider (chaotic) 

Init +4; Senses darkvtsion 60 ft,; Listen 

+15, Spot +13 

Aura fear (10 ft., DC 21) 

Languages Ragamoll; telepathy 60 ft. 
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Space 10 ft.; Reach 15 ft. 

Base Atk +18; Grp +28 

Atk Options Combat Reflexes, Power 

Attack, Spring Attack, augmented 

critical, decapitate, impale 

Special Actions chaos chatter 

Spell-like Abilities (CL 18th) 

3/day—c/oak of chaos, quickened 

dimension door, word of chaos (DC 24) 

At will-—fdmit, dimension door, plane 

shift (DC 22)_ ’_ 

Abilities Str 22, Dex 19, Con 19. Int 23, 

Wis 17, Cha 24 

5Q chain of consequences, unfettered 

Feats Combat Reflexes, Dodge. Mobility, 

Multiattack, Power Attack, Quicken 

Spell-Like Ability (dimens/on door), 

Spring Attack 

Skills Balance +19, Climb +16, 

Concentration +25, Disable Device 

+19, Escape Artist +22, Hide +23, 

Intimidate +25, Jump +25, Knowledge 

(arcane) +27, Knowledge (history)+27, 

Knowledge (the planes)+27, Listen 

+15, Move Silently +22, Sense Motive 

+24, Sleight of Hand +15, Spellcraft 

+27, Spot +18 

Advancement 19-30 HD (Large), 31-54 

HD (Huge)_ 

Fear Aura (Su) A creature in the area must 

succeed on a DC 21 Will save or be 

affected as though by a fear spell (caster 

level 15th). The weaver can suppress or 

resume this aura as a free action. 

Augmented Critical (Ex) A weaver's daws 

are incredibly sharp. They threaten a 

critical hit on a natural attack roll of 

18-20, dealing triple damage on a 

successful critical hit. A weaver's claws 

are not subject to effects such as keen 

edeje that would further improve their 

threat range. 

Decapitate (Ex) A weaver's bladed 

daws can decapitate a foe. Upon a 

successful critical hit, the daw severs 

the opponent's head (if it has one) 

from; its body. Some creatures, such as 

many aberrations and all oozes, have 

no heads. Others, such as golems and 

undead creatures other than vampires* 

are not affected by the loss of their 

heads. Most other creatures, however, 

die.when their heads are cut off. 

Impale (Ex) If the weaver strikes 

successfully with two.br more of j$£ 

claws, It may automatically make a 

grapple check to grip and hold the 

creature in its daws. If the grapple 

succeeds, the weaver can deal 4dl0+6 

points of damage the following round 

with a successful grapple check. 

Chaos Chatter (Su)The speech of a weaver 

is disorienting and maddening. As a 

standard action, the weaver can spout 

its madness to all within the range of its 

telepathy. Those who hear it must make 

a DC 26 Will saving throw or become 

dazed far ld4 rounds. The save DC is 

Charisma-based* 

Chain of Consequences (Su) A weaver 

can see the future effects of particular 

actions more clearly than most, 

although this fs not exactly prophecy 

and a weaver rarely tells anyone of 

these visions. Weavers can often force 

a particular vision to come to pass 

by pulling on the strings and levers 

behind the visible, everyday existence. 

This work generally requires 2d4 hours 

and is equivalent to a fimited wish spell 

cast by an ISth-leve! wizard* Note that 

very small effects, such as duplicating 

a spell of 2rrd-level or lower can be 

performed in only 1 round, but most 

other effects require more time* 

Unfettered (Su) Weavers are only partially 

on our plane of existence and can 

move about without regard for gravity 

or other impediments. As such, they 

can fly with perfect maneuverability 

and are never slowed by terrain, webs, 

walls, orslick surfaces. 

Weavers resemble enormous spiders 

with sharp clawed kgs ending in 18- 

inch-long talons, eight red eyes (two 

of them much larger than the oth¬ 

ers), and tiny black hands resembling 

those of human children. Their claws 

include sharpened curls of chitin to 

snag and hold prey for dissection. 

Weaver limbs move precisely and 

delicately, like those of a dancer or 

surgeon. No motion is wasted. Their 

mouthparts are enormous and insec- 

loid, with an inner and outer jaw, 

mandibles, and a wet black gullet; 

somehow, they are capable of forming 

human speech without impediment 

Strategies and Tactics 
Weavers enjoy combat. They seem to 

see attacks coming, counter quickly, 

and use thdr Spring Attack, dimension 

door, and hlirik abilities to pop in and 

out of the battlefield. They are entirely 

capable of shilling locations to strike 

from above, behind, and from range, 

when the whim strikes them. 

Weavers are deadly and entirely 

unpredictable foes. Each has its 

foibles, fetishes, and habits. None 

can truly be predicted based on the 

actions of its peeTS, 

Ecology 
The weavers are outsiders with an 

overdeveloped sense of aesthetics. 

They see Eire world as a spider's web, 

and each action, event, or thing as a 
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thread. This alone might not be so 

strange, but weavers have opinions 

about what might make the web 

prettier and the power to rearrange 

the world, to fit their vision. With a 

mysti cal understanding of the con¬ 

sequences, they can weave the world 

to their liking. 

Weavers rarely speak tq humanoids 

unless bribed. The forms these bribes 

take vary from weaver to weaver, and 

their tastes change over time. One 

month they might rabidly collect 

chess sets, the next month they lust 

for scissors made of paper or the 

perfectly polished shells of vineyard 

snails. Offering the wrong gift or for¬ 

getting to bring one is often fatal. 

Weavers speak Common and many 

other languages, hut they speak in 

such a babbling stream of conscious¬ 

ness that it is often difficult to divine 

their meaning. 

Typical Physical Characteristics: 

Weavers stand roughly 9 feel tall 

and are equally wide. While much of 

their bulk is made up of their abdo¬ 

men, their legs are incredibly long. 

Weavers weigh up to 1,200 pounds, 

but since they are not bound by grav¬ 

ity, they can exert as little weight as 

they like on a Surface- 

Alignment; As all weavers possess 

a totally alien mindset of pure chaos, 

all weavers are chaotic neutral. 

Treasure: Weavers very rarely carry 

any treasure, unless their current 

fixation happens to be valuable. 

W3M3 
There was a knock at the window. He rose 

awifami over toil. 

A small scarlet idiot face grinned at Isaac 

pom outside. Ttuo .stubby horns ju ttedfiom 

its prominent chinf ridges and imobs ofbonc 

unconvincingly imitated a hairline. Watery 

eyes giu&d above an ugly cbeerfidi0rm:r, 

“Evening, Tkafbrtwa You got my mes¬ 

sage " The creaturejkipped its red bto;b\qk 

their squat bodies ftfoe crows1 

legs. They could pace a jeir 

clumsy steps here, and there 

balancing on thdr palms, ... 

bid they preferred to careen 

over the city yelling and 

swooping and screaming 

abase at passers-by. 

—Perdido Street Station 

WYRMEN CR1/3 

Often CN Small monstrous 

humanoid 

In it +0; Senses Listen -2, 

Spot -2 

Languages Rag'amoil 

AC 14, touch 11, flat-footed 14; 

Dodge (+1 size, +3 natural) 

hp 5 {1 HD) 

Fort +1, Ref +2, Will -s-Q 

Speed I'D ft. (2 squares), fly 30 ft, 

(poor) 

IVtelea bite +2 (ld3) 

Space 5 ft.; Reach 5 ft. 

Base Atk +l;Grp-3 

Abilities Str 10, Dex Iff Con 12, tut 6, 

Wis 7, Cha 9 

$Q aerial tumble 

Feats Dodge 

Skills Perform (comedy) +1,Tumble +6 

Advancement by character class; 

Favored Class rogue 

Aerial Tumble (Ex) Wyrmen may be 

clumsy in the air, but their erratic flight 

allows them to avoid blows and other 

dangers. Wyrmen are not slowed when 

using the Tu mbie skill whi le flying. 

Skills All wyrmen receive a +4 racial 

bonus on Tumble skill checks. 

in serious bloodletting. They tend to 

flee as soon as they otc wounded. 

Wyrmen are aerial clowns and mes¬ 

sengers in the skies of Bas-Lag. They 

are a stupid but genial race, happy 

to serve, happy to fart, and happy to 

frown and laugh as the mood takes 

them. In New Crohnzon, they are typ¬ 

ically messengers, couriers; and. spies 

for scientists and thaumaturges, 

Some believe they serve as familiars, 

but if so, no one can prove if. 

Ecology 
Wyrmen congregate with others 

of their kind for protection, enter¬ 

tainment, and general play through 

the skies. Wyrmen nest under eaves 

and on rooftops near the warmth 

of chimneys, or in abandoned ten¬ 

ements and warehouses with easy 

access to the sky. 

Wyrmen speak Ragamoll badly, hut 

they know all the choice curse words. 

Typical Physical Characteristics: 

Physically, wyrmen are red -skinned, 

four-limbed creatures with two wings 

and two feet. Their feet function as 

hands and they rarely walk anywhere. 

They stand .about 3 feet tall at most 

and weigh no more than 60 pounds. 

Alignment: Wyrmen care little for 

laws and are often quite insulting 

and crude. As a result most wyrmen 

are chaotic heutril. 

Treasure: Wyrmen hoard anything 

they perceive to he of value, including 

corns, crude weapons, shiny bits 

of metal,.as-well as other generally 
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ECOLOGY 

Capable of detecting prey from miles away and crumbling 

whole castles with their blaring cries, yxlhaks (YEER-thaks) 

are masters of the sky and sound. Known for their abil¬ 

ity to focus noise into a terrible and unexpected weapon, 

these extraordinary beasts are feared as much for their alien 

appearances as for their unique powers. Yet, yrthaks are not 

merely mindless monsters or freakish interlopers upon 

the natural world. Rather, beyond such clouds of fear and 

misinformation soar magically gifted beasts as clever and 

intriguing as they are deadly. 

The ancient myths passed down by the mystery cult of Nyx 

speak of Brannius of Apollo, a man who many considered 

the greatest and kindest bard of bis age. Yet even with this 

fame and appeal, he lme.w that Ills uplifting music could 

not reach everyone. This tormented Brannius, who hoped 

to brighten the lives of all he could. Although he traveled fax 

and sought magic to spread his song, he knew that even all 

the magic he could muster would never allow him to play 

for the entire world. 

Desperate for a way to acquire the power to have Ms song 

reach around the world, he offered a week-long hymn of 

devotion to any deity who would listen, praying for a way to 

accomplish his dearest wish. As the final note faded, at the 

precise moment the sun vanished behind the horizon, two 

powerful entities answered Brannius Js call. 

A beautiful, winged trumpet archon wit her brilliant 

instrument held in hand arrived from the Seven Mount¬ 

ing Heavens of Celesfia. Soothing the humble bard with 
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the promise that his legend would last 

forever, she told him that his beautiful 

songs would, be played by great bards 

throughout the ages, and—some day 

far in the future—all the people of 

countless kingdoms would know his 

music* With that, she held out her radi¬ 

ant trumpet to Brannius. 

At the same moment, a succubus 

arrived from the Infinite Layers of the 

Abyss, Holding a long, slender horn 

crafted from bone, the temptress 

promised Brannius the power to cre¬ 

ate music that would change the lives 

of all who heard it, songs no living 

thing could deny and that even the 

deaf would notice, and do so within 

his lifetime. After making her offer, 

she extended her terrible bone horn 

to the mortal. 

Tormented by the choke, Brannius 

searched his heart, hut his ego inter¬ 

vened Finally, he reached for the fiend's 

gnarled horn. Before he could touch it, 

though, the sucoibus drew him close 

and, with a wicked grin, slammed the 

KNOWLEDGE OF THE YRTHAK 
The following table shows the results, of a Knowledge (arcana) check as it relates 

to yrthaks. Mountain dwellers, fearful musicians, and researchers of strange 

anatomies are most likely to possess this information. The yrthak appears on 

page 262 of the Monster Manual* 

Knowledge (arcana) 

DC Result 

19 Yrt h a ks, a re d r a go ri 1 i k e creatu res ca pa b I e. of b I a sti n g p rey w i t h I a n ces of 

destructive noise. 

24 Yrthaks often target land near their prey with their sonic lance attack, 

creating explosions of debris, With their incredible senses of hearing, 

rhythmic noises attract yrthaks* 

29 DespiteTheft lack of eyes, yrthaks an detect creature^ through their 

sense of hearing. Deafening yrthaks.effectively blinds the creatures, and 

they prove vulnerable to all manner of other sonic attacks* 

34 Yrthaks nest high In mountain crevasses* often near areas of soothing natu¬ 

ral noise. Stories tell of yrthaks becoming, enamored with musicians' music 

and kidnapping them. 

39 Yrthak parents avoid using their s&nic attacks when near their eggs. 

The echo location- of bats IfsS see™ to confuse their semes of hearing. 

gnarled hum into the bards forehead, 

splitting his skull Yet, Brannius did 

not die. His flesh warping and bones 

shattering and realigning, the horn 

changed the very nature of his being. 

The axchon averted her eyes as the 

screams of Brannius died away and the 

first yrthak was born. 
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ECOLOGY 

Yrthaks are like no oilier creatures in 

existence. Somewhat resembling flying 

crocodiles or sickly green dragons, adult 

yrthaks grow to approximately 14 feet 

long, with lengthy, leathery wings nearly 

40 feet wide. A mouth disproportion¬ 

ate to the beasts' size splits the end of a 

long, muscular neck—the predominate 

characteristic of an almost featureless 

head crowned by a spiraling green horn. 

While the creature's body looks frail, even 

sickly with its jaundiced green skin, its 

tough hide and numerous cartilaginous 

barbs provide yrthaks with consider¬ 

able defenses. Easily the creature's most 

distinctive trait and defense, however, is 

its twisting ham, the source of its well- 

known sonic abilities. 

The process by which yrthaks create 

their devastating sonic blasts involves 

surprisingly little magical influence, 

relying more on a complex network of 

interior structures and unique organs. 

The weapon's use begins With the crea¬ 

ture’s detection of potential prey. Within 

a yrthaks mouth bobs a strange tongue. 

Marked by a bulbous swell called the 

aural lobe (1 on the anatomical diagram), 

tills sensitive cluster of nerves detects 

sound as most creatures' tongues sense 

taste. Incredibly powerful this organ can 

detect noises beyond most humanoids' 

abilities to notice, such as the heating of 

a creature's heart, the flow of air around 

nearby forms, or loud noises as fax as 

30 miles away. Using its strong support 

muscle, the lobe can lower into die api¬ 

cal depression (2}, a protective divot at 

the front of the creature’s mouth filled 

with thick, protective saliva. Copious 

amounts of this viscous gel seep into 

tile hollow and spread throughout the 

creature's mouth from a large salivary 

gland (3), With the aural lobe lowered, a 

yrthak can drink, eat, or attack with its 

powerful jaws with little fear of harming 

the organ. During such acts and, in fact, 

whenever its mouth is closed, the crea¬ 

ture is effectively blind. 

Once a yrthaks tongue has detected a 

presence, the information is transferred 

to the creature's primary brain (4). This 

organ functions much like those of 

normal creatures, interpreting sensa¬ 

tions and providing a yrthak with an 

intellect and cunning far greater than 

that of just an animal—an oft under¬ 

estimated fact. Aside from the primary 

brain, though, yrthaks possess a sec¬ 

ondary, or acoustic, brain (5). This organ 

possesses peerless capability to distin¬ 

guish variations in sound and allows a 

yrthak to choose what to hear, filtering 

through countless background noises 

to listen to those it deems relevant or 

useful. The acoustic: brain also controls 

the creation of the beast’s sonic attacks 

and protects it from creating sounds 

damaging to itself 

The creation of a yrthaks sonic lance 

begins in the creature’s lungs. Air is 

forced into the yrthaks head, much like 

the act of whistling, except that in these 

creatures, the ail' is forced into special 

sinuses by a unique group of organs 

called harmonic diaphragms (6). Within 

these resonating sinuses (7), a number 

of tones are created and echo bade upon 

one another through fleshy tubes and 

connected echo chambers, l"he efleet is 

like a number of whistles being simul¬ 

taneously created and amplified over 

and over. The cacophony builds in vol¬ 

ume until it is then echoed back into a 

chamber of the harmonic diaphragms. 

There, in an action not fully understood 

and likely without any natural explana¬ 

tion, the noise is violently Forced into 

the yrthaks horn. The horn houses a 

cartilaginous structure referred to as a 

tonal multivibrator (S), a mostly hollow 

structure pocked with holes and tun¬ 

nels seemingly at random, but which 

actually serve to focus the noise, blow 

directed, the noise escapes from the 

horn through the thin flesh, blasting 

forth in a line of discordant tones and 

vibrations. 'This entire process occurs in 

a matter of seconds. 

Yrthaks typically roost in areas that 

thrum with regular noise, such as 

near waterfalls, bubbling volcanoes, 

and seaside cliffs. With their incred¬ 

ible hearing, they sometimes dw^ell in 

areas humanoids don't consider noisy, 

such as amid the rustling sounds of 

the deep forest upon high mountains 

where they can listen to brewing thun- 

derheads, and—rarely but most dan¬ 

gerously—atop towering buildings 

amid hustling cities. 

Concerned primarily with survival, 

yrthaks spend most of their time awny 

from their lairs searching for food. 

Although omnivorous, they prefer 

eating meat over plants, but they are 

intelligent enough to refrain from 

attacking creatures obviously too 

powerful for them, such as rocs, stone 

giants., and red and silver dragons, 

which often frequent their preferred 

mountainous habitats. When they do 

roost, these lairs most often take the 

form of deep fissures in rocky cliffs, 

packed wdth leaves and wood sonieally 

splintered to fine chips. 

Incapable of humanoidlike speech, 

yrthaks possess a strange language of 

subtle rustles, flaps, clicks, and subhar- 

monic tones. No humanoid can repro¬ 

duce the Yrthak language, although 

some races of the deep Underdark— 

particularly destraehans and nyct- 

ers—can hear and potentially learn it. 

Making use of a variety of faculties and 

being perceived by the keenly receptive 

hearing of o ther yrthaks, great amou nts 

of information can be exchanged far 

more swiftly than through vocal speech, 

allowing cooperating yrthaks to have 

an almost instantaneous knowledge of 

their allies' movements and tactics. 

Yrfhaks appear to spend much of 

their time in solitude, but their incred¬ 

ible sense of hearing means that those 

occupying the same region as others 

ate never far apart. Being able to com¬ 

municate over vast distances, yrthaks 

can swiftly respond to one another’s 

calls for aid. in fact, some researchers 

believe the creatures' sonic explosion 

ability serves double duty as both a 

devastating attack and an invigorating 

cry of warning and call for aid—much 

like the scream of most humanoids. 

Yrthaks do come together, however, 

during their mating seasons, Toughly 

once every three years and usually 

sometime during autumn. Attracting 

each other by creating pleasing sounds, 

couples return to the male's nest 
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or roost, Several weeks alter a compli¬ 

cated and notably silent mating, the 

female lays one to four sizable eggs, 

each weighing around 25 pounds and 

being roughly 2 feet in diameter. The 

couple stays together until the eggs 

hatch, remaining relatively quiet for the 

entirety of the required 4 months so as 

not to damage the developing youngs' 

sensitive auditory system. Upon the 

whelps’ hatching, the female chases off 

the male, retaining his territory and 

using it to rear their young, while the 

male goes in search of a new home. 

While yrthaks typically avoid one 

another, they often exhibit a marked 

curiosity regarding other creatures, 

especially those capable of produc¬ 

ing music. Where noise soothes 

yrthaks, music stimulates them. Wildly 

changing notes and tones excite their 

sensitive hearing, resonating through 

their bodies in a kind of tonal ecstasy. 

In the wild, the closest yrthaks come to 

music are the pulse of storms or rare 

natural disasters. Thus, the music of 

civilized areas and wandering musi¬ 

cians are quick to attract nearby yrthaks, 

even from miles awray. While intelligent 

enough to fear the threats of human¬ 

oid cities, yrthaks have been known to 

follow and even abduct travelers who 

openly sing or play msLrlaments, ter¬ 

rifying such wayfarers and sometimes 

whisking them away to treacherous 

lairs. There, the abductee might be able 

to survive for some time if it placates 

the beast with music. Some perform¬ 

ers of particular talents find they have 

a skill for lulling yrthaks to sleep and 

have survived months, even years, living 

with their monstrous hosts, while oth¬ 

ers have made daring escapes by lulling 

their beastly captors to sleep. 

Yrthaks are also capable of detect¬ 

ing the sound made by bats and other 

creatures with sonar or sound-based, 

perception. They commonly blast 

entire swarms of bats with their sonic 

attacks, as the flying mammals interfere 

with the sounds the yrthak are listening 

to and possibly disrupt their “sight.JJ 

Beneath the volcano-island of Anak 

Krakau slumbers a living disaster, a 

yrthak of incredible size, which likely 

came to rest on the isle centuries ago 

when the volcano still spewed strange 

smokes horn the Under dark’s deep¬ 

est depths. None can say how long the 

creature has slept there, the sediment 

and jungle having gradually overgrown 

it. When humans came to Anak Krakau 

and discovered the buried creature, only 

its 3Q-foot-tall horn jutted from the 

earth—a strange humming green mono¬ 

lith, The tribe settled around if revering 

the totem as a god, playing music for He- 

Who-Hums every day. In actuality, the 

yrthak dreams centimes-long dreams, 

oblivious to the earth and village that has 
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ECOLOGY 

Trampled opponents can attempt 

attacks of opportunity, but these incur 

a-4 penalty. If they do not make 

attacks of opportunity, trampled 

opponents can make DC 51 Reflex 

saves for half damage. 

Explosion (Su) A yrthak can fire its sonic 

lance at the ground, a large rock, a 

stone wall, or the like to create an 

explosion of shattered stone. This 

attack deals 2d6 points of piercing 

damage to all within 10 feet of the 

effect’s center. This counts as a 

use of the sonic lance attack and 

thus is usable only once every 2 

rounds, and never on the round 

following a sonic lance 

attack. 

Sonic Lance (Su) Once 

every 2 rounds, a 

yrthak can focus sonic 

energy in a ray up to 60 feet 

long. Th is is a ranged touch 

attack that deals 6d6 points of 

damage to a single target. 

Windstorm (Ex) As a 

^ standard action, He- 

Who-Hums can 

blast an area with 

powerful gusts 

of wings by 

flapping Its 

wings. The 

blast of 

wind creates 

a 100-foot- 

long cone of hurricane 

force wind (see page 95 of the 

Dungeon Masters Guide). 

Absorb Electricity (Ex) He-Who-Hums can 

absorb electricity damage. Electricity 

damage that bypasses He-Who-Hums's 

energy resistance is absorbed and 

converted into temporary hit points 

that last for 10 minutes. 

Death Throes (Su) If killed, He-Who- 

Hums explodes, dealing 20d6 points of 

electricity damage to everything within 

100 feet. DC 45 Reflex save for half 

No Breath (Ex) He-Who-Hums does 

not breathe and is immune to gas- 

based attacks that require Fortitude 

saving throws. It can also exist burred 

in the.earth, underwater, or in airless 

environments with ease, *2 

swallow Huge or smaller opponents 

by making a successful grapple check. 

Once swallowed, the opponent takes 

2dS+15 points of crushing damage, 

plus 3d6 points of acid damage per 

round. A swallowed creature can cut its 

way out using claws or a light weapon 

by dealing 50 points of damage to He- 

Who-Hums's stomach (AC 20). Once 

the creature exits, muscular action 

doses the hole; another swallowed 

creature must cut its own way out 

Trample (Ex) As a standard action while 

on the ground, He-Who-Hums can 

run over an opponent of Gargantuan 

or smaller size. He-Who-Hums merely 

has to move over the opponent and 

deals 4d 12+7 points of da mage. 

sonic 

Speed 20 ft, (4 squares}; 

fly 60 ft, (poor) 

Melee* bite +44 

(3d 8+30) and 

2 daws +42 

(2d6+22) 

Ranged sonic lance 

+46 (6d6) 

Space 40 ft; Reach 20 ft. 

Base Atk +52; Grp +S3 

Atk Options Cleave, Fly-By Attack, Great 

Cleave, Power Attack, Snatch, swallow 

whole, trample (4dl2+7) 

Special Actions explosion, sonic lance, 

windstorm 

SpelMike Abilities {CL 20th) 

1/day—control ileather, tyhir/udncf 

*15-point Power Attack 

Abilities Str 40, Dex 14, Con 29, Int 2t 

Wis 13, Cha 20 

5Q absorb electricity, death throes, no breath 

Feats Die Hard, Endurance* Flyby Attack, 

Multiattack, Power Attack, Snatch 

Skills Hide-1, Listen +14, Move Silently 

+15. Spot +14____ 

Swallow Whole (Ex) He-Who-Hums can 

been built upon its body. Should die vol¬ 

cano ever erupt again, though, He-Who- 

Hums will doubtlessly wake, destroying 

the entire village and unleashing one of 

the most cacophonous catastrophes the 

world has ever known. 

HE-WHO-HUMS 

Male kaiju yrthak 

CE Colossal magical beast 

Monster Manual 262, Drxgqn #289 

Init +2; Senses hindsight 120 

ft.; Listen +14, Spot+14 

Languages Yrthak 

CR24 

AC 3.6, touch 4t flat-footed 34 

bp 754 hp (52 HD); Die 

Hard, fast healing 20 DR 

25/magic 

Immune gaze attacks, 

illusions, mind- 

affecting effects, 

all sight-based or 

visual effects 

Resist electricity 

50; SR 34 

Fort +38 Ref+31* 

Will +18 

Weakness vulnerable to 
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f m fciiai 
fry Mcobs Logue * illustrated by Ben Wootten 

Isle of Dread is not idly 

I named, and its formidable 

shores are no place for fools* To 

endure its fearsome predators, cryptic 

natives, and the vicious pirates who 

prey upon those who settle its coast, 

this article series presents you, the 

player, with the tips, tricks, and tools 

ADVENTURE TIE 
This installment of Savage 

Tidings links to the fifth episode 

of the Savage Tide Adventu re 

Path, "Tides of Dread/' presented 

in Dungeon #143. 

Vr >t^>* 

installment details the Ghmn natives 

of the isle, ideas for replacement PCs, 

and a look into the defenses (or lack 

thereof) of Farshore. 

The Olman 
The Olman are a remarkable people 

whose traditions remain unsullied by 

you need to avoid being swept awray. While the pages of 

Dunce on present DMs with the isle's monstrous deni¬ 

zens and the dangerous plots of the Savage Tide Adventure 

Path's myriad villains, Dracon offers details and options 

to give' you the edge you need to survive. This month's 

the rising forces of commerce, industry, and corruption. 

The human tribes of the Olman existed on the Isle of 

Dread as far back as their stories stretch Descended from 

the once-great Olman theocrats of the sprawling city-state 

of Thanaclan, their capital city'is now nothing more than 
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3l mist-shrouded ruin filled with hor¬ 

rors that have driven mad the stout¬ 

est men. Their "'deities" of old are now 

worshiped as powerful totems, grant¬ 

ing these dark-skinned natives power 

over life and death. Seven tribe's live 

southeast of the Great Wall on the 

Isle of Dread: Burowao, Dawa, Kiri- 

kuka, Mora, Paid tube, Tanaxoans, and 

Usi. Other Olman exist beyond the 

wall, but no peaceful contact has been 

recorded with these cannibalistic sav¬ 

ages whose wax drums herald only 

slaughter and madness. 

The reception strangers receive 

at Olman villages varies, but aware¬ 

ness of each tribe’s culture increases 

the chances of avoiding violence and 

gaining the favor of the elders. While 

all Olman share many cultural pro¬ 

clivities, each tribe has its, own dis¬ 

tinct culture as well. 

Burowao: The finest fishers and 

aquatic hunters of the islanders, the 

hold yonng warriors of the Burowao 

prove themselves by braving the ter¬ 

rors of Widow’s Reef far from their 

cliif-top villages. Burowao sail war 

canoes and glide atop the waves on 

polished boards made from koa, a 

type of tree Considered sacred and 

only found on the isle. Damaging koa 

groves is blasphemous and highly 

insulting to the Burowao. On the 

other hand, presenting the village 

with evidence of a great victory over 

a fearsome aquatic predator, such 

as a masher or elasmosaurus, goes a 

long way to winning the favor of the 

tribe, as does surfing the waves as the 

young Burowao do, or otherwise dis¬ 

playing magical power over water. The 

Burowao were the first Olman to craft 

and use shimaloToafsee Olman Weap¬ 

ons and Items), and displaying profi¬ 

ciency in its use gains their respect, 

Dawa: Nestled in their ancestral 

cove, the Dawa are frequently targeted 

by pirates, foreign powers, and agents 

of the Scarlet Brotherhood, all seeking 

the perfect location for a secret head¬ 

quarters in the southwest peninsula of 

the Isle of Dread, While all Ohnapare 

stealthy, the Dawa specialize hi it and 

maintain their control of their ctive 

through guerilla tactics and shadow 

warfare Constant attacks by foreign 

powers make the Dawa extremely par¬ 

anoid, and they attack obviously well- 

armed parties on sight A group that 

approaches with no aims or armor 

on display finds the tribe peaceful 

enough. The Dawa are proud of their 

skill at stealth. If their sentries are 

spotted, the Dawa grow disgruntled. 

Pretending not to notice the sentries 

or approaching war party pleases the 

Dawa chieftain greatly. 

Kiriktika: Most of the Kirikuka’s 

totems consist of aerial creatures. 

Then village is dotted with idols carved 

in the shape of coiiatls, dragons, great 

avians, and pterodactyls. Anyone who 

can fly or who rides a flying, mount 

greatly impresses the chieftain of the 

Kirikuka. La addition, the fCirikuka 

invented the japute, so becoming pro¬ 

ficient in its use wins their favor. 

Mora: The stoic but generous 

people of Morafrequently offer shel¬ 

ter and asylum to visitors. Moran 

fighting traditions are central to 

their culture and they respect mar¬ 

tial power above all else. A party 

unafraid to display its skill at warfare 

earns the respect of this tribe. 

Approaching meekly or begging 

for aid provokes the Morans1 disgust. 

They still offer food or shelter, but 

they refuse to ally themselves or lend 

then warriors to the cause of a party 

appearing weak. If a group provokes 

a nonlethal fight with Mora warriors 

and wins, the villagers treat the group 

members with respect and comrade¬ 

ship thereafter. Mora zombie-mas¬ 

ters axe some of the most powerful 

among the 01mam Destroying their 

undead tribesmen greatly angers the 

Morans. In addition, the Morans are 

credited with creating the first form 

of unarmed Kahiko. Displaying great 

skill at unarmed fighting or learning 

Rahiko greatly impresses them. 

Panitube: The Panitube are inter¬ 

ested in foreign trade above all else. 

The arrival of such comforts and com¬ 

modities has already deeply under¬ 

mined their warrior culture. The Pani¬ 

tube happily trade with foreigners, 

offering pearls and coral in exchange 

for accoutrements of civilization from 

fur across the sea. They rarely lend 

military aid to anyone and prefer to 

remain aloof of foreigners' troubles. 

Tanaroans: Power is passed down 

along matriarchal bloodlines in Pan¬ 

ama. They respect strong women and 

scoff at any group led by a man (or 

worse, composed entirely of men). By 

fax the fiercest warriors of the Olman, 

the Tamroans make formidable allies. 

They have their own troubles, how¬ 

ever, as their proximity to the Great 

Wall and the terrors beyond it does 

not allow them to spare warriors td 

aid in colonial defense. The Tanaxoans 

can offer supplies .weapons, and advi^ 

on strategy, but hotmilitary aid. The 

first Olman to craft and use lcaua’koi, 

the Tanaxoans greatly respect any¬ 

one displaying proficiency with this 

extremely difficult weapon. 

Olman Weapons 
Olman warriors and zombie masters 

make use of numerous indigenous 

weapons in their day-to-day survival 

on the treacherous Isle of Dread. 

Parties seeking to brave the dangers 

of the isle might do well to master 

the Olmah’s arsenal. 

Japute: The talon of a pterodac¬ 

tyl, demonychuSj or other powerful 

predator is mounted onto a wooden 

handle with several leather straps 

attached. The japute is then wound 

onto the wieidefs wrist and forearm 

with the strips of leather. Properly 

equipping or removing a japute 

requires a full-round action that 

provokes attacks of opportunity. 

Whole wielding a japute, you gain 

a +6 bonus on any roll made to keep 

from being disarmed in combat and 

a +2 bonus on Climb checks. 
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Exotic Weapons Cost □mg (S) Dmg (M) 

Light Melee Weapons. 

.yjliD japute 20 go ; a® h m 
Shimafo’koa iOgp !d6 ids 

Type 

*2 
m S!; 
3 lb. Slashing 

Two-Handed Melee Weapon 
L--—- •- - - —-:'-:*k=L" •- - ■ i .* 

<o! Hr W4/W.4 . . I'd6/Id6 *2 - 5 lb. Bludgeoning.. ■ 
=-■s->' ^ piercing, or slashing 

•a- 
—■- 
Benefit: You gain a +1 on all dis¬ 

arm, grapple, and trip attempts 

when wielding aif'GIman exotic 

weapon. In addition, you can treat 

any Olman exotic weapon in which, 

you are proficient as a special monk 

weapon, allowing you to perform a 

flurry of blows with it. 

Kahiko Master 
You excel at Olman fighting arts. 

Prerequisites: Olman, Improved 

Grapple, Improved Unarmed 

Strike, Kahiko, flurry pf blows class 

feature, proficient with an Olman 

exotic weapon. 

Benefit: You gain a +2 on all dis¬ 

arm, grapple, and trip attempts 

when wielding an Olman exotic 

weapon. This bonus overlaps (does 

not stack with) the bonus gained 

from the Kahiko feat. In addi¬ 

tion, yon may attempt to stun a 

Joe with the Stunning Fist feat 

(if you have it) when wielding an 

Olman exotic weapon as if yon were 

making an unarmed strike: Finally, 

you may throwT a shimaloJkoa with 

a 10 - fo ot r ang £ inci e ment. 

Tr ibal Trait 
Choose an Olman tribe. You are the 

pride of the tribe and a living testa¬ 

ment to its cultural distinctiveness, 

Prerequi site: Olm an. 

Benefit: The benefit you gain 

depends on which of the seven 

tribes to which you belong. 

3 u remap; You gain a +2 bonus 

on Swim checks and take only half 

the normal penalties for fighting 

underwater. You can also ignore 

Kaua’koi: This vicious scrim¬ 

shaw weapon is fashioned from 

large lengths of bone harvested 

from Huge creatures. Several, hand- 

notches are carved ali over the 

bone, while the rest is sculpted into 

spurs, blades, and polished nodules. 

Fighting with a kaua'koi is a. high 

art, involving constantly switching 

grips to make the most of this versa¬ 

tile weapon. In many tribes, carving 

one's own kaua'koi is a right of pas¬ 

sage marking a young Olmaris mas¬ 

tery of war arts. 

A kaua'koi is a double weapon. You 

can fight with it as if fighting with 

two weapons, but if you do, you incur 

all the normal attack penalties asso¬ 

ciated with fighting with two weap¬ 

ons, juri as if y ou were using a one- 

handed weapon and a light weapon 

(see Two-Weapon Fighting, on page 

160 of the Players Handbook). A crea¬ 

ture wielding a kaua'koi in one hand 

can’t use it as a double weapon—only 

one end of the weapon can be used 

in any given round* 

If proficient with a kaua'koi, you 

may choose the type of damage you 

deal with each attack. 

Shimalo'koa: This hard piece 

of koa wood studded with tows 

of razor sharp shark’s teeth tears 

opponents to shreds. Koa is 

remarkably light, yet stronger than 

most other woods. 

New Feats 
The following feats are available to 

those who experienced the terrors 

of tlie Isle of Dread and lived to tell 

about it 

Friend to the Tribe 
You have earned the respect and 

comradeship of the native Olman of 

the Isle of Dread and are henceforth 

treated as one of their tribe. 

Prerequisites: Any non-Olman, 

you must have performed a great 

service for one of the seven tribes 

of the Olman and earned their 

trust and friendship. 

Benefit: For all effects related 

to origin, you are considered an 

Olman, For example, you qual¬ 

ify for- feats requiring yon to: be 

Olman and you may join the 

Olman affiliation. You gain a +2 

bonus on Diplomacy and Gather 

Information checks made related 

to: the Olman. With a success¬ 

ful DC 25 Diplomacy check, you 

may requisition a spell cast by 

an Olman spellcaster. You may 

request this spell once per week 

and it is always cast by a spell caster 

of the lowest level able to cast the 

spell. This free spell can have; an 

expensive material component up 

to 100 gp * your character level or 

a focus worth up to double that. 

The spell's level can be no higher 

than 1/4 your character level. Thus, 

a- lath-level character can request 

of the Olman a ^rd-level spell. 

Kahiko 
You have mastered the Olman mar¬ 

tial art called Kahiko, 

Prerequisites: Olman, Improved 

Grapple, Improved Unarmed Strike, 

flurry of blows class feature, profi¬ 

cient with an Olman exotic weapon. 
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concealment granted to underwater 

enemies when you are on the sur¬ 

face or out of the water. 

You gain a +i boiius on 

Hide and Move Silently checks. If 

an opponent is flat-footed to you 

during a surprise round of com¬ 

bat and yon successfully use sneak 

attack against him, your sneak 

attack deals an extra +id6 points 

of damage. You must possess the 

sneak attack class ability in order 

to gain the bonus for it 

Kmfeiifea; You gain a +2 bonus on 

Climb checks* The range: incre¬ 

ment of any thrown weapon you use 

increases by 10 feet 

Mora: You gain a +1 bonuson Tum¬ 

ble checks* In addition, you gain th e 

following spell-like ability as a ist- 

level caster: 3/day—Jude jrom undedd. 

Pa n itube: Yo u gain +2 b onu s on Will 

saves made to resist illusion spells 

and effects. In addition, you also 

gain a +2 bonus on Appraise cheeks 

and Knowledge (arcana). dieeks: 

made to identify or price any natural 

treasures of the Isle of Dread, such 

as rare morals, dinosaur teeth, or 

exotic gemstones, 

tiiinaroans: You gain a +1 bonus 

on Survival checks and, if female, 

a +2 bonus on Diplomacy and 

Intimidate checks made against 

male Olman, 

In addition, when wielding a 

kaua’koi you can have it deal two 

kinds of damage, 

tJsi: You gain a +2 bonus on 

Knowledge (religion) checks and 

initiative rolls. 

New Affilation: 
Olman Tribes 

Symbol: The blood-spattered talon 

of a large dinosaur. 

Background, Goals, and Dreams: 

The Olman tribes axe beset from 

within and without by grave dan¬ 

gers* They have contended with the 

fierce denizens of the Is] e of Dread 

for ages* but now they also face 

increasing assaults on their safety 

and cultural integrity from for¬ 

eigners, The Olman place the sur¬ 

vival of their people and culture as 

their top priority in the face of out¬ 

side aggression, strange increased 

volcanic activity on the isle, and 

the resurgence of several of the 

island's most lethal inhabitants. 

Beyond survival, the Olman seek to 

preserve their cultural traditions 

against the corruption of visiting 

peoples. They exist in a precari¬ 

ous balance and must choose their 

level of involvement wiLh the for¬ 

eigners wisely* Many Olman favor 

isolationism and ignore most for¬ 

eigners, while others believe the 

only way to weather the coining 

conflicts is through careful alli¬ 

ances, Some Olman hold dearly to 

the belief of restoring their civili¬ 

zation to its former glory. 

not always A good grime is often a welcome 

•diversion. witn crystal Caste's neVAPyrate's ->?S IBS mev,.-,, - - ff ■■■ . .. ", I 
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Enemies and Allies: The tribes do not oppose all 

foreigners, only those who seek to abuse their hos¬ 

pitality and destroy their way of life. They happily 

ally themselves with anyone who seeks to defeat the 

dark forces growing in power beyond the Great Wall 

and beneath the earth. Some among the tribes ate 

quick to embrace the Scarlet Brotherhood ox trade 

with colonists or other visitors. Most Olman know 

the symbol of the Seekers and are wary of any who 

bear if as that organization's past attempts to plun¬ 

der and exploit their treasures and cultural secrets 

are not fondly remembered. 

Members: Only Olman can be affiliated with the 

tribes. A non-Olman who impresses the elders might 

eventnally qualify for the Friend to the Tribe feat and 

this affiliation* 

Type: Tribe (racial) 

Scale: 7 (peninsula) 

Affiliation Score Criteria: Native Olman are automati¬ 

cally affiliated* A non-Olman must be inducted into a 

tribe in front of a council of elders and take part in a 

one week ritual of lasting and imbibing an intoxicating 

herbal mixture called dramkara in hopes of experiencing 

visions of the tribe's totem. After this week-long of deaf 

the non-Olman, is considered Olman in every way by the 

rest of the tribe. 

Affiliation * 

Criterion Score Modifier 

|: • jS; ] ^;:|£ 8 ij ff 
5 qr more ranks in Knowledge (nature) +1 

5 or more ranks In Survival +1 

Favored enemy (aberration, animal +1 

or magical beast) 

Dinosaur animal companion or mount 

Dream Seer feat 

;; lihjRb’fest;; ■ Jj •Jll: ; 
Kahiko Master feat 

Carveown '• kaua’-k oi k 

Slay noted enemy of the Olman +1/8 enemy’s CR 

Assist Oirhan in repelling or . - 1 +2ig 

d efeatrng threat'' ,T> 1ij•r v ■ T. 

Responsible for the destruction 

of zombie retinue 

Responsibleforthedeath of 

■' * Of man war party iT 
Ignore threat to Olman 

; Refuse the born mand^fa tribaf^jder 

Wear medium or heavy armor 

' Use-weapons rriade of metal -1 

Affiliation 

Score Title: Benefits and Duties 

Tribal Warrior: +2 racial bonus on Hideand 

Move Silently checks, proficient with one 

Olman exotic weapon. 

E W corses oetcr. human (Olman--'phter £ 

20-25 War Chief: +4 bonus on Diplomacyr Gather 

Information, and Intimidate checks made in 

Olman villages, in addition, you may request 

the service of a zombie retinue whose total 

Hit Dice equals your character level, 

; ^tenAhyO^^^^^^Sisli^iyour 

command (although penalties may apply to 

your afnnatfon score as normal)* Qnjte per 

months you can select another member of your ; 

..tribe whose affiliation score is less than your 

own and honorhis service to the tribe* That 

tribesman gains a +2 bonus to his affiliation 

score, A tribesman may only gain this bonus T: 
-- - - 1 - t l/i- v -- - V 1 t t -- ‘ rtnn±..ln .rirt'W/tkrt'iT un i ■ m ri r .n rnu rn rrir; r/\rn m 

. character levd.,or. .offer a.bfood sacrifice of a 

living creature whose Hit Direeqiids at least 

J| jj^jfjig|| half your own* rAt: the conclusion of the: ritual 
_-.U 1: L ~ -L i- 

druid two levels lower than your character 

level. You may use this spell-like ability 

.available to you In. this manner at a time* jjf§ 

30 or Chosen One: The tribe believes you are 

higher destined to herald a new eraof glory and 

revitalize Lhelong-dead Olman Empire. You 

no longer suffer affiliation score penalties for 

the death of war parties, the destruction of 

zombie retinues, or ignoring the commands 

of a tribal elder. Your zombie retinue's total 

Hit Dice may equal twice your chara.cter level. 

You may also cast dominate animal as a spell- 

like ability at will (caster level equals your 

character level). 

Executive Powers: Craft, Plague, and War. 
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Replacement PCs 
Death wits right around the corner for anyone assuming 

the perilous mantle of adventurer* Sometimes new PCs 

may take the reins of martyrs slain nobly in their quest. 

Fortunately, the Isle of Dread's numerous Olinaii villages, 

pirate strongholds, and colonial outposts have their fair 

share of heroes and scallywags bred for adventure by the 

many dangers of the environs. 

Colonists: The colony's inhabitants are a mixed bag 

of researchers, treasure hunters! smugglers, mission¬ 

aries, sellswords, and eccentrics drawn to the Isle of 

Dread for many purposes. Every class might find rep¬ 

resentation in Farshore, making this a great source 

for new PCs. 

Pirates: The Crimson Fleet isn't the easiest place to get 

ahead. A member of the fleet might desert and escape to 

warn Farshore, and might even aid in its defense* Perhaps 

the PCs motivations aredess altruistic. After being passed 

over for advancement or suffering mistreatment, the char¬ 

acter might be out for vengeance. 

Affiliation Updates 
The affiliations PCs might have joined in S as serine 

remain relevant even as far away as Farshore. Presented 

here arefsle of Dread-specific updates to the seven affili¬ 

ations presented in Dragon #348 that should help PC 

members stay connected. 

Church of the Whirling Fury: Vesserin Catherly, Far- 

shore's sole cleric and the local representative of the 

Whirling Fury, wishes to verify the truth in rumors of 

demonic influence among the islands around Farshore. 

He seeks out any newly arrived member of the church 

and presses such a character to look for evidence of 

fiends among the islands as well-as-any trace ofNoltus 

Innersol, a missionary of Pel or lost somewhere on the 

Isle of Dread* 

Spending two weeks searching for Noltus Innersol on 

the Isle of Dread proper earns you a +1 affiliation score 

bonus with the Church of the Whirling Fury, 

Dawn Council: Mostly interested in establishing a 

profitable colony on the jungle-covered island ofTcmute, 
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the Dawn Council has two members in Farshore: Lavinia 

Vanderboren and Lord ManthaLay M era van chi. Both 

Lavinia and Lord Manthalny wish to develop Farsliore, 

but they have vastly different ideas of how to do it. 

Increasing Farshore’s assets and finding other ways of 

improving its profitability earns you a +1 affiliation score 

bonus with the Dawn Council. 

Emerald Crest: With no known representative in or 

near Farshore? the Emerald Crest still has an eye on the 

colony. Safe ports of call always interest the organisation, 

so members should do their best to strengthen Far shore's 

defenses and seek to clear away living obstacles. 

Establishing a trade route between Sasserine and Far- 

shore earns you a +2 affiliation score bonus with Lhe 

Emerald Crest, 

The Scarlet Brotherhood: 

Hushed rumors hint at a Scarlet 

Brotherhood encampment on 

one of the islands near Farshore. 

Members of the Scarlet Brother- 

hood in the party should feel com¬ 

pelled to seek out this encampment 

to offer aid. 

Finding the rumored Scarlet Broth¬ 

erhood encampment and providing 

help earns you a +1 affiliation score 

bonus with the Scarlet Brotherhood 

The Seekers: Jeran Eimikad serves as 

Farshore’s keeper of records, librarian, sage, 

and contact fbr the Seekers, Jeran considers 

himself a stay-at-home explorer, so the rumors 

he has heard"about an eighth tribe of Ohnan on 

Far shore's island of Temufe have him all atwit- 

ter. If truly adventurous Seeker members arrive in 

Farshore* Jeran wastes no time in sending them out 

to find the lost village. 

Uncovering the village of the eighth Lrib£ earns you 

a +1 affiliation score bonus with the Seekers. 

Witchwardens: Far shore's Witchwarden contact,Heyr- 

ick A Id wattle, has spent die last few years cataloging and 

researching die natural resources of the island, and for his 

troubles he has quite an impressive alchemy kb to show. 

He has beard tales of an ancient Thanaclan magic on the 

Isle of Dread itself and he charges any other member of 

the order heading into the isle's interior to uncover it. 

Securing lost magics from Thanaclan earns you a +1 

affiliation score bonus with die Witch wardens, 

Zelka rune's Horns: When not doing his level best 

to keep Far shore safe, militia leader and Zelkarune’s 

Horns member Ulvar Kabhanja has kept his eyes and 

ears open fbr wonderfully powerful creatures to cap¬ 

ture or kill. He has, over time, compiled a list of the 

seven most infamous and wily denizens of the region 

(see The Infamous Seven sidebar). Ulvar charges any 

members of Zelkamne's Horns to bringing the heads 

of these beasts to Him, 

Bringing any three of the heads of the infamous 

seven creatures back to Farsliore earns you a +1 affilia¬ 

tion score bonus with Zelkafuhe's Homs, You may earn 

this bonus twice. 

What You Know: Farshore 
After settling in and recovering from her long voyage 

to Farshore, Lavinia Vandeiboren’s first task was to tour 

the colony and take stock of places where the colony 

could use some improvement. She happily shares her 

observations with the PCs and welcomes any aid they 

might provide. 

Defensive Improvements 
Farshore needs certain 

improvements in defending 

itself from enemies. 

Chapel: Ves serin's a; bit 

overwhelmed; he can certainly use 

priestly aid at the Fdxshore Chapel. 

Harbor: The harbor's approach 

could use some more defenses, per¬ 

haps some submerged traps to slow the 

advance of enemy ships? 

Infirmary: An experienced healer 

could probably increase the infirmary's effi¬ 

ciency with a week of work. 

Palisade: The wall surrounding Farshore could 

certainly be improved by a skilled engineer. 

Watchtowers: The colony could use two more 

watehtowers—one to “watch to the northeast and 

one to watch the harbor. 

Efficiency Improvements 
Places where the colony could improve its value as a 

trading post. 

Aldwattle's Lab: Aid wattle could use some help with 

his organizational skills—someone who knows magic 

and can craft items could te^hh h im a lot. 

Cemetery: If someone could cast a hcLilow spell over 

the Farshore cemetery, iocd worries about undead 

could he defused. 

Clayworks: An experienced potter could certainly help 

get the Clayworks working more efficiently. 

Farms: An experienced farmer could do wonders in 

improving how the colony's farms function. 

Mines: The mines south of Farshore could do with, 

some oversight by an experienced miner. 
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THE INFAMOUS SEVEN 
Bringing the heads of these powerful creatures to FarsHore secures great 

honor and respect from the nearby Olman, Killing more than one of these 

powerful beasts secures your legend* 

Baaragrauth: A particularly cantankerous dragon eel (Monster Manual Ilf 

44), Baaragra.uth is said to haunt various reefs and bays near the Seven Vil¬ 

lages, although to date, no one's managed to locate his lair. 

Burbalarg: An immense shambling mound larger than many buildings 

reportedly dwells in Blackfe.n Swamp on the western coast of the isle* A tribe 

of bullywugs calls this monster Burba la rg, and have taken it as their tribe's 

totem although ifcjfc unlikely that the frog-men have anything resembling an 

actual alliance with the monster* 

Cerattakathat A terrifying scorpion the si7e of a house, Cerattakatha dwells 

on the aptly named Scorpion Isle* The remote location of the isle and its 

unsavory scorpion denizens make the prospect of even reaching Cerat- 

takatba's lair difficult. 

Chakaranka: A notorious bull ankybsaurus(see Dungeon-#143), more danger¬ 

ous than most of his kind, has long dwelt in the Valley of Madness, where he grazes 

upon a local narcotic that does little to blunt his ill-natured personality. 

Emraag; An immense dragon turtle who dwells in the northern waters, 

Emraag is known by the local tribes as the Glutton* He serves as the principle 

reason why more waterborne traffic doesn't surround the isle. 

Temauhti-tecuani: An enormous tyrannosaur, scarred and missing one 

hand and one eye, Temauhti-tecuani has long been viewed as the oldest and 

angriest of his kind on the Isle. 

Xiureksor: The lord of Dragon haunt Hollow, XiurekSor is an enormous 

green dragon, supposedly the only true dragon to live on the Isle of Dread* 

No one's seen her In some time, but It’s generally assumed she still lives, 

sleeping in a hidden cave below the northeastern section of the Isle. 

_ 

Sellis' Woodworks and Smithy: 

Anyone who knows something about 

armors mithing, weapon smithing, or 

carpentry should go talk to Dranys 

Seilis about his methods. He's a bit 

of a know-il-alf but he could, cer¬ 

tainly us;e some advice* 

Trade Routes: Someone needs 

to organize a return to Sasserme 

as soon as possible* Load a convoy 

of cargo ships up with trade goods, 

sail them back to Sasserine, share 

sea charts, then return to Faxshore 

with supplies and more merchants. 

It's a six-month proposition, but an 

important one* Lavinia doesn't want 

to leave Faxshore so soon, but per¬ 

haps someone the PCs knowT would 

make a good captain* 

Hazardous Work 

: for adventurers* 

Lost Village: jeran, Emrikad wknts 

to hire-some adventurers to look for 

a lost village in the wilds ofTemute* 

Tannery: The hides of many of the 

Isle of Dread ’s monsters could make 

valuable additions to the work here. 

Troglodytes: A band of troglo¬ 

dytes has been causing trouble; they 

live in a swamp near the center of 

Temute. If they can he dealt with, the 

colonists will he able to reach some 

prime lumber and exotic bruits* 

Warehouses: Someone's been 

stealing from the warehouses—the 

thefts need to be stopped soon! ^ 

thf BOARD GAME 

The exciting world of 

Azeroth has come to 
your tabletop! 

World of Warcraft: the Board Game 

pits the Horde and the Alliance head- 

to-head with Ifi different heroes and 

over 100 monsters! The Shadow of 

War expitosion brings new powers, 

talents, and items to your game with 

the addition of over 450 new cards! 

Also available for a very limited time: 

World of War era ft bronze miniatures! 

Your favorite characters from the 

board game - exclusively at the 

fantasy Flight Games online store. 

www* FantasyF r j ghtGa MFS.COM 
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hav^ hia4^ s^? n^any ^ifFs^-^-Kt uhd&&d that ne-w ah& 
t-eJhg 

5 ~ '' 

w__ - ~ fuaKy 
I -e-V^K h<£VA 

by Briaft Cortijp, with special introduction by Ed Greenwood * illustrated by John Gravato 

In the Forgotten Realms, the dead do not rest 

easy. With great magics and fell deeds inspiring the 

realm of the living, it’s no wonder that the departed 

are often called back to Toril—either by the will of those 

still breathing or by their own needs to influence the mor¬ 

tal world. Yet, while many of these spirits seek to aid the 

living or hear warnings from lands beyond, many more 

rise as a result of dark magic, painful memories, and out 

of a need! for justice. Thus, across the lands, blessed, are 

the tombs that stand quiet and the grave keepers whose 

watches are dull. 

Presented here are three undead monstrosities native 

to the Forgotten Realms, The inquisitor and skuz first 

appear ed in the second-edition bestiary, MCn: Monstrous 

Forgotten Realms Appewdijc, while the 

charnel custodian is a newly risen terror. 

efiA 11 \el custodian 
Hie very graveyard seems to come, alive around you. Earth 

shifts, rising i?ito a horror composed of soil, gravestones, and the 

bodies 0/ the dead. Reaching out a hand of hone and splintered 

coffin-wood, dozens of skulls ofen across the creatures form, 

mouthing silent screams. 

CHARNEL CUSTODIAN CR 11 

Always NE Huge undead 

lnit+1; Senses tremorsense 30 ft.r Listen +3, Spot +3 

Languages none 

AC 25, touch 9, flat-footed 24 

(-2 size, +1 DeXj +16 natural) 

hp 143 (22 HD); morbid rejuvenation 

Immune undead immunities 

Fort +7, Ref +Sr Will +16 ___ 

Spd 40 Ft. (S squares); gravebound 

Melee 2 slams +17 (2d6+8) and 

3 bites +12 (IdB+4) 

Ranged monument +10 (2d8) 

Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft. 

Base Aik +11; Grp +27 

Atk Options bury, hurl monument 

Abilities Str 26, Dex 13, Con —, Int—, Wfs 16, Cha 14 

SQ gravebound, morbid rejuvenation,+2 turn resistance, 
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undead traits 

Environment any 

Organization solitary 

Treasure none 

Advancement 23-34 (Huge), 35-46 

(Gargantuan) 

Bury (Su) When a charnel custodian 

begins its turn with a grappled 

opponent pinned, it can drag 

that creature into its body with a 

successful grapple check. Once inside, 

the opponent takes 2d8+'12 points of 

bludgeoning damage per round from 

the grinding stone and bones within. 

A buried creature can dig its way 

out by winning an opposed grapple 

check against the charnel custodian, 

which the undead creature makes as 

a free action* Once the creature frees 

itself, earth and debris dog the hole; 

another buried creature must fight its 

own way out Creatures killed by this 

ability cannot be raised, resurrected, or 

reincarnated by apy means, until the 

horror is permanently destroyed. 

A Huge charnel custodian can bury up 

to 2 Urge, 4 Medium, 8 Small, 32 Tiny, 

128 Diminutive, or 512 Fine pr smaller 

op pon ents i n th is way at on e ti me. 

Hurl Monument (Ex) Asa standard 

action, a charnel custodian can pluck 

a mass of sculpted rock from its body 

and throw it as a ranged attack. 

Gravebound A charnel custodian is 

permanently bound to the location 

where it was formed. The custodian 

cannot move more than 100 feet 

beyond the borders.of the cemetery, 

battlefield, or similar spawning placed 

As a full-round action, a charnel 

custodian can discorporate, merging 

with the earth of its domain* The 

creature cannot be harmed in art^ - 

way while it is discorporate 

may reform anywhere 

location it is bound tor 

full-round action. f 

Morbid Rejuvenation (Su)/X chi 

custodian reduced to fehp 

recedes into the ground but is pot 

permanently destroyed, labours 

following its destruction, a charnel 

custodian rises again wjjhin the area 

It Is bound to, restored to-full hit 

points. This rejuvenation can only be 

prevented by destroying the horror 

then casting a frdJouj spell on the site 

or by setting right the offense that 

raised the creature. 

Formed from materials drawn from 

crowded cemeteries, charnel cus¬ 

todians are masses of bone, earth, 

coffin-shards, and sepulchral monu¬ 

ments, Beings of unmitigated rage, 

these spontaneously forming terrors 

are forever bound to the boneyaids 

that spawn them. 

Charnel custodians form at locales 

where some great injustice has been 

committed upon the dead interred 

there. In some cases, those buried 

have not been granted proper funereal 

rites, or were laid in uncomec 

ground. In others, new constru 

have been built upon old grave 

undeserving body—such as th 

tyrant, criminal, or foul priecf- 

buxied among those deserv 

of a more peaceful afterlife. 

A charnel custodian has no will or 

consciousness of its own, it knows 

only that it has been wronged, and 

seeks to avenge the residents of its 

graveyard. Only through the destruc¬ 

tion of its physical form and the 

proper consecration of its grounds 

can the abomination’s unquiet spir¬ 

its be put to rest* 

Charnel custodians are rare in the 

Forgotten Realms, hut they occa¬ 

sionally rise at the sites of battles 

where the fallen dead aie left unb 

led and in towns and village^^iped'' 

out by swift-moving plagtfes. Ghhe? 

discovered, a chamd^distodian 

ally persists foru^eason or two,*ifntiT 

local prie$tSH?r passing adventurers 

the cause qf-tfte dis- 

to rest. 
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KjflLffffl VOLO'S GUIDE BRIAN CORTIJO 

Several recent deaths in the City of 

the Dead in Watei'deep have recently 

been blamed on one of these undead, 

while one of the oldest and largest 

known charnel custodians, a mound 

die si^e of a small hill, still stalks the 

lands around the Battle of Bones, 

inquisitor 
A gaunt, zomhidike creature emerges 

before you, its teeth dearly vistbh'betiveen 

the stretched Urns of its lipless mouth 

Wicked books, rusted chains, and a shud- 

dcrsome array of torture implements 

abuse the thing's few withered strips of 

rcmainingjlesh, One clawedhand eagerly 

grips the coils of a iwrfl-used whip. A 

INQUISITOR k, = 

Always LE Medinm undead 

CR3 

additional 2 appropriate to the region) 

AC 17,, touch 11, flat-footed 16 

(-hi Dex, +6 natural) 

hp 26 (4 HD) 

Immune undead Immunities 

Fort -hi, Ref+3, Will +5 

Spd 30 ft, (6 squares) 

Melee 2 claws +3 (ld6+2 plus disease) or 

Melee mwk whip +6 (ld3 non-lethal/20) 

Base Atk +2; Grp +3 

Special Actions fear gaze 

Abilities Str 13, Dex 14, Con —Int 14, 

Wis 12, Cha 16 

SQ torture, undead traits 

F eats Pe rs u a s i ve, Wea po n Focu s (wh i p) 

Skills Bluff+12, Escape Artist +5, 

Intimidate +14, Listen +8, Sense 

Motive +$; Spot +8, Use Rope +4 

Environment any 

Organization solitary 

Init +1; Senses darWision 60 ft.., Listen : Treasure double standard 

■hSfSpdt +8 

.. . ... Languages 

J Advancement 5-12 (Medi u m) 

. Disease (Ex) A target that takes damage 

from the inquisitor's claw attack 

must succeed on a DC 15 Fortitude 

save of become infected with a 

ctiseife kndwn a's wasting inquisition 

(Incubation pe>jo|l ld3 days, 

; damage 1 Strand 1 Con). The 

isave DC i|i-Charisma-based, 

. Fear Gaze (Su) Viewing an 

Inquisitor's face inspires 

terror. Creatures that meet 

the inquisitor's gaze must 

succeed at a DC 15 Will save or 

suffer the effects of a/ear spell as 

cast by a 6thdevel caster. The DC is 

Charisma-based. 

Torture (Ex) As a full-round action, an 

inquisitor can deal 1 point of Charisma 

damage Lo a helpless victim. When 

employing the intimidate skill during 

torture, the inquisitor gains a +4 bonus 

on its skill checks, (for complete rules 

on torture, see page 3.7 of the Book of 

Vile Darkness.) 

The cmel, ancient unde ad known 

as inquisitors exist solely to 

torture victims and extract 

information. Created him- 

dre ds—e v eir th .on san d s— 

of years ago by magical 

rituals and torturous 

l sacrifices, an inquisitor 

'has no memory of its 

mortal life. All it knows as inflicting 

pain and the twisted joy of the suf¬ 

fering of living creatures. 

In combat, inquisitors fight to inca¬ 

pacitate rather than to kill Although 

Lhese creatures have no compunction 

against slaying foes, an inquisitor is far 

more satisfied when it lias at least one 

victim to torture Following a battle. It 

is not unknown for an adventurer to 

awaken, bound fast, in an inquisitor’s 

lair Following what she thought was 

certain death 

An Inquisitor’s lair is typically dark 

and filled with all manner of instru¬ 

ments of torture, blood-spattered 

tables, and lire occasional preserved 

trophies of past victims. 

Inquisitors often serve liclies and 

other beings who want to gather infor¬ 

mation without going through the 

messy trouble of evisceration, torture, 

or interrogation themselves. Unless 

commanded by a powerful spell caster 

or undead, inquisitors prefer to lair in 

or near urban centers, where they can 

have ready access to victims. 

An inquisitor can he created by a 

cleric of 14th level or higher with the 

create undeaS spell. 

Tn the Forgotten Realms, inquisi¬ 

tors axe most common in Thny and 

Sembia, although a few have been 

found in the North, near the fallen cit¬ 

ies of Eaerlann and ancient iUefarn, 

SKUZ 
A vaguely humanoid shape of noxious 

rises up from the ivafer before you, 

seeming to pull the algae and slime from 

the surface to constitute its form. As the 

head forms, it turns toward yout the] el- 

lifted jaws opening to spill forth a false 

tongue of ooze and putrid flesh. 

SKUZ CR 9 

Always CE Large undead 

lnit+6; Senses darkvision 60 fL,fIuidsense 

60 ft*; Listen +14, Spot +14 

Languages Common (understand only) 

AC 21, touch 13, flat-footed 17 

(-1 size, +4 Dex, +8 natural) 

hp 71 (11 HD); DR 10/bludgeoning 

Immune grapple, trip, undead 

immunities 



Weakness control water 

Fort +3, Ref+9, Will +8 

Spd 10 ft. (2 squares), swim 40 ft. 

Melee 2 slams +7 (ld6+3) 

Space 10 ft.; Reach 5 ft. 

Base Atk +5; Grp +12 

Attack Options drowning grapple 

Spell-Like Abilities (CL 11th) 

3/day—animate dead, create water, 

control water, major image (DC 15), 

suggestion (DC 15) 

Abilities Sir 16, Dex 19, Con —, Ini,15; 

Wis 12, Cha 14 

SQ create skuz, fluid form, undead traits 

Feats Combat Reflexes, Improved 

tnitiati'veLightning Reflexes, Stea!thy 

Skills Climb +16, Hide +15 (+23 in 

water). Listen +14, Move Silently +19, 

Spot +14, Swim +32 

Environment any 

Organization solitary 

Treasure none 

Advancement 12-20 (Large), 21-33 (Huge) 

Fluidsense (Ex): A skuz can 

automatically sense the location 

of anything within 60 feet that is 

in contact with the same body of 

water as itself. 

Spell Vulnerability (Ex) A skuz is 

susceptible to the lower water effect 

of the control water spell, which halves 

the creature’s current hit points with 

no saving throw allowed. 

Drowning Grapple (Ex): Any creature 

grappled by a skuz is considered 

to be underwater. For as long as a 

creature is grappled, it must hold 

its breath or risk drowning. Holding 

one's breath within a skuz Is more 

difficult than usual, as the fluid 

undead attempts to invade any being 

it grapples. As such, a grappled 

creature can only hold its breath for 

a number of rounds equal to one- 

quarter of its Constitution and the 

DCs of Constitution checks made to 

resist drowning increase by +2 every 

round* See page dtPNpf the Dungeon 

Master’s Guide for rules on drowning. 

Create Skuz (3u): Any humanoid killed 

by a skpz’s energy drain swiftly decays 

and rises in ld4 days as a skuz. Skuz 

formed Tfi this way are not bound to 

the skuz that created them. They do 

not possess ariy of the memories or 

abilities they ha dm life. 

w 

Fluid Form (Ex) A skuz cannot be 

grappled or tripped, although it can 

initiate both types of attacks. A creature 

can only grapple a skuz to oppose 

a grapple the undead initiates. Trip 

attempts against a skuz have no effect. 

Skills A skuz has a +8 racial bonus on any 

Swim check made to perform some 

special action or avoid a hazard. It can 

always choose to take 10 on a Swim 

check, even if distracted or endangered. It 

can use the run action while swimming, 

provided it swims in a straight line. In 

addition, a skuz has a +4 racial bonus on 

Hide checks; this bonus increases to +12 

when the skuz is in water. 

Formed from bodies left to putrefy 

within muddy graves and stagnant 

waters, skuz number among the most 

disgusting of all undead. Consisting 

of equal parts stagnant water, rot¬ 

ted vegetation, and liquefied corpse, 

skuz are consumed by a blind need 

for vengeance, seeking to inflict 

their horrible demise upon all living 

creatures. Making their home amid 

swamps, sewers, and stagnant areas of 

ponds and rivers, they await live prey 

to drag into their revolting pools. 

Preferring solitary existences, mul¬ 

tiple skuz rarely linger together, with 

newly created spawn oozing away to 

pollute their own territories. 

In the Forgotten Realms, skuz 

axe most common in the Swamp of 

Akhlanr, the Vast Swramp, the Far sea 

Marshes, the River Umber, and a fewr 

locations along the coast of the East¬ 

ing Reach. Rumor has it that, several 

times a year* the remains of the dead 

god Moander exudes one or more 

1 



WARFORGED: FIERCE AND FURIOUS 
by Nicolas Logue - introduction ly Keith Baker - illustrated by Jon Hodgson 

y / w ajaefbe^etf. A)e /iiafe Me/v fa Me 

F fee hj, aarf fmfay toe exffa/f Meta 

m mte fatmife/ej Mew ae m/e 

jfeeefr. &%f /Amy tree ffm/e/M/ef M Me 

MaMttef. fee feet/mteje/f'. //a fo eee a^Me 

fefi'eeej/tt/fA/ afMj///ifae£} /» Me //aefriefj 

/zefoexMaen. ’Teaveffa Me Mm/eafa/M ff 

j/m/faee} a/MjeeMe eae/M/n/f/ej Met/ aee 

faMf/af? m Me faeM toe />ave aJta&ifatZ/M 

fuf fafce it ///aeteef fa fei//t/ feef af Me 

eexf aaefaez/e/fj/ab e/eef fo Jee Me jeaej 

/f eaeaeif zfefet/Motf j/m/e //af/ea. M/fee 

fe Me Jfer/es /f4aj fe feff. ‘TT/e eaefaet/eM 

aee eoffbjf foaf, naf /M/jf/eaffb/ff of 

aetaoe toatf/ntffo fe tjjeM Mfee/ aee af/ve* 

Mai/j/ave aef/coj e<///Mfeetb/ee to/teMee 

Mej/ /?Mf afoe^t/'/fe bj tW Me toaej jff/ffo 

eae/e, oe efeMee Met/ jeef a fejf/f/j/ of 

Me/e PAW* 

—Taskerf Excoriate of House Sivis 

QUICK AND EASY WARFORGED 
Warforged are a construct race, mass-produced for battle. 

Most warforged designed to perform a specific function 

share a uniform appearance, distinguished only by the 

ghulra (the symbol on the forehead of the warforged, 

each as unique as a human fingerprint). Some war- 

forged are more distinctive, however. Some axe 

prototypes of designs later abandoned. Others aie 

accidents created in flawed forges. And some war- 

forged have modified their bodies in a quest 

for individual identity. By rolling on one or 

more of the following charts, you can gen¬ 

erate idiosyncratic warforged PCs or NPCs, 

In addition, you can distinguish your war¬ 

forged from the crowd with a specialized 

component or even membership in a 

clandestine affiliation operating with¬ 

out the knowledge of Eberron's drag- 

onmarked races. 

All of the changes listed below are 

cosmetic and do not affect the way the 

warforged works, nor do they change 

how any effect works on the warforged. 



BODY TYPES 
dIO Body Type 

1 Short and stocky 

2 Tall and lithe 

3 Broad shouldered 

4 Twisted and malformed 

5 Long-limbed 

6 Long torso 

7 Hunched back 

8 Triangular torso 

9 Square torso 

10 Blocky shoulders and chest 

BODY ACCENT COMPOSITION 
dlG Composition 

1 Copper 

2 Iron 

3 Bronze 

4 Marble 

5 Obsidian 

6 Enameled bone 

7 Blue steel 

8 Burnished oak 

9 Striped rattan 

10 Combination (roll twice ignoring this result) 

HEAD TYPES CONDITION OR ORNAMENTATION 
dIO 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Head Type 

Square head 

Round head 

Demonic face plate 

Visored head with glowing eyes 

Blank visage (no discern able features whatsoever) 

Cycloptic visage 

War helm head (bat winged, horned, or spiked) 

Eyes flicker, flash, or spark 

Face half one color, half another 

Skull visage 

dlG 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

l ...i 

Appearance 

Dragonmarked house symbol on chest 

Lion-head-shaped shoulder guards 

Dragonscale motifs on chest, shoulders, and back 

Studded gauntlets, leg guards, and helms 

Rusted orworn 

Chipped or cracked 

Mirrored sections or highly polished and burnished 

Worn painted patterns 

Etched with political or religious icons 

Animated filaments undulate ail over the body 
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DRAGON MARKS Nicholas logue 
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PERSONALITY QUIRKS 
dlO Quirk 

1 Stutters or speaks in odd syntax (refers to self 

in third person, reverses word order, and so on) 

2 Whispers.afI the time and then is angered when 

peopf^ do not understand 

3 Tries to mimic human behavior in every way, 

right down to hygiene and human emotions 

4 • Sta res at n onwa rfb rged a n d enj oys h ow it m a kes 

them nervous or uncomfortable 

5 Refe rs to a 11 n o nwa rfo rged as “ m aste r'! o rum istress" 

6 Formerly used as an executioner and absent- 

mindedly recites the last words of the accused 

7 Casual ly violent, rema i n i ng com pletely ca Im even 

when dismembering the corpses of foes 

8 Refuses to fly in airships or take lightning rails, 

superstitious about using magic items as well 

9 Pathologies! interest i n dead creatu res, studies 

death in all forms and finds it fascinating 

Laughs at inappropriate times in a failed attempt 

to mimic humanoids 

10 

NEW COMPONENTS 
The oldest and most useful individualizations of war- 

forged come in the form of war forged components. 

Description: This magic idly concealed compartment 

appears exactly like the surrounding part of the body 

into which it is built. The interior looks like a small dark 

space. These compartments are constructed to blend in 

with the warforgedTs body composition, requiring a DC 

30 Search Check to find. 

Activation: Placing an item into the camouflaged 

compartment activates its effects. 

Effect: Housed inside the chest, torso, or upper leg, 

this magically concealed compartment contains a 10- 

cubic-foot exLradimensi onal space that can hold up 

to 50 pounds of gear. The camouflaged compartment's 

opening is 6 inches across at its widest point 

Items locked within the compartment are wTarded 

by Nystufs magic aura, to appear non magical, and 

obscure object 

Auxa/Caster Level: Moderate abjuration. CL 5th, 

Construction: Craft Wondrous Item, Nysful's magic 

aura, obscure objectr 6,000 gp, 480 XP, 12 days. 

Weight: 1 lb. 

Price Price 12,000 gp. 

NEW AFFIXATION 
The following secretive group is composed entirely 

of warforged. 

BATTLE VISOR CATTACHED COMPONENT) 
Battle visors gave warforged commanders of the Last War the 

ability to qtdddy assess magical threats on the battlefield. 

Description: Possessing smooth lines and a sleek but 

powerful look, this mithral visor—of the kind commonly 

found on helmets of full plate armor—bears two vertical 

eyeslits connected by a single horizontal crossbar, giving 

it the look of two crosses touching in the middle. 

Activation: Lowering the visor and locking it into place 

activates its powers. 

Effect: With the visor locked in place, you gain the abil¬ 

ity to discern magical auras and threats, as greater arcane 

sight You can also see invisible, as the spell. Finally, you 

can automatically see any abjuration effect with a vari¬ 

able effect—thus, if a warrior is shrouded in protection 

jrom dements, you know which energy type he is protected 

against (this extends to spell immunity and other vari¬ 

able abjuration effects as well). 

Auxa/Castcx Level: Moderate divination. CL 5th. 

Construction: Craft Wondrous Item,greater arcane sighi, 

see invisible, 27,500 gp 2,200 XP, 55 days. 

Weight: 3 lb. 

Price: 55,000 gp. 

ELDRITCH CRUCIBLE 
Symbol: A half-melted great sword and molten crown con¬ 

sumed in flame. 

Motto: We, forged from war, know best its strife. 

Background, Goals, and Dreams: Shortly after the 

Treaty of Throne hold granted them certain rights, a 

handfiil of brilliant warforged pledged a secret union 

to right the unbalanced force of magic. The Last War 

made one thing clear to these warforged: magic lias 

CAMOUFLAGED COMPARTMENT 
Cembedded COMPONENT) 
This component was created to allow the smuggling of 

contraband inside warforged slaves or to aid in the con¬ 

cealment of dangerous weapons. 



become perverted into little more 

than a weapon used to enslave,. 

3d 11, and ruin. 

’These warforged established 

the Eldritch Crucible to ensure 

magic's hitu re implementation 

as a tool instead of a weapon. The 

crucible intends for arcane power 

to enlighten, to enhance, and to aid 

the populace of Khorvaiie, rather 

than consume it in fire and blood. 

Its members seek to tip the scales of 

arcane balance away from annihila¬ 

tion, Currently, the Eldritch Crucible's 

chief concern is the destruction of dan¬ 

gerous artifacts, eldritch machines, and 

powerful arcane weapons of war* The cruci¬ 

ble breaks down these implements of destruc¬ 

tion when possible, harnessing their energy to cre¬ 

ate magic items capable of healing the sick or otherwise 

aiding society. 

Enemies and AHics: Ironically, their own creators and 

former masters, House Cannith, prove the Eldritch Cruci¬ 

ble's most dangerous adversaries. If Merrix d'Canuith and 

his closest associates spew bile at the merest mention of 

war forged liberation, their rage knows no measure when 

they hear rumors of this secret society out to undermine 

House Cannith’s most lucrative enterprise: the creation 

and sale of magic armaments. Gannith agents hunt the 

crucible at every turn, and the warfbrged often raid house 

holdings and sabotage their operations. 

The warforged of the crucible have few friends, 

although House Jorascq patronizes them on occasion in 

exchange for supplies of healing items. Additionally, they 

have allies among several high-placed veterans of the 

Last War who have had their fill of the battlefield atroci¬ 

ties begot by the artificer's arsenal. 

Members: The bulk of the Eldritch Crucible is made 

up of warforged. Most are artificers, or at least etc capable 

of arcane and divine magic, although the crucible counts 

rogues, monks, and even the odd extreme explorer among 

its agents. 

Secrets: Perhaps the direst secret of the Eldritch Cru¬ 

cible's masters is their dark plan of self-destruction. 

The highest echelons of the crucible's leadership plan 

to commit mass suicide once the lion's share of potent 

magical weaponry (and the reformation or destruction 

of those capable of creating them) is accomplished* 

Revealing this secret would shake the very foundation 

of the Eldritch Crucible, 

Type: Cabal 

Scale: 12 (multiregional/several kingdoms) 

Affiliation Score Criteria: Ail warforged are eligible 

for membership, although they must display willing¬ 

ness to set aside magical:implements of destruction 

and dedicate themselves to 

peace. Mon warforged must 

prove their worthiness 

by offering up a powerful 

magic weapon worth at least 

25,000 gp for destruction by 

the Eldritch Crucible. Only 

good-aligned characters 

may become members of the 

Eldritch Crucible, 

Affiliation 

Score Modifier 

+1/2 PCs level 

+1 

Criterion 

Character Level 

5 or more ranks 

[n a Craft skill 

5 or more ranks +1 

In Knowledge (arcana) 

Warforged +1 

Artificer *2 

At I e a st tb ree i te m crea t i o n fe ats +1 

Magic weapon worth 50,000 gp +1 

brought to crucible 

Eldritch machine destroyed +2 

Slay warmonger or arms dealer +1/8 creature's CR 

Reform warmonger or arms dealer +1/4 creature's CR 

Use dan gero us eld ritch m aebi n e or a rti Tact -2 

Reveal secrets or members- -4 

identities to enemies 

Stand by and watch innocents slaughtered -4 

Serve in military of any kind “1 

Attempt to control or enslave another being -1 

Affiliation Score Title: Benefits and Duties 

3 or lower Novice member with no benefits 

4-10 Apprentice: +2 on Knowledge (arcana) 

checks made concerning magically 

created items, 

11—19 Sentinel: +2 bonus on all Diplomacy 

and Gather Information checks made 

among warforged, 

20-24 Purifier: +2 to the result of an action 

point die rolled for a saving throw 

against harmful magic. 

25-29 Liberator: Dispel one magical 

condition requiring break enchantment 

or dispel magic, but not an effect 

requiring g rea ter re s toratfon, m fro cl e, 

remove curse, remove disease, or wish* 

This is a standard action that requires 

you to touch the subject. You may use 

this ability once per week. 

30 or higher Peacemaker: Gain either evasion or 

mettle (Cum pi etc Diving 50). 

Executive Powers: Craft, Raid, and Research, w 
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SAGE ADVICE by Andy Collins * illustrated byAndreir Ho n 

This month, the Sage explores various questions related to monsters, 

Challenge Hating, and Encounter Level. If you have questions for the 

Sage, send them to sageadvice@paizo.com+ 

Do spell resistance, damage reduction, or 

caster level for spell-like abilities increase 

as a monster advances by Hit Dice? 

Unless a monster's description states 

otherwise, most monster special abili¬ 

ties aren't Hit Dice~based, and thus are 

unaffected by advancement either by 

HD or by class level. {An exception is 

the save DC for any monster special 

ability, which is specifically described 

as using HD in its calculation)* 

Again, a DM can create exceptions to 

this rule; for example, increasing spell 

resistance by +1 per point of Challenge 

Rating increase (not per HD) is a good 

way of keeping a monster's SR relevant. 

When I advance a couatl (or other crea¬ 

ture with the “spells” special attack 

quality) by increasing its Hit Dice, what 

happens to its spellcasting ability? 

Gaining a HD or class level gener¬ 

ally has no effect on a monster's spell- 

casting ability. That said, it's reason¬ 

able to grant a monster who gains a 

level in the same class as its existing 

spellcasting ability another level of 

spellcasting in that class (as well as the 

xst-level class fe a Lures of the class). 

For example, a rakshasa who gained a 

level of sorcerer should cast spells as an 

Stli-levei sorcerer {7 levels from its race, 

plus 1 Rom its class), and should also gain 

the class features of a ist-level sorcerer. 

A succubus with four levels of wiz¬ 

ard is an ECL 16 character (6 HD, LA 

+6, 4 class levels)* How many experi¬ 

ence points does she have, and how 

many does she need to become a 

5th-level wizard? How much wealth 

should she have* if I'm creating her as 

a new character to play? 

Use your character's Effective Char¬ 

acter Level (ECL) to determine XP 

needed to gain a new'level. 

If you were creating a 4thfievel suc¬ 

cubus wizard from scratch, she'd have 

120,000 XP (normal for a i6th-level char¬ 

acter), and she'd need to earn another 

r6tooo to reach 17th level and take another 

level of wizard (or any other class), just like 

any other i6th-level character. 

Assuming your campaign uses the 

normal wealth guidelines, your 4th- 

level succubus wizard should have about 

260,000 gp worth of gear and treasure, 

as appropriate for being 16th level* After 

all, she's likely adventuring with, other 

i6th-level characters, so it's only fair for 

her to have a similar amount of gear. 

Can an animal increase its Intelli¬ 

gence when it gains an ability score 

increase at every 4 Hit Dice? If its 

Intelligence increases beyond a, does 

it become a magical beast? 

The Sage recommends that the DM 

not allow an animal (or any non intel¬ 

ligent creature) to increase its Intelli¬ 

gence via HD advancement except as 

a very special case. Even the biggest 

18-HD viper in the jungle shouldn't be 

able to have an Intelligence of 4, 

Regardless, an animal's type doesn't 

change simply due to an Intelli¬ 

gence increase. 

The Monster Maraud says a creature 

isn't proficient with armor unless it is 

specifically listed as such (or is wearing 

armor in its description). What about 

warhorses and riding dogs, which are 

often protected by barding? 

Technic ally, such creatures aren't 

proficient in armor, and thus suffer 

a penalty on attack rolls equal to the 

armor check penalty. 

Many DMs choose to ignore this 

penalty for animals trained for combat 

(such as warhorses and riding dogs), 

which is perfectly reasonable. 

The Monsier Manual lists outsiders 

as having proficiency with all martial 

weapons. Does that mean that aasimars, 

tie flings, and genasis are automatically 

proficient with all martial weapons? 

Yes, 

Does a lawful good solar gain the law¬ 

ful subtype as well as the good sub- 

type? What about a chaotic good solar 

and the chaotic subtype? 

No. Simply haying a particular align¬ 

ment doesn't mean a creature also gains 

an alignment subtype* In the case of 

angels, then "goodness” is so much more 

significant to their being than either law 

or chaos that they gain only the good 

alignment subtype, even if their align¬ 

ment includes lawful or chaotic. 

Does a celestial or fiendish animal, 

which has a 3 Intelligence, understand 

a language? 

The celestial and fiendish templates 

don't indicate that the creature gains 

the ability to understand any particular 

language, but it's reasonable for a DM 
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Lo grant such a creature the rudimentary ability to under¬ 

stand a single spoken language. Celestial (For that template) 

or Abyssal or Infernal (for the fiendish template) seem like 

reasonable options, hut a DM can alter this as desired. 

How long does a beheaded troll live? The ogre mage's 

description states that a severed head or other vital organ 

must he reattached within 10 minutes or it dies. 

All creatures with regeneration follow^ the normal rules for 

regeneration (presented most recently in Monster Manual IV), 

with exceptions as noted in the monster's description. 

Unlike the ogre mage, a troll regrowrs any lost body part 

in 3d6 minutes, even its head (Monster Manual, 248). 

Can a troll or other regenerating creature continue to act if 

it's been beheaded? Can it reattach its own severed head? 

A headless regenerating creature (such as a troll) can’t 

take any actions, because its brain can't send any signals to 

the rest of its body. Thus, it can't reattach its own head. 

The Sage supposes that the severed head could still 

make bite attacks (or use any other special abilities that 

don’t require a body or limbs), but since it can't really move 

around it's pretty easy for PCs to avoid that danger. 

IF a beheaded troll's body is destroyed with acid or fire hut 

the detached head remains intact does the head eventually 

grow a new body? If the troll is simply beheaded and left 

for dead* does its head or its body regenerate? 

A troll reduced to -io hp is dead and does not regenerate, 

even if intact body parts remain. 

If you chop a troll up into little bits but don't actually 

reduce its hp to -10, it will eventually regenerate entirely. 

As a rule, only the largest part of a troll grows into a new 

troll—you never get more than one troll from a pile of parts 

from a single troll. 

If a vampire drains an animal's constitution to o, does it 

create a vampiric animal? 

No, The vampire's create spawn ability clearly indicates 

that it affects only humanoids or monstrous humanoids 

(Monster Manual, 252), This applies both to energy drain and 

Constitution drain. 

In an encounter with creatures of mixed Challenge Ratings 

{for example* a CR 9 boss with 0 mix of CR 6 and CR 3 min¬ 

ions), bow do you figure Encounter Level and XP? 

The Encounter Level of a group of monsters is an esti¬ 

mate of the encounter’s relative challenge. Its only value is 

as a signal to the DM regarding how dangerous the encoun¬ 

ter might be to the PCs—it's never used to calculate XP or 

anything else. 

To estimate the EL of a mixed group of’monsters, calculate 

lire EL for each group of monsters with the same CR as if 

each group was a separate encounter. Then, calculate the EL 

for the two lowest-EL groups of monsters as if each group 
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were a single monster with a CR equal 

to its EL, Repeat until yon have only one 

number left: that's your EL estimate. 

For example, imagine an encounter 

with a CR 9 boss, two CR 6 lieuten¬ 

ants, and four CR 3 minions. To esti¬ 

mate the EL for this encounter, start 

by determining the EL of each group 

of creatures: four CR 3 foes represent 

an EL 7 encounter, two CR 6 enemies 

are an EL 8 encounter, and a single 

CR 9 foe is an EL 9 encounter. A CR 

7 plus a CR 8 monster is roughly an 

EL 9 encounter (it's a lot like the S + 

6 mixed pair on Table 3-1: Encoun¬ 

ter Numbers in the Dungeon Master's 

Gu;de), and when you add that to the 

other CR 9 component, you have an 

EL 11 encounter. 

This isn't a perfect method—it can 

easily overestimate the value oflow-CR 

minions, particularly in large num¬ 

bers—but it's good in most cases. If 

you find that the EL for a mixed group 

is more than two or three points higher 

than the CR of the toughest single 

participant, take your estimate with a 

grain of salt. 

Experience, on the other hand, 

is always calculated based on each 

monster's individual Challenge Rat¬ 

ing, never by the Encounter Level. 

Each monster in an encounter is 

worth a number of XP based on its 

CR and the PCs’ levels, and the total 

XP reward for the encounter is the 

sum of these val ues. 

The encounter with a CR 9 crea¬ 

ture, two CR 6 creatures, and four CR 

3 creatures grants XP equal to the sum 

of the normal XP rewards for one CR 

9 creature, two CR 6 creatures, and 

four CR 3 creatures. Assuming the 

party was 8th level, the reward would 

thus be 7,600 XP (3,600 XP for the CR 

9 foe, 1,200 XP for each of the CR 6 

enemies, and 400 XP for each of the 

CR 3 monsters), divided by the num¬ 

ber of characters. 

I understand that CR, and thus EL, is 

based on challenging a party of four 

player characters. How should I adjust 

the EL of an encounter when the party 

consists of other than four characters? 

A good rule of thumb is to increase 

an encounter's EL by 1 when you add 

a character to the adventuring party. 

You can do this either by increasing 

the number of foes present or by tough¬ 

ening up one or two of the enemies. 

Be careful about overloading your 

encounters for large groups of PCs— 

even a group of eight PCs can’t nec¬ 

essarily deal, with an. encounter with 

three or four times the normal num¬ 

ber of foes, particularly if those foes 

can easily gang up on a single PC. 

One hill giant probably can’t take out 

a yth-level fighter, but three or four 

definitely can, even if that fighter 

has a half-dozen buddies standing 

behind him waiting to take their turn 

in initiative. 

On tlie other hand, if there are fewer 

than four characters in the party, sim¬ 

ply reducing the EL might not go far 

enough It's possible, even likely, that 

such a group lacks crucial capabilities 

expected of a typical adventuring party, 

s iLch as healing, melee defense, or tanged 

attacks, and thus might not be able to 

deal with normal-style encounters even 

if you significantly reduce the EL. 

In such a case, the DM must adjust 

the encounters on a case-by-case basis 

so that the parly isn't unduly punished 

for their lack of capabilities, perhaps 

by using monsters with unusually low 

attack modifiers and damage values 

{for groups lacking a fighter or similar 

character), or by minimizing the use of 

monsters with long-distance attacks 

(for groups lac long a wizard, archer, or 

other ranged-aLtack character). 

Per the errata for wild shape, despite 

an altered Constitution score the 

character's hit points do not change 

accordingly. Does this mean that 

regardless of Constitution changes 

while wild shaped a character's bit 

points are unaffected? 

No. Any changes to a wild shaped 

character's Constitution score that 

occur afteT the change (such as a 

timely bear s endurance spell or a Con¬ 

stitution - d am aging p o is on) wo uld 

have the full normal effect (including 

altering hit points), b 
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CLASS ACTS by Hal Maclean • illustrated by Julie Dillion 

Criminal Specialists 
A rogue (or other class that meets the following prerequisites) may special¬ 

ize in one particular type of crime, much like a wizard might specialize in 

*■a school of magic. Such criminal specialization requires four mandatory 

skills and prohibits two other 'skills (the specialist can never put ranks into these 

skill Sj hut he may still use them untrained). In addition, as long as Lhe specialist 

takes an appropriate Skill Focus feat he also gains a unique special ability at the 

listed level, which he can use only if he maintains a maximum number of ranks 

in the listed skills (even if he multi classes). Any class with all six of the listed skills 

as class skills qualifies and allows a member of that class to become a specialist 

in the listed field. 

Note: The rules presented in this article are optional You should check with 

your DM before creating a criminal specialist character, 

BEGGAR 
As your childhood ended, the faces of those you implored 

for alms grew harder, causing you to learn how 

to feign injuries and infirmities, anything to 

stoke a charitable impulse. You have learned 

how to use those skills to protect yourself 

Prerequisites: Bluff Disguise, Sleight of 

Hand, Spot, Skill Focus (Disguise). 

Forbidden Skills: Disable Device and 

Open Lock, 

ist Level—Playing Possum (Ex): You may 

attempt to gain a temporary edge in combat by 

shamming a debilitating injury such as blindness 

or a missing limb. This requires i minute of advance prepa¬ 

ration, a disguise kit, and a Disguise check The next intelligent 

foe you encounter must succeed at an opposed Spot check or else he is 

flat-footed against your first attack. Your first attack in the combat must be 

made against this foe. If you encounter multiple foes, they all get a chance 

to see through your disguise, but you only gain the benefit of this ability 

on the first attack you make* 

BLACKMAILER 
hi your life you have developed a talent for remaining in the back¬ 

ground while your targets committed their indiscretions. You can leap 

quickly into the foreground when you need to, taking your victims by 

surprise and using the threat of their secrets to cow them into obeying 

your forcefully delivered commands* 

Prerequisites: Decipher Script, Gather Information, Intimi¬ 

date, Search, Skill Focus (Intimidate). 

Forbidden Skills: Disable Device and Open Lock. 

3rd Level—Vilify (Ex): You can attempt to uncover some secret 

humiliation of a particular foe by carefully sifting through rumor and 

idle speculation. You must spend at least S hours chasing gossip in 

an area your target has frequented within the last month followed 

by a Gather Information check (DC ic + target's CR). If you 

succeed at this Gather Information check you may, at 



any time in the following month, make 

an Intimidate check against your target 

as a full-round action. At any time in 

the next hour, as long as you axe not in 

combat, you may issue a command (as 

the spell) at your target as a standard 

action. The save DC of your comftmnri 

effect equals the result of your Intimi¬ 

date check This is a language-depen¬ 

dant mind-affecting ability. 

If your Gather Information check 

fails you must wait at least six months 

before trying again against that par¬ 

ticular target. If your target simply 

has no humiliating indiscretions in 

her past (as determined by the DM) 

you cannot use this ability against 

that target, 

FENCE 
You learned to look for every defect in 

an item and never hesitate to use even 

the most infinitesimal flaw as grounds 

to lower your price. These skills proved 

equally useful when dealing with any 

kind of object, valuable or not. 

Prerequisites: Appraise,Bluffy Forgery, 

Sense Motive, Skill Focus (Appraise). 

Forbidden Skills: Climb and Tumble. 

6th Level—Fracture (Ex): Your 

trained eye can identify and exploit the 

subtle, hidden defects of objects, iAfter 

your first successful attack against a 

construct or object, you may make an 

Appraise check (DC 15 for an object ot 

DC 15 + creature's GR for a construct). 

For every point by which you succeed 

at this check you can ignore one point 

of hardness or one point of DR for all 

later attacks against that construct or 

object. You can only use this ability 

with melee attacks, 

GOON 
You possess a singular enthusiasm for 

breaking legs—or heads—upon com¬ 

mand, but you also learned to apply 

your intellect, to let rumor guide you to 

your targets and to find the kernels of 

truth within their pleas and evasions. 

Prerequisites: Bluff, Gather Infor¬ 

mation, Intimidate, Sense Motive, Skill 

Focus (Intimidate). 

Forbidden Skills: Decipher Script 

and Use Magic Device, 

6th Level—Browbeat (Ex): You can, 

as a full-round action, make a single 

melee attack against an opponent. 

If you hit and deal damage, you can 

immediately follow it with an Intimi¬ 

date check (DC 15 + target's CR). If you 

succeed in this check your foe becomes 

shaken until the end of your next turn. 

For each round you continue to attack 

the same target, you gain a cumulative 

+1 bonus on your Intimidate checks. 

This Is a mind-affecting fear effect 

KIDNAPPER 
Displaying a fiendish ingenuity for 

knots and bindings, you drifted into 

criminal gangs that made their living 

by snatching people and holding them 

for ransom. 

Prerequisites: Climb, Disguise, 

Move Silently, Use Rope, Skill Focus 

(Use Rope). 

Forbidden Skills: Diplomacy and 

Tumble. 

lsl Level—Hobble (Ex): You can 

attempt to restrict or bind any foe you 

manage to catch unawares. Whenever 

you face a flat-footed opponent no more 

than one size category larger than you, 

yon may attempt a melee touch attack 

as a full-round action. You must have 

a length of rope at least 20 feet long in 

hand when you make this touch attack 

If you succeed, you can wrap your tar¬ 

get's arms and legs in rope. Make a Use 

Rope check with a -4 penalty. Your tar¬ 

get moves at half his normal speed and 

takes a -2 penalty to Strength and Dex¬ 

terity scores until he escapes your knots, 

requiring a full-round action and an 

Escape Artist check (DC equals your Use 

Rope check). 

LOOKOUT 
While others spent their time house¬ 

breaking .or shaking down tourists 

you found a comfortable niche by 

merely offering advanced warning of 

approaching danger. Your keen senses 

made you a welcome addition to any 

criminal enterprise. 

Prerequisites: Hide, Listen, Move 

Silently, Spot, Skill Focus (Spot). 

Forbidden Skills: Apprise and Dis¬ 

able Device, 

3rd Level—Perceive (Su): As a full- 

round action, you can gain one of the 

following effects until your next turn: 

blindsense, low-light vision, scent, 

or tremorsense. You cannot gain an 

effect you already possess. This ability 

requires you to concentrate the entire 

time. If you are attacked or otherwise 

distracted, you must succeed at a DC 20 

Concentration check or lose the effect. 

PICKPOCKET 
Through trial and error (and more 

than one night in jail), you mastered 

the art of taking what you needed from 

passersby—the fatter and wealthier the 

better. As you grew older, you learned 

the hard way that not all wealthy folk 

flaunted their jewels unarmed. After 

several lengthy stays at the local tem¬ 

ples, you learned to identify (and dis¬ 

arm) those who carried protection. 

Prerequisites: Hide, Move Silently, 

Sleight of Hand, Spot, Skill Focus 

(Sleight of Hand). 

Forbidden Skills: Disable Device 

and Sense Motive. 

6lh Level—Snatch Weapon (Ex): 

You can attempt to strip a creature of a 

sheathed weapon by making a Sleight 

of Hand check (DC 20 + target's CR) as 

a full-round action. Your target must 

be flat-footed to you. You can snatch a 

light weapon (based on your size, not 

your target's) without penalty, a one- 

handed weapon with a -4 penal ty, and 

a two-handed weapon with a -8 pen¬ 

alty, You cannot snatch a weapon too 

large for you to wield. If you succeed 

in this check, you gain possession of 

the weapon. You must have enough 

free hands available when you attempt 

the snatch to wield the weapon prop¬ 

erly (i.e., you must have at least one 

free hand when attempting to snatch 

a light or one-handed weapon and two 

free hands when attempting to snatch 

a two-handed weapon). 

When, yon nse this ability, your 

Sleight of Hand check is opposed by 

the Spot checks of those nearby. The 

success of observers (including your 

victim) doesn't prevent you from per¬ 

forming the snatch, just from doing 

it unnoticed. ^ 
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CLASS ACTS by Amber E. Scott * illustrated by Julie Dillion 

Sorcerer Guide 
This guide employs charts, rules 

clarifications, feat and prestige 

class suggestions, and ml ebook 

references to enhance and ease the 

playability of the sorcerer. Although 

intended for the sorcerer, other spon¬ 

taneous spellcasting classes, such as 

the favored soul, might find these 

details useful, 

SPONTANEOUS 
CASTING 

A sorcerer possesses a limited num¬ 

ber of known spells, which he can 

in any combination provided he 

does not exceed his number of 

Spell slots per day. 

Increased Charisma: If a 

sorcerer benefits from a Cha¬ 

risma-boosting effect, such as 

from a cloak of charisma, he 

gains bonus spell slots for his 

enhanced Charisma, accord¬ 

ing to the chart on page 8 

of the Player's Handbook. 

To gain these extra spell 

slots, the sorcerer must 

wear the Charisma-enhancing 

item throughout his rest period 

prior to his daily meditation, as 

well as throughout the medita¬ 

tion period. 

Spell Swapping; A sorcerer 

may swap one of his known 

spells for another at 4th level 

and every even-numbered level 

after that. Any prestige class 

that giants an increase to the 

sorcerer’s spellcasting level also 

giants him the spell swap abil¬ 

ity at the appropriate levels. 

Feats: Combat Casting, 

Eschew Materials, Greater 

Spell Focus, Gre ate r Sp ell 

Penetration, Improved Counter- 

spell, Magical Aptitude, Spell Focus, 

Spell Penetration, (Player's Handbook); 

Ascetic Mage, Extraordinary Con¬ 

centration, Extraordinary Spell Aim, 

Mobile Spell casting (Complete Adven¬ 

turer); Arcane Mastery, Battle Caster, 

Extra Slot, Extra Spell, Innate Spell, 

Ranged Spell Specialization, Touch 

Spell Specialization (Complete Arcane); 

Arcane Disciple, Spell Focus (Chaos, 

Evil, Good, Law) (Complete Dteme); 

Arcane Consumption, Arcane Tough¬ 

ness, Dampen Spell, Elven Spell Lore, 

Vatic Gaze (Player’s Handbook II}* 

Prestige Classes: Arcane archer, arcane 

trickster, archmage, dragon disciple, 

eldritch knight, mystic theurge (Dungeon 

Master^ Guide); daggerspell mage (Com¬ 

plete Adventurer); alienist, argent savant, 

fatespinner, initiate of the sevenfold veil, 

master Lransmogrifist, min db end er. wild 

mage (Complete Arcane); divine oracle, 

geomancer, rainbow servant, void dis¬ 

ciple (Complete Divine). 

METAMAGIC FEATS 
If a sorcerer applies a metamagic feat 

to one of his spontaneous spells, the 

spell takes one full-round action to 

cast. Spells with a casting time greater 

than one action take an additional full- 

round action to cast when modified 

with a metamagic feat. This applies to 

spells modified with metamagic feats 

cast from metamagic rods, so a sor¬ 

cerer cannot use a rod of quickening to 

quicken his spells* 

* The Arcane Preparation feat from 

Complete Arcam allows a sorcerer to pre¬ 

pare spells ahead of time, just as a wizard 

does, A sorcerer may prepare such a spell 

with a metamagic feat in order to avoid 

the increased casting time* 

* If a sorcerer applies more than one 

metamagic feat to a spell, the casting 

time does not further increase. 

Feats: All metamagic feats 

except for Quicken Spell (Play¬ 

er's Handbook); Black Lore of Moil, 



Bom ofThree Thunders, Chain SpellT 

Cooperative Spell, Delay Spell, Energy 

Admixtu reEne t gy Sub stituti on, 

Explosive Spell, Fortify Spell, Lord of 

the Utter cold, Nonlethal Substitution, 

Persistent Spell, Repeat Spell, Sanc¬ 

tum Spell, Sculpt Spell, Split Ray, Sud¬ 

den Empower, Sudden Extend, Sud¬ 

den Maximize, Sudden Silent, Sudden 

Still, Sudden Widen, Twin Spell (Com- 

SPELLCRAFT 

Spellcrafl: DC 

x3 

■ 15 + spell level 

15 + spell level 

plete Arcane); Consecrate Spell, Corrupt %9 
Spell, Rapid Spell, Reach Spell, Tcans- 20 

dimensional Spell (Complete Dmne), 

The Metamagic Feat Level Adjust¬ 20 + spell level 

ments table represents all books not 

specific to any one campaign setting, 

with the following abbreviations: 20 + spell level 

BOED = Book of Exalted Deeds, BOVD 

- Book of Vile Darkness, CA - Complete 

Arcane, CD - Complete Divine, CM = 20 + spell level 

Complete Mage, CS - Cityscape, LM = 

Liferis Mortis, LoM ~ lards of Madnesst 

PHB = Player's Handbook, PHBII = Play¬ 25 
er's Handbook IL 25 +spell level 

Prestige Classes: Loremaster 

[Dungeon Master’s Guide); mage of the 30 
arcane order (Complete Arcane). Z 

Task 

When using read magic, identify a glyph of warding. No action 

required. 

Identify a spell being cast. (You must see or hear the spoil's verbal 

or somatic components.) No action required. No retry. 

When casting detect magic, determine the school of magic 

involved in the aura of a single item or creature you can see. 

(If the aura is not a spell effect, the DC is 15 + one-half caster 

level.) No.action required. 

When using read matjic, identify a symbd. No action required. 

Draw a diagram to allow -dimensional anchor to be cast on 3 

magic circle spell. Requires 10 minutes. 

Identify a spell that's already in place and in effect. You must be 

able to see or detect the effects of the spell. No.action, required. 

No retry. 

Identify materials created or shaped by magic, such as noting 

that an iron wall is the result of a waif of iron spell. 

No action required. No retry. 

Decipher a written spell (such as a scroll) without using read 

magic. One try per day. Requires a full-round action. No retry. 

The DM makes this check. 

Identify a potion. Requires 1 minute. No retry. 

After rolling a saving throw against a spell targeted bn you, deter¬ 

mine what that spell was. No action required. No retry. 

Understand a strange pr unique magical effect, Such as the 

effects of a magic stream. Time required varies. No retry. 

METAMAGIC FEAT LEVEL ADJ U STM ENTS 

Spell Spell 
Metamagic Feat Level Source Metamagic Feat Level Source 
Black Lore of Moil +0 CA Imbued Summoning PHBII 
Blistering Spell +1 PHBII Invisible Spell +0 CS 
Bo rn of Th ree Th u n d e rs +0 CA Lord of the UttercoJd +0 CA 
Chain Spell 4-3 CA Maximize Spell +3 PHB 
City Magic +0 CS Nonlethal Substitution +1 CA 
Consecrate Spell +1 CD Ocular Spell +2 LoM 
Corrupt Spell +1 CD Persistent Spell +6 CA 
Deceptive Spell +i CS Purify Spell BOED 
Delay Spell +3 CA Rapid Spell 4-1 CD 
Earth bound Spell +2 PHBII Reach Spell +2 CD 
Empower Spell +2 PHB Repeat Spell 4-3 CA 
Energize Spell +1 LM Retributive Spell +1 CM 
Energy Admixture +4 CA Sanctum Spell 4-0 CA 
Energy Substitution +0 CA Sculpt Spell +1 CA 
Enervate Spell +2 LM Silent Spell +1 PHB 
Enlarge Spell +1 PHB Smiting Spell +1 PHBII 
Explosive Spell +2 CA Split Ray +2 CA 
Extend Spell +1 PHB Still Spell +1 PHB 
Fell Animate +3 LM TransdrmenslonaJ Spell 4-1 CD 
Fell Drain +2 LM Twin Spell 4-4 CA 
Fell Frighten +2 LM Violate Spell +1 BOVD 
Fdl Weaken +1 LM Widen Spell 4-3 PHB 
Flash Frost Spell +1 PHBII 
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CLASS ACTS by David Schwartz • illustrated by Julie Dillion 

Mythos I 

mong the many dei¬ 

ties revered by the 

l people of the Cen¬ 

tral American highlands, the two 

most important are Quetzalcoatl and 

Tezcatlipoca. These two del Lies often 

take on adversarial roles, with Quetzal¬ 

coatl as the Creator and Tezcatlipoca as the 

destroyer* On rare occasions, however, they do 

cooperate* Although individually powerful, only 

by working together could these two spirits create 

the world* 

Having done so, together* they fought over 

who would he the sun* Tezcatlipoca—who was 

dark as shadow—stole the newly made sun and 

tied it to his waist. Thanks to his darkness, though, 

he could only illuminate half the day. Eventually, 

Quetzalcoatl took a gigantic stick and knocked 

him out of the sky, Quetzalcoatl then took up 

position as the sun. 

After the world was settled, Quetzalcoatl took 

human form and lived among the Toltees. He 

gave them the tools of civilization—agriculture 

and crafts, governance and piety—and served 

as an advisor to their rulers. Tezcatlipoca 

grew envious of Que tzalcoatfs 

eminence and he too took 

human form* Unlike Quet¬ 

zalcoatl, though, Tezcatli¬ 

poca used his powers to 

cause mischief and dis¬ 

cord among the Tdltecs, 

He enthralled whole 

villages and led 

them to perform 

self-destructive 

acts. With the aid of his sister 

Tlazoteotl, Tezcatlipoca even tricked Quetzalcoatl into becoming 

drunk and debasing himself So ashamed was Quetzalcoatl 

that he ordered his ci ty of Tula razed and all its trea¬ 

sures buried. Then he went to the coast and sailed, 

off on a raft of snakes, vowing to return one day and 

reclaim his kingdom. Not long after he left, LheToltec 

empire collapsed. 

Without the counterbalance of Quetzalcoatl, Tezcatli¬ 

poca is tree to work his evil in the "world unhindered, and 

many look toward the day when the Feathered Serpent Tetums. 
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QUETZALCOATL 
Greater God (Lawful Good) 

Quetzalcoatl is the god of order and 

goodness. With Tezcatlipoca, he cre¬ 

ated the world and the creatures that 

live on it. The author of civilization, 

all wisdom and knowledge flowr from 

him. He served as Ihe second sun. 

Quetzalcoatl is a god in exile. During 

the time of the Toltecs, he led by exam- 

pie. The deception of Tezcathpoca 

made him leave the mortal realms, 

however, and now men must rely on 

their own recognizance to determine 

what is good and orderly. Although his 

clergy strives to maintain the ideals 

Quetzalcoatl embodies, his clerics look 

forward to the day when the Feathered 

Serpent returns. 

Quetzalcoatl is depicted with pale 

skin, a dark, full heard, and wearing 

either long, concealing robes or the 

feathered garb of a noble. 

Despite his absence from the mortal 

realm, Quetzalcoatl remains a popular 

god. The clerics of Quetzalcoatl teach 

the values of adherence to social con¬ 

ventions, kindness to others, and peace¬ 

ful relationship with neighbors. Civility 

separates humans from the beasts, and 

it is through civilization that humans 

collectively achieve perfection. 

Portfolio: Air, civilization. 

Domains: Air, Good, Law, Protec¬ 

tion, Travel. 

Favored Weapon: Mace. 

Cleric Training: A cleric of Quetzal¬ 

coatl must possess knowledge of civics 

and literature, as he is expected to pass 

along his wisdom either as an advisor 

to a noble ruler or as a teacher in the 

calmecac {a religious school). 

Quests: Typical quests undertaken 

in the name of Quetzalcoatl include 

helping a good prince become king 

over his evil rivals, protecting a village 

from a rampaging dragon, and foiling 

the schemes of Tezcathpoca^ minions. 

Prayers: Although he no longer lives 

incarnate among the people, Quetzal¬ 

coatl still grants power to his clergy. 

Prayers to Quetzalcoatl often begin 

with a plea for his swift return. 

Temples: Temples to Quetzalcoatl 

axe distinctly circular in a culture that 

FROM AZTEC TO OLMAN 
This article kicks off a new series 

presenting everything your 

divine character needs to worship 

real-world deities. This month, 

we start with deities from the 

Aztec pantheon, some of whom 

the Olman of the Savage Tide 

Adventure Path worship. Let us 

know which other pantheons you'd 

[ike to see represented by sending 

an email to scalemaH@parZQ.CQrn. 

favors rectangular buildings, Found 

in every city, temples of the Feath¬ 

ered Serpent also dot the summits of 

tall mountain peaks. Clerics maintain 

these temples in pristine condition for 

QuetzalcoatTs return. 

Rites: Celebrations honoring Quet¬ 

zalcoatl axe brightly colored affairs 

filled with music and dance. Unlike 

most other Aztec gods, Quetzalcoatl 

does not demand human sacrifice. 

In addition to traditional rites, cler¬ 

ics have recently added a new duty: a 

watch is maintained along the east 

coast, waiting for the god's return. 

Herald and Allies: QuetzalcoatTs 

herald is a zoth-level cleric recogniz¬ 

able by his pale skin and full beard. 

Allies axe hound axchons, coualds, and 

planetar angels. 

TEZCATHPOCA 
Greater God (Chaotic Evil) 

Tezcathpoca (the Smoky Mirror) is the 

god of chaos and evil. He personifies the 

harmful and disruptive forces of nature 

and is the patron of sinful pleasures 

and arcane magic. He encourages peo¬ 

ple to escape the bonds placed on them 

by society and fate, and thus the lowly 

and downtrodden worship him-—as do 

the ambitious, Despite his evil, he is the 

vessel by which people gain absolution 

for their sins from the gods. Tlazoteotl, 

goddess of filth, is his sister, 

Tezcathpoca aided Quetzalcoatl in 

creating the world and served as the 

first sun, but he wasn't blight enough 

to last the whole day. Quetzalcoatl 

eventually knocked him out of the sky, 

and Tezcathpoca later became the god 

of night. 

Tezcatlipoca is depicted as black 

skinned with a yellow striped face. He 

carries a mirror of polished obsidian (a 

traditional divining tool). Tezcatlipoca 

sometimes takes the form of a jaguar, 

his sacred animal. 

Tezcatlipoca encourages Ms follow¬ 

ers to push the boundaries of ethics 

and morality, and he teaches that the 

Strang-willed can change their fate. 

Portfolio: Night, mischief 

Domains: Chaos, Evil, Knowledge, 

Magic, Trickery. 

Favored Weapon: Dagger. 

Cleric Training: Clerics of Tezcatli¬ 

poca, like those of other Aztec gods, 

reham from regular bathing. As such, 

dried blood and filth cake them as a 

result of their foul rituals. Tezcatlipoca 

is tlie patron of diviners, and his cler¬ 

ics train in a number of traditional 

divining methods. Some of his clergy 

take levels in wizard or sorcerer, often 

specializing as diviners or illusiomsts. 

Quests: A follower of Tezcatlipoca 

might never know if a quest he under¬ 

takes is part of the god's greater plan 

or merely a random act of destruction. 

Typical quests include embarrassing 

a respected ruler, stealing a powerful 

magic item, and playing a deadly trick 

on an entire village. 

Prayers: Many pray to Tezcatlipoca 

seeking absolution for their sins or 

reprieve from divine misfortunes. Oth¬ 

ers who call on the god seek to bend the 

rules—whether societal, such as serfs 

who aspire to higher castes, or natural, 

such as wizards researching new spells. 

Temples: Although undeniably 

evil, Tezcatlipoca is an important and 

sometimes even beneficial deity, and 

temples to the Smoky Mirror are found 

in all major cities. Carvings of jaguars 

feature prominently on these temples. 

Rites: Unlike the public rituals of 

most of the gods, worship of Tezcat¬ 

hpoca is mostly performed behind 

dosed doors. Participants in these ritu¬ 

als often engage in acts of debauchery 

as a form of catharsis. 

Herald and Allies: Tezcatlipoca wrorks 

mischief through his herald, a zoth-level 

sorcerer. Allies are howlers, glabrezu 

demons, and nalfeshnee demons, 
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CLASS ACTS by Richard Farrcsc * illustrated fey Julie Billion 

Burning Gauntlet 
Sisterhood 

tournaments and other competitions), 

to trade contacts and work opportuni¬ 

ties, and to perfect their skills in battle. 

In major population centers, where 

more agents of the sisterhood work, the 

group operates as a typical fighting guild. 

While officially maintaining this front, 

the members of this exclusive organiza¬ 

tion fight for more noble dreams than 

simply becoming better warriors* Their 

ultimate but rarely stated goal is to eradi¬ 

cate humanoid enslavement from the 

world. Although no official records of 

this seemingly impossible ambition are 

kept in any of die various guildhalls of 

the Burning Gauntlet, its leaders keep a 

close watch on slavers, slave buyers, and 

the markets that seE humanoids. 

BURNING GAUNTLET 
SISTERHOOD 

Symbol: The sisterhood's insignia is 

a clenched steel gauntlet enshrouded 

in purplish-red flames and raised 

against a black canvas reminiscent of’ 

the night sky. 

Backgrounds, Goads, and Dreams: 

The Burning Gauntlet Sisterhood is a 

highly exclusive guild of women war¬ 

riors secretly dedicated to the eradica¬ 

tion of slavery throughout the world. 

Operating in most major cities as well 

as in various remote locations all over 

the world, the sisterhood is extremely 

careful when selecting its members, its 

enemies* and the missions it chooses 

to involve itself in. Members of the 

affiliation often go to great lengths— 

including sacrificing themselves—to 

free slaves, hunt down slavers and slave 

traders, and punish those who keep 

other humanoids of any race captive* 

Members: The Burning Gauntlet Sis¬ 

terhood surreptitiously seeks out new 

members while pursuing or raiding 

slavers. Under the guise of an exclusive 

warrior guild, its members carefully 

The history of the Burning Gaunt¬ 

let Sisterhood is closely related 

to that of its founder, the war¬ 

rior Siltarra, also known as the Unruly 

Maiden. A human bom in the shackles 

of slavery, Siltarra witnessed the cruelty 

of her master toward the people she 

cared for. Outraged by the unjust 

treatment she and her fam¬ 

ily suffered at their owner's 

hands and revolted by her 

station in life, Siltarra took 

action* At the age of twelve 

she freed herself her fam¬ 

ily, and a half-dozen other slaves from 

their bonds by killing their master and 

heavily armed guards* A small 

revolt ensued, allowing many of the 

slaves she had freed to escape. 

Siltarra, however, had only just begun. 

Convinced of the justice of her cause, 

it upon herself to free others 

who suffered as she had, and she quickly 

became a champion for slaves everywhere* 

Shortly after winning her freedom, Silt¬ 

arra honed her combat skills, kept her¬ 

self informed of the activities of riavers, 

and made new allies and contacts with 

ex-slaves and abolitionists. For the rest of 

her adolescence, Siltarra organized raids 

and revolts against slavers, slave owners, 

and anyone else who forced humanoids 

into servitude. She died young, tailing to 

the sword of a slaver during a failed.raid 

in her mid-twenties. A few years after 

her death, her adolescent daughter Var- 

nieile founded the guild that eventually 

became the Burning Gauntlet Sister¬ 

hood. For the past century, the sister¬ 

hood has fought against slavery and 

those who benefit from it * 

To external appearances, the 

Burning Gauntlet Sisterhood, 

is no more than a group of 

wofben warriors who meet 

information on 

upcoming events (such as 
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select candidates from among those 

who prove themselves skilled in battle. 

Women of any race whose principles 

and values mirror those of the sister¬ 

hood (Le,, are good aligned) and who are 

willing to dedicate their lives to oppose 

slavery can become members. While 

most active members are paladins, fight¬ 

ers, and rangers, the sisterhood also 

accepts rogues and clerics. 

When this organization identifies a 

potential candidate, one of its experi¬ 

enced members contacts hen Without 

revealing the name of the order to which 

she belongs, the Burning Gauntlet sister 

explains the true .goals and purposes of 

her guild If the candidate expresses inter¬ 

est, the Burning Gauntlet sister invites her 

in Lake part in a raid (if the candidate has 

experience as a warrior) or a mission of 

subterfuge or reconnaissance (if her skills 

run more toward stealth). When possible, 

this training mission results in the freeing 

of slaves. Once she proves herself wor¬ 

thy, the candidate must wail several .days 

before a different sister formally invites 

her to join. This "cooling offr period allows 

an unsure candidate time to work out her 

feelings and ensures that an apparently 

SLAVE SEEKER 

You are adept at locating slavers, 

slave, owners, and others who sup¬ 

port slavery. 

Prerequisites: Affiliation score 8 

or higher in the Burning Gauntlet 

Sisterhood. 

Benefit: Gather information is 

always a class skill for you. 

You also gain a +4 insight bonus 

on Gather Information checks made 

to locate slaves, slavers, slave own¬ 

ers, or an organization that actively 

supports slavery. 

enthusiastic candidate remains interested 

over lime. When the candidate accepts her invitation she is offi¬ 

cially introduced into the Burning Gauntlet Sisterhood. 

Vaiidia Silvermane (LG female elf paladin 4) is the current 

Mother of Virtue (the title given to the leader of the sister¬ 

hood). In addition to running the most important guildhall 

of the organization, Vandia must also coordinate the world¬ 

wide activities of the order through the various guildhalls. 

She spends much of her time ensuring that each of the sis¬ 

terhood^ various guildhalls wTork toward the same goal 

Type: Fighting company. 

Scale: 12 (multire gional). 

Affiliation 

Score 

3 or lower 

4-10- 

11-20 

Criterion 

Character level 

Paladin 

Was once a slave 

Aid abolitionists 

Hide or house escaped slaves 

Base attack bonus 

Gather Information 

Free slaves 

Mistreat a slays 

Associate with a slaver 

Own a slave 

Affiliation Score Modifier 

1/2 PCs level 

+2 

+1 

+1 

+1 for ever+5 of base 

attack bonus 

+1 per 5 ranks 

+1 per successful mission 

-3 

-5 

-20 

21—29 

30 or 

Titles, Benefits, and Duties: The Burning 

Gauntlet Sisterhood offers its members 

various guildhalls in which they can 

meet other sisters, purchase warrior's 

gear at fair prices (usually the prices 

listed in the Ptoyeris Handbook, hut occa¬ 

sionally with discounts as high as 10%), 

exchange goods and services, and find 

employment as warriors. Most of the 

sisterhood’s guildhalls also offer lodging 

and warm meals at economical prices, 

but in small towns or in areas where 

slavery is widely practiced, these places 

are too small, secret, or impoverished 

to offer the full benefits found in larger 

guildhalls. Sisters also organize raids 

and other missions against slavers from 

within the safety of their guildhalls. 

A guild mother (always of the rank of 

shield mistress), responsible for a particu¬ 

lar location (typically a large city and its 

environs or a wade rural area that includes 

several villages), heads each guildhall. 

Under the guild mother serve a nnmber 

of sword bearers with unique titles—-two 

governesses appointed to the daily affairs 

of the guildhall, one spy mistress respon¬ 

sible for maintaining accurate information 

on slavers and their clients, and a taskmis*- 

tress in charge of a handful of trainers. 

Title: Benefits and Duties 

No affiliation 

Maiden: You are considered a novice by 

other members of the sisterhood and are 

sometimes called upon to participate in 

the organization's missions. 

Lady: You are considered to be a compe¬ 

tent member of the group and often have 

a chance to go on missions on behalf of 

the sisterhood. +2 on all Charisma-based 

skill checks when dealing with other 

mem bers of the sisterhood. 

Sword Bearer: You are respected by your 

peers and are often asked to plan missions 

or lead groups of sisters on raids. +2 on 

damage rolls made against all known sla¬ 

vers and slave owners. 

Shield Mistress: You are a hero In the 

organization. +4 on all Charisma-based 

checks when dealing with other 

members of the sisterhood, as well as 

current or former slaves. -2 penalty when 

dealing with slavers and slave owners. 

Executive Powers: Raid, research, war. 1 
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COMICS 

I SAW HIM TAKE THE BOY IN HIS BLACK COACH 
MYSELF, SIRRAH. IF THE PRINCE LINS IS TO BE 
RETURNED SAFELY, YOU MUST PASS THE ARCH 
OF SHADOWS AT FULL MOON AND ENTER THE 
TWIUSHT LANDS. YOU WILL NEED A PASSPORT, 

s. OR YOU’LL BE HELD UP IN CUSTOMS 
FOR A FORTNIGHT. 

AYE, M’LORD. A CACHE O’ JEWELS TO RANSOM 
A KINS! BUT BEWARE YE THE EIGHT-HEADED 

DEMONESS GUARDING THE PASSAGE. CHOCOLATE 
SWEETS BE HER WEAKNESS, BUT MENTION NOT THAT 

SHE BE FAT IN THE HIND PARTS, OR YER 
MORTAL SOUL BE IN DANGER! ^ 

r CHOCOLATE- N 
BABY DON'T GOT 

BACK. GOT IT. 
V THANKS! > 

GOOD 
ADVICE. 
THANK 

. YOU! 

GOOD CROP OF ADVENTURE 
HOOKS TONIGHT! IPS HARD TO 
. KNOW WHICH TO PICK! . 

NEVER "" 
TRUST ENCHANTED 
. TAXIDERMY. . 

THE eclipse is 
^ NISH, SISTER. THE CULT OF ” 

XYZZY WILL PERFORM A DREADED 
CEREMONY THAT WILL PLUNGE THE 
WORLD INTO TOTAL DARKNESS. 
YOU’LL HAVE TO USE AN ANCIENT 

ARTIFACT HOUSED IN A MOUNTAINTOP 
MONASTERY TO DESTROY 

V THE MOON AND STOP A 
A. THE ECLIPSE. 

^ DON’T FORGET TO 
CONSIDER THE SOURCES. 
. WHAT’S THE TALLY? 

^ OH, POOH. % 
THE HOBBITS 

ARE IN TROUBLE 
v AGAIN? v 

^ SO FAR, THREE X 
WIZARDS, TWO NOBLES, 
FIVE BEGGARS, THREE 

CLERGY, AND A TALKING 
X MOOSE HEAD. x 

UH, GUYS? 
HOW ABOUT 

TAKING ON A 
DRAGON? 

DESTROY 
THE MOON. I’LL 
GET BACK TO 

s. YOU. x 

A SORRY. X 
' IF IT DOES N 
SOMETHING MORE 

UNIQUE THAN 
BURNING DOWN THE 

. TOWN, GIVE A . 
V HOLLER. A 

r IT NEEDS ^ 
TO BE SOMETHING 
v UNUSUAL. 

IF YOU \ 
HEAR ANYTHING 

MORE INTERESTING, 
k THOUGH, LET US 
X KNOW. A X &IGH. X 

" WHATEVER N 
HAPPENED TO 

THE OLD HACK-N- 
SLASHERS I KNEW 
v WHEN I WAS / 
X. A KID? y 

I’LL 
TELL 

THEM. 

bv Aaron Williams (brsip is the art rayin? nothin; in a way that 
umiui.nodiuiclc.com leave? practically nothin; unsaid. - Walter Winched 
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COMICS 

iy NO. THAT'S X 
VAN ARBITRARY 
' AND POSSIBLY 
SPITEFUL RULING 
AND THAT’S SPEC- 

l IF1CALLY PRO- 
X HIB1TED! 

I’M SORRY, IGOR, BUT 
BECAUSE OF THAT, SIR 

BILLINGSLY, YOUR 
CHARACTER, DIES, 

AND.. > 

iYNO. THAT'S X 
Van arbitrary 
' AND POSSIBLY 
SPITEFUL RULING 
AND THAT’S SPEC- 

l IF1CALLY PRO- 
X HIB1TED! 

XV BY THE INTERNATIONAL XI 
BY WHAT?) TREATY ON THE TREATMENT 
M,--—r AND SAFETY OF P LAYER 
/ / CHARACTERS, SIGNED BY MOST 

1 THINK YOU'LL SEE 
"PETTY D.MABUSE" IS 

COVERED UNDER ARTICLE 
^ XXVUl OF THE.. MAJOR PLAYEfc AND DUNGEON 

MASTER ASSOCIATIONS, AND 
v ratified by INDEPENDENT . 
X^ OBSERVERS X GIVE ME 

THAT! 

QUOTING THE X 
PREAMBLE FROM N 

ARTCLE I: "WHEN, IN 
THE COURSE OF HUMAN 
EVENTS, DEMI-HUMAN 

EVENTS AND NON- 
. HUMAN EVENTS...” V 

"THE 
LAKE GENEVA 

CONVENTIONS"? 

©2006 SHETLAND PRODUCTIONS -X>HN@>KOVAUC.COM WWW.DORRTOVVER.COM 
HTTPV/WWW.UVEiOURNAL.COM/USERS/MUSKRAT_^OHN 
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TEH* THIS LOOKS GREAT, I 
SHOULD ADD SOME SQUIGGLY 
SHAPES AND SYMBOLS, TOO**, 

FOR EXTRA AUTHENTICITY. 

ALL I NEED TO DO IS TAKE ^ 
THIS CHALK AND DRAW TWO 

BIG CONCENTRIC CIRCLES 
AROUND THE PARTY*** 

TAH DAH! A FAKE CIRCLE OF 
WARDING1 THE KOBOLD 

WILL THINK WE RE GUARDED 
BY MAGIC AND WILL STAY 

AWAY* ALLOWING ME TO 
SAFELY ENJOY A NAP! 

ABRA-POKUS! BIM! 
BAM! ZANGO BANGO! 

MY RUSE IS COMPLETE] 
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COMICS 

Burlew fSpectacular/N. 
f our deaths are 
actually going to be 
directly linked to 

l your lack of table j 
^Let iq uette. 

Do you not 
have a class feature 
specif ically designed 

to deal with this 
sort of thing? 

It ts "n 
WT moments like this ^ 
f that I begin to wonder 1 
whether leaving the realm of 
pure academic research was 

l truly the best decision, 
all things considered A 

equally, M 

I do have ^ 
a spell that'll 

help, tha. Stand 
still fer a 
moment. V Less yakkin' 

more runnin‘1 Them 
wights be right 

behind usf 

^Aye, but 
law Charisma means 
I used it up on the / 

zombies. 

HIDE FROM 
^ UNDE4D! ^ 

^y I retract ^ 
my earlier statement, 
apparently our deaths 

. will stem from , 
this. 

Shhh! ■ 

Here they 

■ camel : 

f Not 
here! 

f Not 
here! 

^ I cannot ™ 
suffer through 
this any longer! 

*1 grasp that you are ^ 
unholy corruptions of 
fife that exist only to 

suck our very soul 
l energy from our j 
N frail bodies— 

Undead are bad^j 
enough, but there are 
some perversions of 
nature which cannot 
\ be t o fer ate d, v 

IpF^ So in tha 
r end, our doom will ^ 
come from ye tryinL to 
qualify for tha Uptight 

. English Teacher > 
prestige class. /A 

y But must 
you insist on ending 

EVERY SINGLE 
SENTENCE with a 

pr e posit i o n??y 

I ask\^j^--JCfv 

Is nothing 
\ sacred? 

V ^ndwhaf^ 
is VhFS l‘EngJrjsh" 

of which you 
Yspeak?j 

Beats me, 
you want to 
come with?. 

^igh* 
Nothing to eat 

here; so where are 
s you headed to? j 

:■ 1 

1 1 r¥ i /1 i ■ Me B 
T tooi 

here! fk ■ Me 1 W r ftj/.\ j |S|pl here! fl 1 Ate /HI |IT^ t -f pr 

^Look herePN^—pp—pp—pp 
^ too! 

li j fo°' 1 jk I J--^ 3 too' pgj 

©2006 Rich Burlew Read more Order of the Stick online at www.CiantiTP.com. Learning to Wead and Wight 
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